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ABSTRACT
The Assessment and Control of' Risk of Collision

Waddah A.F. Abou El-atta

This thesis, as its title implies, is a unique step in the management of
risk of collision, which may arise in a two-ship encounter. This work
advances the development established in the authjFr's M. Phil thesis. ,
It is suggested that the contemporary technique of collision avoidance
based solely on CPA criteria is inadequate for risk analysis. The
proposed strategy for handling risk of collision revolves around the
introduced hypothesis for dealing with risks having various probabilities
of occurrence resulting in various degrees of severity. The risk values
are obtained by computing the geometrical probability of collision based
on the following definition :-

" The risk of collision can be measured by the ratio of the
ways available for a collision to occur to all the possible
ways that could be considered by the observing vessel."

Based on this hypothesis several approaches to the presentation of the
risk of collision are described separately in the thesis's units
together with their application, merits and demerits.
It is found that the introduction of the assessment and control of the
risk of collision by lneans of the proposed risk criteria has converted
the vague awareness given by the traditional methods, to a definite risk
criteria which could provide alternative ways of assessing any
situation. The restructuring of the information clearly provided to
the mariner gives him a much greater insight into the level of the risk
which he is accepting in any situation.
A strong risk controllability can be achieved if it is characterised
by a relatively high degree of constraints in the fonn of regulation.
These regulation should acquire features that will pennit them to
discriminate, act upon, and respond to aspects of the situation
variety. Due to the fact that certain statements within the
International· Rules are not clearly defined and are thus open to
individual interpretation, some mathematical definitions of risk of
collision and close range situations are established. The analysis
and testing of specific examples has proved that these methods
work and are able to provide the mariners with a cammon language
in resolving collision avoidance problem.

**iII*****'
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.....

The usual question asked regarding the impact of the Automatic
Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA) upon the collosion avoidance problem
is:

II Will the Application of ARPA to marine use provide a
lasting answer to the collision avoidance problem 1"

Although existing APRA I5 are an improvement orrthe reliance on radar for
collision avoidance, they also have limitations. All existing systems .
incorporate a static vector analysis methodology for assessing risk.
The concept is based on the calculation of risk via measurement of the
closest point of approach (CPA), and time to CPA (TCPA). These methods
are useful guides in some circumstances~ but they may lead to large,
persistent biases with serious,implications for decision making. There
is still a need for a comprehensive risk model in order to clarify the
objectivities of this study. It fs valuable to characterize the (C/A)
problem and to give a brief review of the current method used to assess
the risk of collision.

One way of characterizing the collision avoidance problem is illustrated
in fig. (i-a). In this figure a real situation and a conceptual situat-
ion have been identified.The external world of the problem is the reality.
wherein another ship proceeds towards the observing vessel and enters
the range of observation. The navigator of the observing vessel takes
note of the compound event of the two ship encounter involved in a
possible collision.

5



The conceptual world is'the world of the intellect. This is th~ world
which is within the navigator's mind and which he uses when trying to
understand what goes on in the other real world. This conceptual world
has been divided into three stages, observations (tracking), processing
(data transformation) and risk predictions. The first stage deals with
observations, in which radar equipment, gyro compass and-~peed log are
used. This stage of the problem handling is devoted to the gathering
of raw data, which is a chronological set of target's relative positions;
(2:~ Bi, Ri' Ti )

Where
R = Range of other ship.
B = Bearing of other ship.
T = Time of observation.
i = 1 , 2 , 3 •••••••••• n

The information retrieval process can be done most sensibly, and most
efficiently if the navigator has some idea of what he is looking for,
that is if he has some mathematical model that can be used as a guide
to tell him what to expect from the existing situation.

The second major stage in the development of the conceptual part of the
problem is the development of the collision risk model to analyize I
situations. The risk model is of central importance for advancing the
observations as well as making predictions. Regarding the existing
collision-avoidance systems, the-risk model is based on prediction of
CPA arid TCPA. Given a chronological set of other ship relative
positions' together with course and speed of the observing vessel (Co,Vo}
the computer then uses these data to provide a graphic display of 'risk'
information.
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if these values fall below a selected safety criteria. At the same

To provide these functions requires the processor to compute periodical
(CPA) and (TCPA) values for the other ship, and warn the navigator

time, the position of the tracked targets, their true or relative speed
vectors are presented on the screen attached to each target position.
The end of the vector indicates where the target will be~in a few minutes
as set by a vector length cor.mand. The vector length can be varied to
extend its displacement to pass the display origin, and thereby indicate
CPA and TePA, as shown in (FIG. ii-a).

The final stage is that of prediction, and as it has been already seen,
prediction is intricately tied into the observation and model~ng I
processes. Risk models can also be used to·provide information about
situations that have not been observed in more concrete terms. The
model allows the observer to analyze the effect of proposed course and/
or speed change on the situation before it is executed. The navigator
proposes a certain evasive manoeuvre (course and/or speed change) and
the system indicates, either by means of relative vectors or in a
speeded-up motion on a radar screen, it the consequences of the manoeuvre
are safe, that is to say whether it keeps the target at or beyond a
certain minimum distance. If it does not, he has to search for a better
solution by trial and error~ This can be done with great confidence if
the naVigator is careful to remember the assumptions inherent in the
model. Thus in the-assessment process, a risk model plays a crucial
role, not only in the search for an optinum solution, but also in the
kind of modified predictions which allow the navigator to assess the
consequences of his action in advance.

In the absence of comprehensive risk assess~nt, th~ navigstor may
increase or decrease the perceived risk of collision.
A consideration of each navigator's· capabilities and limitations
thus becomes critical to a successful collision - avoidance system
operation.

8



DI·:TI~HMINATION OF (CPA), (TCPA)
ANn TARGET TRUE MOTION VECTOR
BY MEANS OF PLOTTING ON RELA-
!!yE ~!l0N~. _

Target ship's position at zero
time is marke-i at (A), and time starts

counting in minutes.
A relative marker remains at (A),
while target moves to (B) in (6)
minutes, and the true motion vec~
of own ship in (6) minutes
Intervalis plotted at (A) from (C),
forming the velocity triangle.

'..~..

AB -Relative motion vector 24 Kt
CA -True motion vector of own

ship 17 Kt.
CB -True motionvector of target

ship 17 Kt.
CPA -Closest point of approach

read-out of 0.5 n.mile.
TCPA-Time to CPA is measured to be

14 minutes.
RCa -Relative tourse.

DETERMINATION OF EVASIVE COURSE OR
SPEED TO CLEAR 'mE TARGET AT SAFE
CPA.
For course ch.nge, rotate own ship
vector around point (C) till the
resulting relative motion line becomes
tangent to the safe CPA circle.in
this case vector CA' (400/17 Kt).
New relative motion vector -A'B-
30 kt.
New CPA chose~ a 1.5 n.m
New TCPA indicated by 6 min~tes
time segments is - 12 minutes.

A speed reduced to 12 Kt,(position
A" on the original vector of own
ship). gives the same safe CPA as
tha t 0 f the 400 alteration to. starboard-

N

N
A oe

A'

3

Figure Cii-a) Conventional method of assessment and control
risk of collision.
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In this field there are obviously many subleties and philosophical
points that can be the subject of endless debate. It is not the intention of
this background to compress into a few paragraphs, the e,tire subject
matter of the collision avoidance problem. However, this background is
important because it sets the stage for what this thesis~specifies.
The main concern in this work is with the proper risk mOd~l~ng process,
and in particular with the introduction of a new set of criteria for
risk assessment and control and how they can be used as predictors in
the collision avoidance context.

At the present time there is a considerable interest in the mariner's
role as a decision maker. that the navigator must be an analyst,
evaluator and a user of navigation aids in any given situation is
self..:evident. Prior to acting in any situation the navigator must
engage in an intellectual process for which risk assessment is an
important inPUt. The contemporary collision avoidance problem is
tackled by reducing it to the simpler one of increasing CPA. This
thesis suggests that such simplicity is inadequate for risk analysis,
the danger being that in relying solely on these elementary criteria
the navigator may not realise how little he knows, and how much
additional information is needed to successfully resolve the encounter.

10



Decision-making_under certainty, that is, when all the outcomes are
known,is difficult when each alternative choice is characterised by
several attributes which are not directly comparable. Considering
the development within the closing phase of a two-ship encounter, there
is a necessity for risk criteria which relatedthreats to each other by
degree of importance or "priority". The integer scale can serve as
the simplest example, for with any two distinct integers, it is feasible
to determine which of them is greater than the other. This is the
case where the value dynamics of developing risk within an encounter are
arranged in order of magnitude.

_

Probabili ty is an important variable in the discussion of risk. . The
measurement of probability has many forms which range from the classical
notion to the subjective or judgemental view. Regarding the case of a
binary encounter, the estimates of the risk of collision might be formal
and objective. Hence, the classical notion of the collision prob~bility
which was previously established in the author's M.Phil thesis is
probably most appropriate for evaluating the risk of collision. To
satisfy this need and explain this point of view, the following general
relationship is stated to define the risk of collision as:

,~~s risk of aot1.ision can b« measured by ths ratio of ths
fJXZYsauaitabls fo!' a ao't'tision to 'otJauI' to all ths possib1.s....

~'Jqa~t1iat.aautd .be .oonsiaerea.by .the .obsBMng·.'uBsss1.." ..

n



Then the hypothesi s of the risk of collision is

P = MIN. • • • • • • • • • • (1)
where

P = The risk of collision in a given time and space
M= The ways available for a collision to OCCUJ."'l

N = All the possible ways that could be considered
by the observing ship.

The definition of (p) is inappropriate if (M) is greater than the '
valueof(r.);this condition IIWJstalways be fulfilled in practice. Thus
risk function is always a nUllber between (0) and (1) ·or 0< P< 1 ;

for the purpose of this thesis it would be better if it is expressed
as percentage, 0 < P -e 100%.

Based on relation (1) a maximumrisk matrix can be constructed. It
is simply a measurementof the maximumrisk as a cross tabulation of
the alternatives (C) and (V), i.e. all the courses and speeds

possible to the ob"serving ship.

Cl Cz Cj Cn
Course alternatives

VI PI P •• Plj •• PInCD Z
CD>....

Vz ~ Pn Pzz PZj PZnCD •• ••c:
~
CD~

V. .... Pi! PiZ PZj Pinca .. ••~
"0
CD
CD
Co

Pm! PmZ Pmj PVm en .. .. mn

Risk matrix

lZ·



The cells in the maximum risk matrix represent the maximum value of
the collision probability outcome that results from the choice of a
particular course and speed as defined by risk tl'ansition distribution
derived in the M. Phil thesis.

Having defined the maximum risk matrix, which represe~ts all the
possible outcomes of maximum risk for each alternative,then this matrix
wi 11 be the. criterion for selection.'. H'ence the object of risk
control is to minimize the maximum risk, and the hypothesis of risk
control will be :

Minimize P ..
~J = (M•• / N)

~J

·13



1..1 INTRODUCTION

This unit is devoted to detailing tools of mathematical expressions
that will be useful in developing and checking mathematical abstractions
of the physical or otherwise "real,"world of the Collision Avoidance
(CA) problem. Questions concerning the nature of the basic concept of
CA problem or their relation to t he real, warld do not belong to the
mathematical expresaions concerned. The following foundations only
lay down certain relationships between the fundamental concepts of
the problem. The material will be used'as the basis of risk modeling
and analysis. A number of derived equations describing the two-ship
encounter and the related parameters are summarized in the following
table and explained in detail later:-

1 - Navigation Coordinate System (NCS).
2 - Equations of Relative Motion.
3 - Equations of True Motion.
4 - Equations of Closest Point of Approach (CPA).
5 - Equations of a Buffer Circle.
6 - Equations of Range and Bearing Rates
7 - Equations of Changing Position on a Moving Ship.
8 - Equations of Exact Collision.
9 - Equations of Collision Probability.
10- Equations- of the turning circle.

14



1.2 NAVIGATIONAL COORDINATE SYSTEM (NCS)

The main idea of the (NCS) is that geometric investi~ations of collision
avoidance problem can-be carried out by means of algebraic calculations.
This method provides a direct application of navigationar.observations.
The connection between the plane motion of ships as sets of points and
(NCS) may be established in accordance with the following:
A line in the plane, extending indefinitely upward and downward
is chosen, and is defined to be the North-South direction; called
the X-axis. A line at right angle to this axis extending
indefinitely to the left and to the right is termed the Y-axis.
A point of origin (0) on the intersection of these axes represents:
the position of the observing ship. The two axes divide the plane
into four quadrants, called the first quadrant, second etc.,
following the direction of azimuth measurement, as in fig.(l.l).The
position of other ship (A) may be defined in the plane either by
rectangular coordinates (X, y) or by polar coordinates are given as
follows:-

x = R. COS (B)a

Y = R. SIN (B)a

The angle (B) ia called the true bearing or azimuth; it can take values
from 00 up to 3600_ through which the axis N-S must be rotated in a
clockwise direction so as to pass through (A). The length OA = R is
called the range, as in Fig. 1.2. It can be seen from the unit circle,
in particular, that all.possible combination of signs of X and Y can be
obtained in the various quadrants by making B take all values from zero

. to 3600 (Fig. 1.2).

Frequently it is.desirable to change from one coordinate system to
another, as the parallel displacement of the NCS and a rotation through
an angle equal. to the ship's true course. Hence a true position can be
related to ship's horizontal axes and conversely.

15



+X or North

+, - +,+

-,-

X or South

Figure(l-l)
Navigational Coordinate System.

+X or North
Va

.......R_.S_I_N~B"",-...A (Target ship )

v; Xa
8.

-_-4~ .:a:::.L __ +V or East

Figure(1-2)
Relation between cartesian and
polar Nav.coordinate system.
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Two navigational coordinate systems,NCSo with coordinates X and Y
and NCS with coordinates t and ~ are related in such a way that
the corresponding axes are parallel to one another and the origin
A of NCS has coordinates (a,b) in NCSo, (see Figure (1.3) ). The
same point P then has coordinates (X , Y), in NCSQ and (..( , " )
in NCS ,where:-

X = a + e
Y = b + 11 1.2

~ = X - a

" = Y - b 1.3

Suppose that the NCS is rotated (keeping the origin fixed) in the
navigational positive sense through an angle (B) into a (~,~)
in the new system, (See figure (1.4». Hence the NCS satisfies the
following transformation equations:

X = ~. COS B - ".SIN B
Y = e. SIN B + " •COS B 1.4

(= X • COS B + Y. SIN B

" = X • SIN B + Y. COS B 1.5

The formula of X and Yare obtained by rotating the «(." )
system through an angle (-B).

17



N or +X N or +.!

o

------
n P{X,Y)
---"p{~,rlJ

I

!
I
I

_-1-_ "'--~t-A "';:i-- E or + '1.

___. ~--------~-Eor+Y

I
I
I
I

.':

Figure{1-3)
Parallel transfonnation of Navigational
Coordinate System.

N or +X

Figure(1-4)
Rotation of the Navigational Coordinate System.
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.3 EQUATIONS OF RELATIVE MOTION

In nearly every problem that involves moving ships, it is
essential to find the course and speed of one ship relative to another.
To an observer on board ship 0 the apparent track of (~~ is the
segment connecting the two positions of (A). This apparent movement as
seen in Fig. (1.5),is called the relative movement. Provided that
(Xl' Yl) and (X2, Y2 ) are the coordinates of the two positions (AI)
and (A2), then they have changed by the increments (OX and (OY),
then:

OX:: X2 - Xl

OY:: Y2 - YI 1.6

Using the pythagorean theorem the distance travelled (S) can ber
found as seen in Fig. 1.5:-

1.7

If Dt is the interval of ti.me,the position has undergone a displacement
(Sr)' then the relative speed is given by:-

V :: S / Otr r 1.8

The direction of the relative motion line is determined by the direction
from initial position (AI) to terminal position (A2). The angle made by
this line and the north direction measured in clockwise direction ia
defined ss the relative course (er'. This angle may have any value from
00 to 3600• It is related to the slope of the line aa followa:-

C :: ATAN (OY/OX) if for + OX, + DVr
- 360 + ATAN (DV/OX) + OX,.- OY-

180 + ATAN (DV/OX) +- - OX, - OY-
- 900 0, + DV-- 1800 - OX, 0-

·19



N or +X

--

+Y or East
o

Figure(l-S)
Graphical representation of relative motion.

N or +X

B

: Vxr
I---TI
: Vxo
I
t•,, East or +Y

o yo V
ya

Figure(1-6)
Graphical representation of the elements
of relative motion.
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C = 2700r for 0, - DV 1.9

Apart from the above relations, the relative velocity (CrI Vr)
can be found from the knowledge of the true motion of both observing
and other vessel, (Co, Va) and (Ca, Va) respectively. It is
obvious as seen in fig. 1.6 that the relative velocity is the vector
subtract of the two true motions (V = Va - Vah An analytic• r . .
solution can be done by resolving of the velocities (Va) and 'Va).
Hence if the relative velocity of other ship (A) with respect to
observing ship (0) is considered :-

VXr = VX - VXa 0

VYr = VY - VYa 0

VXr = V .COS (C ) - V • COS (Co)a a 0

VYr = V .SIN (C ) - V • SIN (Co)a a 0

Vr = (VX + VY )%r :r

Cr - AlAN (VVr/ VXr) 1.10-

~milar constraint to that mentioned in ~quation 1.9 applies to the
calculation of the relative course (Cr).

~'.
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1 .4 .EQUATIONS' OF TRUE MOTION

The elements of motion of ano~her ship can be found from its relative
motion together with observing ship velocity. Following a similar
procedure to that of equation, 1.6 the following equati~ns of other
ship's true motion can be derived, as seen in Fig. 1.6:-

VXa = VX + VXor

VYo = VY + VYr 0

VX = Vr:.cos (Cr) + Vo.COS (Co)a

VY = Yr· SIN (C ) + V .SIN (Co)a r 0

Va = (VX 2 + VY 2)% Ca= AIAN (VY / VX ) 1.11a a ' a a

Similar constraints to those mentioned in equation 1.9 apply to the
calculation of the other ship's true course.

Having decided on an arbitrary relative moti9n, and provided a pre-
knowledge of other ship's true vel~ity, the observing vessel's true
velocity which satisfies this condition can be found, as above:-

VX = VX - VXoar
VY =VY -VYo a r

VXo = V .COS (C ) - V .COS (Cr)a a r

VY = V .SIN (C ) - V .SIN (Cr)o a . a r

1.12

Similar constraints to that of equation 1.9 apply to the calculation :a

of the observing ship's true course.

22



1.5 EQUATIONS OF CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH
AND A BUFFER CIRCLE

Regarding the closing phase of a rapidly changing sitLation, a periodic
determination of the (CPA) from a set of raw data is essent ial, The
following expressions which define the (CPA) in terms of-bearing and
range observations are given for this purpose. Now if (AI) and (A2)
are two successive positions of other ship defined in the (NCS) of the
observing vessel from their bearings and ranges (BI, RI' B2, R2) as
sho~ in Fig. (1.5), and the two positions are joined by a line which
is extended in the direction of the relative movement, the point (M)

at which the line passes closest to the center point (0) will be the
(CPA) (See fig. 1.7).

If the perpendicular (d) is laid from point (A2) to the first line of
bearing and intersecting at paint (C); then two trianoles are formed
(AI- M. 0) and AI- C. A2). From the similarity of the two trianoles
the followino eouation is formed:

Rn/d = Rl/ Sr
Rm = d.Rl /Sr

2 Z= RI- RZ- _SIN (BZ- Bl)/~I+ R2 -2. 1.13

~Qvided that:

Having defined the relative motion by any method as described in
(Section 1.2) which passes through a given position, (~i' Vi) ,
then-the following relation can be derived, (see Fig.(1.5»:- _

Tan (er) = ( Vi - V ) / (Xi - X)

V - Tg (er). X + Vi - Tg (er). Xi-
V = m.X + Vi - m.Xi 1.14

-u



Where(X. , V.) is the knowninitial position in the (NCS) of
l. l.

ship (0).

(m)is the ir~lination of the relative track of the true
north direction, it equals tan (relative course (C ).r

(X • V) are the coordinates of a position on the relative
motion line.

Nowsuppose that a circle of radius (Ra). representing. a buffer circle,
is centred at the origin of the (NCS), then its equation is given
by':

2 2 .
X + V - RJl = 0

Then the coordinates (X, V) of a point of intersection (AJ) must
satisfy the equation of the circle and the equation of the R.M. line,
and a system of equations is formed. By substituting for (V),
squaring and collecting terms together the following ~adratic
equation is given:-

2 2 2 2(m +1).X + 2.m. (V.-m.X.).X + (Vi- m.X~) - Ra = 0
1. 1. 1.

Let
2a = (m + 1)

( )2, 2
c = Y. - m.X. - Ra

1. 1.

Then X = {-b + (b2_ 4.a.c)% 12.a 1.15

As the value of (X) is determined from equation (1.15), then equation
(1.14) can·be used to calculate value of (V).

According to the sign of the discriminent (b2 - 4.a.c.), it has two
real roots, one real root, or two conjugate complex roots. Geometrically
this mesns that the R.M. line has two, one, or no points in common
with the assigned buffer circle. Henceforth, the discriminant can be used
to predict a safe pass or unsafe pass with regard to a given buffer circle.



Apart from the equation (1.13), which is based on raw data', sometimes
it may be necesaary to determine the (CPA) in advance as a consequence
of a given relative motion (Cp, Vp), -together with a known position
(Xi ' Vi). Tlliscan be formed by considering_ the equality condition of
the discriminent "b2 = 4.a-.c", then the tang~t circle to the given
R.M. line can be defined, and hence the (CPA). _'"

2Let Xm = X ,b = 4.a.c., and substituting in EqU.l.15:-
Then Xm =-b/2.a

2Xm = 2.M (M.Xi - Vi)1 2.(M ...1)
2= M. (H.Xi - Vi) I (H + 1) 1.16

The distance to the (CPA) can be given by the relation

R'm = (X! ... V!)~ 1.17

The bearing of the (CPA) can be given by the relation

Having a similar constraint as in relation (1.9).

-25
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Figure(1-7}
Relation between relative motion and buffer circle.
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Figure(l-S)
Changing of range and bearing.
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1.6 EQUATIONS OF RANGE AND BEARING RATES

Range rate is an. important factor in characterising the closing phase
of a two ship encounter. Range rate together with bearing rate can
be used as an index for a rapidly deteriorating situation.
Henceforth the following derivation of range and bearing rate
equations are given:-

Let other ship's position (A) being described relative to the observing
ship (0) by the (NeS) as illustrsted in Fig. (1.8), and being also
defined by the equation of the position vector as follows:-

1.18

On differentiating with respect to time (T), then:-

dR/dT = . (X.dX/dT + Y.dY/dT) / (X2 + y2 )~

But dX/dT = V~.COS (er), and dY/dT = V~.SIN (er)

then 1.19

Let F = X. eos (er) + Y. SIN (er) 1.20

The expressiOn "F't may be used to determine if the range is constant,
decreasing~ or increasing depending on its sign; zero, negative, or
positive respectively_

Considering Fig. (1.8), the bearing of ship (A) can be given in terms
of its coordinates (X, y) in the following form:-

B = ATAN (y / X ) 1.21

Similar constraints to those mentioned in equation (1.9) apply to the
calculation of the true bearing (B).

21



On differentiating equation (l.21) with respect to time (T), ,

then

dB/dT = COS2(B). (x.dv/dT - V.dX/dT) / X2

2'"= (X. Yr. SIN (Cr) - V. Yr' COS (Cr»)1 R

= (Vr/R). [ (COS.(B). SIN (Cr».(SIN (B) .COS (Cr) ) 1

= (Vr/R). (SIN (Cr - B) )

Or
= 0.955., ' (Vrl R), SIN (Qr) 1.22

Where

B' = rate of change of bearing in degrees
per min .. ,

Qr = the relative aspect which equals

(Cr - B )

Vr = the relative speed in knots.

R' = other ship's range in miles.



1.7 .EQUATIONS OF CHANGING' POSITION' 'ON A
.. MOVING' SHIP

Refer to Fig. (1.9), showing a geometrical figure of a possible two
ship encounter. It is assumed that ship (0) has a constant speed....
(Vo) and a ship (A) has a forward constant velocity (Ca,Va).
Ship (0) is required to set her course (Co) to take a new position
on the other ship (A)• .".

"

The ships' paths and their relative positions are referred to (NCS),
the navigational right - hand orthogonal system (0, X, y). Now
let (C) be an arbitrary point of a fixed position relative to Ship
(A). The arguments of which are given in terms of aspect and range
(Q,D). Hence its coordinates in accordance with the (NCS) centred
at (0) are in the form:-

Xc = Xa + D.COS (Ca + Q)
.Ye = Ya + D.Sin (Ca + Q) 1.23

Consi~er that the coordinste is translated to poin~(C) and rotated
in the navigational positive sense of direction through an angle (Ca)
into a (E , 11 ) system. The coordinates (e • .,,) of observing ship
(0) satisfy the inverse transformation equations:-

I

e = Ye. SIN (Ca) - Xc. COS (Ca)

11 = Yc. COS (Ca) + Xc. SIN (Ca) 1.24

With the course of ship (0) being set to intercept the moving (C) at .
a future position point (P), which will be on the positive axis of
the (i, 1'( ) - system,.then the following ratio holds constant:-

So/Se = Vo/Va = E

; 29
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Figure(1-9)
Changing position of observing ship relative to a moving target.



Where So = is the distance run of ship (0) to the future
point (p)

sc: is the distance run of point (C) to the future
point (p)

Va : is the speed of observing ship (0) ."
Va : is the speed of ship (A)

E : is the speed ratio between ship (0) and Ship (A).

Squaring 52. E2 : 52
e 0

52 E2 : ,,2+ (_ t + Se)2c·

2 t 2~.2: 11 - 2. .Sc + Se +

then 1.2S'

Let a : 1 _ E2
b : -2. t

c : ,,2 + t 2

then, Z \'Se = (- b + . (b - 4.a.c.) )/2.a 1.'26

Having defined displacement (Sc)~ then the future point (P) can be
found in the (NCS) of ship (0) by the following relations:-

Xp: Xc + Se .COS (Ca)

Yp: Yc + Se.SIN (Ca) 1.27

The system of equations from (1.21) to (1.21) can be used to determine
the coordinates of the future point of possible collision. If, however,
point (C) is initially taken at the point (A), so that distance (D) is
nil,.then (Xc : Xa), and (Vc ':Va), and equations (1.24) become:- '

l : -Va. SIN (Ca) - Xa.COS (Ca)
~ : -Va. COS (Cs) + Xa.COS (Ca) 1.28

'1



1.8 EQUATION'OF'COLLISION

Consider the dynamic situation of a two-ship el~ounter involved in
exact collision. Such a situation appears in fig. (1.10) which
illustrates the geometry of a collision situation between two ships
on converging courses. At an instan·te (Tl) the two ships (0) and
(A) at a distance (RI) and are moving according to the speed vectors
(Vo) and (Va). for the sake of simplification the geometric figure
is regarded as a set of points and the two true velocities are assumed
to be uniform. The relative bearing of ship (A) in relation to ship
(0) is the angle CQ) or the aspect.

If both ships maintain their velocity they will collide at point (Pc).
The intersection angle at this point is the relative heading (H), and
the following relation holds constant:

Vo/Va = So/Sa = E

Where E = ,the speed ratio
So • distance run of ship (0) to the collision point.
Sa = distance run of ship (A) to the collision point.

from the two triangles (O.P.F) and (A.P.F.)

Sa = b.CSC. CQ) and So = b.CSC (Q + H)

then (l/E) = b. SIN (Q+ H)/b. SIN (Q)
= (SIN (Q). COS CH)'+ COS (Q) SIN (H)/SIN (Q)
= COS CH)'+ COT CQ). SIN CH)

and hence TAN (Q) = E.SIN CH) / (I-E. COS (H) ) 1.29

Equati~n (1.29), gives a simple definition of a collision situation in'
a two-ship encounter in terms of two independent variables (E) and (H).



cos (Q) = (I-E. cos (H) 1.(1-2.e.COS (H) + E2 )%
SIN (Q) = (E. SIN CH) 1 Cl - 2.E. COS (H) + ~)%

1.30
1.31

The fallowing are twa alternative expressions defining the same .
function: ..

The simple expression (1.29) was investigated in the M.Phil. thesis.
However, as it constitutes a basis far the collision probability, it
is worthwhile to give a brief review of the collision function through
a graphical presentation.

The equation (1.29) may be interpreted as defining a surface in the
EHQ-Space. In particular the equation might be imagined to present the
elevation paints an a three dimentional space, above the plane Q=o, as
in figure (1.11). If the surface is cut with a plane Q=Qo, a constant,
a contour line is generated an the surface, and if this contour line is
projected straight dawn onto EH-plane, an isoaspect curve is obtained in
the domain of Q. The contour curve consists of the paints in the domain
where Q has the value Qc. An equation for the contour curve is obtained
by setting fe E,H ) = Qc. By giving other values to Q, other contours
are obtained. The generated figure is called the EH - diagram of the
collision.function, see fig (1.12).

The investigation of the collision equation and the related behaviour
can be achieved through the study of the derivatives and the related
incremental relations. It is nat difficult to derive the following
relations by differentiation of the collision equation:-

AQ/.AH = E. (COS (H) - E)/(l-2.E.COS (H) + E2)

AQ/ AE = SIN (H) / (1-2.E.CDS(H)' + E2)

1.32

1.33

~B = - (~H + AQ)

= AB. {1-2.E. CO (H)"+ E2)1 (l-E.CDS CH)

1.34

AH 1.35

(See Appendix A2)
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If the encounter dimension should occupy a sea area of a finite
radius (Ra) not a point, .it would be geometrically defined in
the (E-H) diagram by a set of aspects confined between two limit-
ing aspects (Ql) and (Q2)' fig. (1.13). The intersection of
the speed ratio line (E = Emax) with the two curves of the limit-
ing aspects will describe an area. This area OMO defines a
subset of particular combination of heading and speed ratioscontained
in a discrete set which consists of all possible combinations of
the heading and speed ratio. Such a concept can be seen in fig.(1.14)
and can be interpreted as:-

1.9 EQUATIONS OF COLLISION PROBABILITY

" 1!heZ'errr:ry e:r:ist a set (M) ofdiffezaent flJays foze a coZZision to
occur out of a total. numbe~ of (N) possibl.s courses and spseds
that can be considezoed by the obsePfJing vessel.. "

The set of all possible ways open to the observing vessel is defined
by the area of the given (E-H) diagram, which is equal to the value
of:-

N:: 2. n Ernax

Where n e 3.1415927

Then it is reasonable to suppose that the collision probability (Pc)
is proportional to the areas (M) and (N) ,and is expressed
in the following telationship :-

Pc = M I N

= M /2. n Ernax 1.36

Area ( M) is determined in accordance with the maxinum speed ratio;
•Ernax< 1, Emax:: 1 or Emax '> 1. The following equations are given

and can be traced (see the appendix CA.4) ):-
35



Qi = Q .sin-l (R/R)

i= 1,2

"..,

Target
ship

Figure 1.13 Definition of the limiting aspects
(Ql")"and (Q2) by tangents of the
critical circle of radius (R ). a

P = MIN

H o H

Figure 1.14 Definition of collision probability in {E/H)-plane.
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In case of (Emax ~1),

M ={H1 • Emax - SIN (Q1)' Ln (TAN% (~ll+Q1). / TAN (%Q»~;t

{(H2• Emax - SIN (Q2)' Ln (TAN% (HZ~ QZ)/TAN(%QZ»} 1.37

!It case of (Emax < 1),

Where
Ql = Qo + SI~ (Ra / Ra)

1QZ = Qo - SIN (Ra / Ra)

Ra = accepted CPA

Ro = initial'range

Qo = initial aspect angle.
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.10 EQUAnONS· OF .THE .TURNING .TRAJECTOR~ .
, 'OF'A'SHIP

Ship manoeuvrability has been, and still is, an important practical
consideration when ships are manoeuvring for collision av~dance. The
parameters of a ship's turning trajectory are useful for characteriz-
ing the collision avoidance manoeuvres at close range in the open
sea. A simplified description of ship's circular motion is as follow.

Suppose that a ship is advancing on a straight pcrthf,w han her
rudder is deflected and held at a fixed angle. The trajectory of the
ship after this even may be divided into three phases as shown in
figure (1.13). Based on starboard turn the first phase starts at the
instant that the rudder is begun to be laid over and may be extended
after the time the rudder reaches its full deflection angle. During
this period the speed and the path are considered constant and
straight respectively. When the rotation commences the ship enters
the second phase of turning. The important event that takes place in
this phase is the coexistance of d~celeration and hence the 'speed of I
ship is reduced exponentially. Finally, after ·a·~new equilibrium of
forces is reached, the ship settles down to the steady turn of the
third phase.

Assuming a perfect circle of tu~n the following relations can be
established provided that thluhiJis tactical radius (Rt) and her rate of
turn (,.) are known from ship's trial maneuvres.

If ( P.) and (P. 1) are two successive positions of the ship on
1. 1.+

the turning circle then the position (Xi+l, Y;+l) can be related to
the previous one in the (N:S) by the following equations which can be
deduced from the figure(1~16)

1.38
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Figure (1-15). A simplified turning path of a ship.
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OmITIAL POSITION OF OBSERVING SHIP

Figure(1-16)Definition of the coordinates of a point on the
turning circle of a ship relative tottle initial position.
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Where;

Rt = Turning radius

Co = True course of the ship at position (Pi) _~

t/J = Amount of course alteration in the time
interval (T. 1 - T.>.~+ ~

Value of (q,) can be determined from ship's tangential velocity
and her tactical radius:

q, = 57.3 (T. 1 - T. ) Va / Rt~+ ~ 1.39

In considering the ship's tangential velocity (Va), the empirical
exponential formula advised by the (O.O.T) specification for a Marine
Navigational Equipment Simulator (1980) can be used;

Vo = (Vmax - Vmin). e- Tn/K + Vmin 1.40

Where;
Va _ Speed at Tn minutes after alteration has been made.
K = A constant which simulates· the chosen type of ship

and is either a fixed value between (2) and (25) or is..
continuously variable over this range •

. 40
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.1 INTRODUCTION

Increasing attention has been paid to ship collision avoidance systems
during the past ten years. Inspite of (ARPA)introduction intu marine
use, which is considered a vital contribution, the navigator is not,
however, and will probably never be capable of predicting accurately
the risk of collision only from closest point of approach, the basic
criteria in all collision avoidance systems in use.

This unit surveys a newapproach for risk prediction, assessment and
control. Amathematical model of terminal risk assessment was designed
to perfUnne risk sinl.llation on the computer. A set of equations which
wetS" derived in Uliit .!;lblt Foull·dat'i.on- ,~is used in building these
models. Risk information is presented in a special pattern which is
considered to be practical. In order to clarify thl' etfect of time on risk
assessment. the transition distribution of risk values was plotted
whenevernecessary. For the sake of completeness a more appropriate
model based on maxilllJmrisk values is also introOJced in the study.



In order to obtain these models, the,assumption was made that the
speed of the observing ship and the velocity of other ship are
taken as constant values during the encounter. The results that
were obtained are considered to be realistic, although, it was
recognised that morethan one pattern would be necessary·~or full
assessment of the relevant parameters •

...
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2.2 .... GRAPHICAL.. DESCRIPTION ~OF' RISK' FUNCTION

To help illustrlitingthebasic steps in understandi.ng the r:isk function
the equation.(1.36) is used to describe the overall features of the
risk of collision which may arise in a binary encounter •.,

For such an encounter at a given space and time, the value of risk
is given by the risk flM'lction. This rHk depe~ds on the ship's
dimension (Ra), speed ratio (E), initial range (Ro) and initial
aspect (Qo). The value of risk may vary significantly from stage to
stage of the encounter.. For an encounter of constant parameters (Ra)
and (E), the influence of the variables (R) and (Q) can be solely
investigated by means of graphical representation of the risk function.

Figures (2.1 a, b. c) show the risk graphs based on fixed values of
(Ra: 0.5 miles) and (E: 2, 1, 0.5). The horizontal scale of each
graph is in nautical miles and covera an interval of (6) miles. The
vertical scale shows.the risk percent, covering values from zero to
100"_ The risk-range curves are computed for five values of aspect
taken as a constant parameter of (00, 450, 900, 1350 and 1800). The
resulting set of curves is an indication of the way the range-risk
relation·varies.

Figures (2.2, a, bp c) shaw another. three risk graphs based on the
same fixed values of (Ra) and (E) as above. The range variable (R)
is taken as a constant parameter. of the values (R: 1,2,3,:4,5,6)
n.miles. The horizontal scale of each graph is in degrees snd covers
the full range of aspect angle from (0°) to (180°). The resulting set
of curves illustrate the overall influence of aspect change on the
value of risk of collision.
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2.3 FLOW CHART AND PROGRAM FOR TERMINAL RISK

The computer program wa3 written in BASIC as shown in appendix (B-1)
listing (Risk/Course). A simplified flow chart of this program is
shown in Fig. (2.3). It can be seen that it requires as-"inputs a
chronological set of relative positions (Bi, Ri, Ti), the velocity
of observing ship (Co, Vo), encounter dimension (Ra), and an arbitrary
time delay (T).
Program routines require three subroutines giving in listing (Comvector)
(ASPECT), and (C.RISK). The first step concerns the computation of
information on the initial geometry of the situation. The inputs to
subroutine (COMVECTOR) are the components of relative motion computed
by equations (1.1, 1.2). The returned results of relative vector
(Cp~ Vp) together with the true motion vectoroftheobserving ship (Ca,Va)
are used to compute the vector (Ca~ Va) of the other ship'§ true mption.
using equations (1.7, 1.8)'.

To allow for the expected time of computer solution, a second step is
to predict the initial risk of collision after an arbitrary interval of
time. This routine is set up to first compute the relative position of
ship (A) at the end of the time interval by applying equations (1.2,
1.3,1.4) in an inverse-sense. The computed argument (Bi) and other
ship true course (Ca) are entered to subroutine (ASPECT) which returns
the value of the aspect at the time specified. Now all the parameters
necessary for computing the risk at the specified,time (p) are available
These data (Va, Va, Ra, Ri, Qi) are the inputs of subroutine (C2- Risk)
which returns the value of oollision probability and hence the value of
risk of collision.

The third step is'to generate a matrix of terminal risk which Covers all
the courses available to the observing ship. This routine is set up to
first compute the (CPA) and its associated aspect (Qm), that is for all
converging coUrses uSing equations (1.12, 1.13, l.'14).FoUowing,a similar
procedure to that of the second step the value of risk when the ship
reaches the (CPA) is computed.To recognise when a divergence in relative
motion may occur, use is made of equation (1.20). Riak of Collision is
considered diminishing in case of diverging courses.
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Figure(2-3). A simplified program flowchart of risk prediction model.

1
I

c - C + 1o 0
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Compute: Information on terminal situatiot
for I( given heading of ship (0)
(Cr,Vr) • (Qm,Rm) • (Emax)

I
Compute: Risk level (p ) terminal stagem

for a given heading of ship (0)



All of the th~ngs which have been done so far are numerical
computationsof the initial and terminal risk matrix for ~ given
situation, but for better digestion of this information and
qUick interpretation a visual presentation is needed, Which is
the subject of the next paragraph.
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2.4 RISK PRESENTATION PATTERN

A clear picture of the shape.of the graphs of the develo~ed risk
function can be obtained by introducing a cartesian coordinate system
in which the true course of the observing ship (Co) is _....taken as
abscissa and the values of respective risk function are taken as
ordinates. Fig. (2.4) illustrates this presentation. A Computer
program is set up to perform the plotting routine. It is included
in the main computer progr-am listing (RISK / COURSE), in appendix
(8-1). The pointwise construction of the terminal risk graph for the
courses at intervals of 50 can be seen in the diagram. The range of
risk values in a given situation thDught of as being characterised by
four levels:

Zero tolerance riek in range of
Accepted risk in range of
Potential risk in range of
Extreme risk in range of

00 - 25 ~
25 - 50 ~
50 - 75 ~
75 -100 ~

The levels of risk are shown in the diagram as four bands so that the
user can quickly figure out the difficulty in the situation. In order
to perceive the future change in the value of risk the initial risk
is plotted. The initial!;)risk curve (X) appears as a horizontal
straight line as a result of course - independence of the initial risk.

Having the values of relative velocity (Vr) and distance to CPA, (Rm)
already computed two other graphs (y) and CZ) are made possible on the
same diagram. Graph of'CY) represents the variation of the relative
velocity normalised by its maximun value (Vr/ Vr•max) with course
changes. This curve can be used to visualise how quickly or slowly the
risk level is changing.. The third graph (Z) represents the variation

.of distance to CPA normalised by the initial range (Ra) with course
changes. The idea behind plotting of curve (Z) is to establish a
comparative index between the assessment based on CPA criteria and the
risk function developed.

A numerical printout of input data and results on initial situation are
provided as a record. These·data can·also be used to ~\t jew the·-

conventional ~ide_· of the problem.
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VARIATION OF TERMINAL RISK WITH COURSE.

Curve (x) represents p.resent risk
Curve (y) represents the relation of (Vr/Vr.max) with course
Curve (Z) represents the relation of (Rf/Ri) with eourse

. OBSERVED DATA : - .

First range -7
Second range -5
First bearing -160
second bearing -160
Time of obs.(l) -00
Time of obs.(2) -06
Observer course -120
Observer speed -10

ARBITRARY· DATA :-

Accepted CPA
Present range
pre.en t time

- 0.5
- 5.0
- 06

COMPUTED INFORMATION :-

Inttial risk -08.1:f

Target speed -13.9
Target course -07.5

Target aspect -332.4
Vr.max -23.9

Figure (2-4). A typical risk presentation pattern for the assessment
and control of the risk of collision.
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2.5 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

It is now possible to take this risk hypothe~is about the encounter
of two sh ips to apprec.iate the consequences. However, it would be necessary
before discussing the following applications to notify the parameters
and variables used to define risk of collision, and see how they contribute
to the behaviour of the.values of risk.' These factors are; the range
(R) the aspect of (Q), the speed ratio ( Va/Va), and the encounter
dimension (Ra).

The following general findings are revealed by investigation of the
risk function (1.29) and the relevant graphs shown in figures (~.l)
and (2.2).

(a) - With a given speed ratio and aspect, it is seen that risk level
increases as range decreases.

(b) - With a given speed ratio and range it is seen that the risk level
decreases as aspect decreases.

(c) - With a given aspect and range the risk increases as speed ratio
decreases. This is true for small angles of aspect. However
for large aspects the risk value may diminish as speed ratio
decreases.

(d) - Risk value exhibits exponentia1 behaviour over different ranges.

(e) - Initial value of risk is independent of the heading of the
observing ship.

(f) - With a given speed ratio it is evident that future valueS'ofrisk
depend on the future position resulting from a certain course.
In other words the future risk of collision depends on range and
bearing rates.

(g) _ In a dynamically.changing situation it is not prscticslta consider
separately the effect of fangs or aspect changes on the problem.
Since their rates are rutually dependent, as can be seen from
equation (1.22), the overall response has to be considered.
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2.6 TESTING'THE TERMINAL RISK MODEL

let the pair of ships (0) and (A) be positioned as indicated by the
four examples and shown 1n the Figures (2.5), (2.6), (2.~·) and (2.8).

These situations are'defined geometrically by a set of observations of
bearings and ranges together with computed data. This infdrmation is
presented by a numerical' print-out attached to each diagram. The
diagram comprises four graphs: terminal risk, initial risk, normalised
CPA, and normalised relative speed. Given this information, problems
of collision can be identified if they rise above the acceptable level
of risk.

It is. of interest , however, to see by inspection of risk profiles
that equal risksonly exist: for both ships in cases of equal speeds.
There is the basic dilema of the. slower ship where double peak together
with higher risk courses may arise. It is sometimes striking that the
faster ship dominates the situation controlwise.

The location of 100~ peak value are cases where, on following the
corresponding, courses ,.,tH tw.o. .. '.: critical circles representing the
two s~ps overlap. However the range of risk values about 7S~ is
considered to be indication of extreme danger and hence the correspond-
ing courses must be avoided. When range ia available to allow manoeuvr-
ing to achieve a fixed low level of risk (50~), the maaieuvrecan be
selected which minimises the off-course penalty. When insufficient
range is available to achieve the desired low level of risk with minimum
off-course deViation, the manoeuvre is chosen which minimises risk of
collision.

A terminal risk profile diagram gives an erroneous impression that the
weighting of objectives is static. The weighting IlListbe.dynamic so
that the contribution of various parameters and variables to risk
prediction can be evaluated over the time span of the encol.llter. In
order to disclose this valuable information, which is hidden in the
presentation of risk rate, a criteria is needed to weight the indication
of terminal risk. In other words, it is necessary to investigate the
behaviour of risk transition from initial state to terminal s~tuatian~
This is the subject of the following paragraph.
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_ ~~\H~::"'..(O)Course (120oT)
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\
Ran~
5 mi~,s

\
.,: SHIP(A)

.':

13.9 Knots

shipo
100 ~~""'~~!'I'---- ......., INPUT CPA :0.5m- :7 Ro····:5

·t---t_-b·~11tc.-_t·-11'R2 : 5 To
Bl :160 0lJl'Pt1r
B2 :160 Po :06.8
T1 :00 Ca :007.5
T2 :06 Va :13.9

" Co :120 Qa :332.4
•...... __ 11· ; Vo :10.0 Vr.max :22.9

, .__ .- .•......._.- ..
!-

75 :06

. Ship A

CPA :0.5~
R1:7 Ro' :5
.R2:5 To :06
Bl :240 OUTPUT
B2 :.240 Po :05.2
Tl :00 Ca :120
T2 :06 Va :10
CC> :007.5 Qa :29.2

0:>: Vo :13.9 VI".max:22.9-
Var.iatun·of 11'2 ·temIirm· r.lfk wittl cxirse c:hI'g:!. -er=:

Figure (2-5). Two ..risk presentation diagralll80f two crossing
ships involved in a possible collision.

I
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1J-
Ship (0)
Course (180oT)
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Ra ge
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B Knots

I
·Course (OOST)

Ship (A)

,

ShipO <llR£..1ro·-----·-·-·-··-~~~~----~-~~~
'75

.....

CPA ~0.5
:8 Ro :5
:-5 To :09
:180 OUTPUT
:180 Po :18.8
:00 Ca :000
:09 Va :8
:180 Qa :00
:12 Vr.max:20..... -.~.._ ..-.....,_.--......,__-~

CPA :.5
:8 Ra :5
:5 To :09
:000 0Ul'PUT
:000 Po :34.2
:00 Ca ~180
:09 v« :12
:000 Qa :00
:8 Vr.max:20

_" --:- .."..,...__-- ...

Ffgure C2-61. Two risk presentation diagrams of two ships
meeting end-on involved in a possible collision.

INPUT
• R1.---+--·~~···i·-···II-··i-·-~~----I---~R2

B1
B2
Tl
T2
Co
Va. ro./,':~!....,..........~":"~-,;,~-~-~;1<Jre.,_.""_ .. '1 •. : ...;_4·.~~·?-:-~· -... , .

.:V~ Cf ttB. temIirI1l.rlS(. wi.1hexlZEB ~.

.... INPUT
R1
R2
Bl
B2
Tl
T2
Co

, Vo
. ya"stj'~~af'tnt ~ ·rlt:KWith cxUs!!.~~. --~

",- .
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"
Rang~

5 mile~" 12.8 Knots-, j. Course (3590T), . . ()
" • ShlP A
" .

CPA :0.5
:6.7 Ro :5
:5 To :6
:135 OUTPUT
:135 Po :4.8
:00 Ca :359
:06 Va :12.8
:090 Qa :315.9
:12. Vr.max :24.8 .

CPA :0.5
Ra :5
To :06
OUTPUT
Po :04.8
Ca :090
Va :12
Qa :45
Vr.max:24.8

Figure (2-7). Two risk presentation diagrams of two ships:crossing
at right angl~involved in a possible collision.
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N

Ship(O)I ( 90)Course 0 0 T 24 Knots-r--~ h'Knots 0

5 miles -...-.. ~. ° Course(042 T)--...._. • Ship(A)

ShipO

INPUT
R1 :7
R2 :5
B1 :105

.__i...;-_;.--;._."';"'_o-!--·--i ° B2 :105
T1 :00
"T2 :06
:eo :090

~ ..... ..,&..Or..--=-_":"'_~-J" :Vo :24

Ship A

0':

CPA :0.5
Ro :5
To :06
OUTPUT
Po :01.6
Ca :042
Va, :7
Qa. :242
Vr.max:31

INPUT CPA :0.5
Rl :7 Ro :5
R2 :5 To :06
Bl. :285 OUTPUT
B2 :285 Po :10.1 .
Tl. :00 Ca :090
T2 :.06 Va :24
eo :042 Qa :015.8,
Vo :7 Vr..max:31
I

Figure (2-8). Two risk presentation diagrams of two crossing ships,
of different speeds and involved irta possible collision.
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Regard~ng a dynamically ch~nging situation, when the parameters of
ship's size and speed are considered unch~ngable, the variation of
risk value depends on the changes in range and aspect angle. Since
these changes are a function of time, the' risk-time relationship
can be established for a specific course. A progra~ that performs
the calculation of risk as function of time is shown in li~ting
(RISK I TIME), appendix (B-2). The associated flowchart is given
in Fig. (2.9). Although·the flowchart is self-explanatory, the
basic idea is to find the relative position in terms of 8spectand
range after SDo~t intervals of time, following the same procedure
described in para (2.2).
Thus by, stepping time interval in a do-loop'till (TCPA), or for any
interval of time, the corresponding values of risk are computed. For
the sake of illustration Fig. (2.10) is an enlarged graph of the
computed relations (RiskITime), (Range/Time) and (Aspect/Time).
Figure (2.11) plots typical results from a computed calculation.
Four graphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) are computed for courses 1200,1000
45° and 1350.- The initial situation is based upon the example illust-
rated in figure (2.5). Since range and aspect can contribute differently
to the variation of risk values, it was necessary to add separately on

the same diagram the variation of range and sspect with respect to
time.

The investigation of these graphs shows, sa expected, greatly varying
shapes depending on the interrelated rates of change of range and
aspect. The behaviour of the transition distribution of risk values in
a typical collision course is presented in Figure (2.11a). The risk
profile shows a regular transition in risk values, where the range is
steadily decreasing with constant aspect. The effect is gradual
incresse of risk value at large range and then more rapidly at close
range, which is a typical characteristic behaviour of an exponential
function. In this case of constant aspect the range is the only
parameter which contributes to the increase of risk values. However,
the aspect puts influences on risk values at the initial stage of the
situation. As a consequence of these factors the rnaxiRIJIIlvalue of
risk occurs at CPA.
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Input : (Ro , Ba)

tca , Va)

(Co , Vo )
(Ra )

"

Increasin

Target present position

Target 'velocity

Obs. ship velocity
h::cept~. CPA

Relative velocity
Present aspert

Present level of risk

Present range rate

Pridictions of teJ:minal

positicn

{ Tjme and distance at CPA

Subsequent relative .
positirJns

~te : (Vr , er )
(00) • • •• 5ubl:outine
(Po) • • •• Subroutine

(dR/dT)

Decreasing

Cmplte : ('nU, SU )

subsequent aspects.:

S~~tl~eD~frisk

_ .... RISK TENDS 'ID MINIMUM

Figure (2-9). A simplified flowchart of risk tranSition distribution.

or - 0

T = T +AT

!(R(i),S(i»··SUb.

I (0(i» ••••• Sub.

•••.•• Sub.

Display :

(Risk/Time) ,(Range/Time) and

(aspect/Time)
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Initial aspect • 332.5°
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Fi"gure (2-10). An enlarged· graph of the computed relations
-risk/time" •"range/time", and -aspect/time".
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00
TIME. IN MINUTES

VARIATION OF RISK WITH TIME

INPUT DATA :-
Initial bearing
Initial range
Obs.ship course
Obs.ship·speed
Target course
Target speed
Accepted CPA

- 10 kts Aspect at CPA
"- 007.S

oT CPATime to
- 13.9 kts Initial risk.
- 0.5 n.m Risk at CPA

Maximum risk



Figure 2.ll(b) shows the change of risk value if 1000 course is to
be steered •. In this case both range and aspect contribute positively
to the in~rease of value of risk. The effect is a gradual increase
of the value at large r~ng~ and mo~erapidly a~ closer range due
largely to the sudden decrease in aspect with faster rate. It is
noticed in this case that the maximumvalue of risk ·is more than
twice the value of risk which occurs at CPA,and occurs 'bbout 2.5
minutes before TePA.

A third course of 0450 is taken for investigation, the result of which
is illustrated in Fig. 2.11(c). The computedrisk profile shows a
similar behaviour to that of course 1000,but with a lower value of
maximumrisk. Onproceeding along this track ship (0) crosses ahead
of ship (A) with a later CPAof 1.6 n.m., the value of which is three
times bigger than that of the' encounter dimension. However this peak
value has to b,econsidered as long as it is in the potential risk
interval. This occurs at or nearly at zero aspect, the time whenship
(0) crosses ahead of ship CA)•

. Havingpassed ahead then the effect of increasing aspect overcomes the
effect of the slowly decreasingrrange. As a consequence of these effects
the risk value is reduced rapidly in eight minutes from a peak of about
60: downto a valUIt of 8~ at CPA.Such a behaviour, which has been also
shownin Figure 2.1f (b),. is due to the greater influence of aspect f
change at this stage of the encounter. It is perhaps surprising that
reaching CPAposition is in itself an indication of diminished risk, and
does not represent, the extremis.

Based on a fourth course of 135°, another set of risk values is obtained.
The corresponding shape of risk profile is shownin Fig. 2.1,Cd). A
unique case of ~alancing effects between a deceasing range and increas-
ing aspect ia apparent in thlt graph. The result is a condition where a
low value on the initial riak is nearly maintained constant throughout ,
the interval of the closing range. This iqlortant fact mayprove to be
aO,. irl as IIIJchaa the CPAs.of these particular courses are always
greater than the encounter dimension. The computeddata of this course
shows,.as expected, that the interval of the encounter is relatively
smaller than that of crossing ahead courses.
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Figure (2-11). Different features of risk transiti~ distribution.
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2.7 IMPROVED RISK MODEL

In view of a possible mi~i~te~pretation of terminal risk due to peak
values notoccuring at C.P.A., 'the'implovement of the risk diagram
is essential to include the effect of transition. Therefore the
risk profile has to present the variation of maximum risk Mith
respect to course changes. Determination of .the value of maximum risk
for each course is obtained from a set of risk transition distributions,
this performed simply by numerical sorting techniques; as long as the
distribution of risk value for constant course does not show a local
minimum. This technique is tedious and practically restricted due to
the large computational requirements. However the efficiency may be
improved by using more refined numerical methods •.The existence of such
measures even when not practical or easy to apply provides an objective
standard for which an index can be sought.

Graphs shown in figures (2.12) and (2.13) are risk profiles of the
maximum values. for the sake of comparative investigation the
computations are based upon the SBm& initial situations previously
discussed and illustrated in Figures (2.5). (2.6). (2.7), and (2.8).

fig. (2.l2a) presents tha maximum risk being looked at by ship (0). It
is seen that risk level when steering course (1200)increases up to
(100~) risk. This value can be reduced to zero level by a small alter-

. °ation of course to starboard on to a course of (135 ). This new course
is also associated with higher relative velocity,. the merit of which
is a fast diminishing risk. Now consider the effect of trying to pass
ahead and maximising the CPA by changing the heading to steer (0450).
This means a lsrge alteration of course. Selecting such a course is in
contrast to the one just discussedp where the.future maximun risk will
be reduced below the range of potential risk (75S to 50S),.with a
longer interval of encounter time. As.a consequence of selecting this
course,. the risk value will increase up to potential level and the
difficulty of'the situation lasts longer. Regarding the risk assessment
viewed by the other ship CA) in the same encounter, figure 2.12 (b)
shows that the exact collision course is (007.50). On steering course
to a
3SS ) by altering the course about (13°) to port the risk of collision

is reduced to minilll.lmof (81) risk.
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X II
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82= 340.. Tt= 0
• T2= 6.. Td.= 6
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•
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• R1= 8.. R2= 5
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82= 180
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» Ra= 0.5

)< .. Uo= 12
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•

OUTPUT:
Ra = 5
To = 6
Qo = 33?4
Po = 8
Ca. = 7.5
Ua. = 13.9
Urm= 23.9

OUTPUT:
Rc = 5
To = 6
Qo = 39.9
Po = 5.1
Ca. = 120
Ua. = 10
Urm= 23.9

OUTPUT:
Ra = 5
To = 9
Qo = 360
Po = 18.8
Ca. = 0
Ua. = 8
Urm= 20

d
INPUT: OUTPUT:
R1= 8 Ra = 5
R2= 5 To = 9
91= a Qo = 0
92= a Po = 34.2
H=0 Ca = 180
T2= 9 Ua.= 12
Tei= 9 Urm= 20
Ra.= 0.5
Uo= 8
Co= 0
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i8-
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Figure (2-12). Maximum risk presentation patter~s of two
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Meanwhile, in order to reduce the risk.of collision below (25%)
risk level with starb~.ard course alteration, necessitates (600) .

alteration of heading. A final observation on this case is that
the slower ship (0) exhibits a larger s.,ctor of risky courses than
that of ship (A).

The discussion on the effect of aspect value on the risk ·value as
given in paragraph 2.5, has proven to be si~nificant in risk
control. Furthermore the maximum risk values in case ofzeraaspect,
show a symmetr~cal configuration with respect of course changes.
Should an extreme risk of collision exist in such a case, there is
no preference, as would be expected,. to which side the risk control
is best performed, see Fig. 2.l2(c) and Z.l2(d).

In order to show the effect of speed ratio (Vo / Va) parameter on
the value of maximUm" risk in a binary encounter, the comparison
of maximum risk values are carried out between each pair of ships by
snalysing their associated risk graphs. Concerning the case of equal
speeds, shown in the Fig. 2.l3(a) and 2.l3(b), the maximum risk
diagrams show similar risk profUes,. which·are computed st the range
of (5) miles. This similarity holds good no matter what courses
are steered by either ship in the encounter atthe initial stage.It is
only upset once the speed ·differs.

Reprding the case of different speeds,. as shown in Figures (2-1J,c)
and (2-1J,d). It is clearly illustrated how the speed ratio
significantly affects the maximum risk profile. On comparison of
risk control action,.sh~p(O) will bring her risk down to zero level
by altering her course (50) to starboard or (lao) to port. Meanwhile,

.the slower ship (A) has to alter her course- (200) to starboard or
(900)to port to achieve the same control effect as ship (0).

In general, if extreme risk values are expected in any situation, the
slower ship is often burdened with a wider sector of risky courses
and hence has less room to perform risk control.
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2.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this unit a risk assessment and control model has been presented
ta~ing into account all the relevant parameters and variables which
affect risk of collision.Given the definition and interpretation of
risk assessment and control, which is based upon the classi~al
geometrical probability, then the general formulation was found to
be straightforward within the assumption that the observing ship
maintains regular speed and the other ship maintains regular velocity.

Risk assessment of an encounter between a pair of ships at sea is a
very complex characteristic to define by a single rule. The value of
risk is not even the same for two ships approaching each other, with
the exception of the symmetrical situation when ships steam with equal
speeds. It is worth noting that th~ slower ship is often burdened
with higher risk and less room to manoeuvre.

The use of terminal risk patterns together with risk transition distri-
bution along a sel~ted track will enable estimatea to be made of,
first the number of options being considered acceptable to risk control
and secondr the amount and complexity of information defining the problem.
On varying the amount and type of situations, insight can be gained into
th~ overall decision making process.

Risk control is an integral part of the pattem b~ing presented, and not
an aftersight, as often happens in most CIA systems. The risk pattern
focusses attention on the wider questions of where the control needs to
be exercised. This model, suitably modified to account for maximum risk,
has been used successfully to qualify the outcomes of alternative actions.

The theoretical spproach of risk assessment is a new technique for
quantitive evaluation of risk of collision and gives a fair understanding
, ,of CIA problems. This technique can also be used to form the basis for
evaluating the training in CiA simulation. On setting aside the question
,as to which method is the correct one, the opinion that the risk
assessment 88 a control fll1ction is a superior mean of tackling the
collision avoidance problems becomes evident.:.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

So far a unique method of risk sssessment and control to deal with the
collision avoidance problem has been introduced in a form of a maximun
risk matrix. The generated pattern enables the user to assess and
control risk of collision by means of course variability. The computation
of the maximum risk associated with each course has been found to be a
useful method for generating alternative ways of looking at the resulting
risk outcomes in a given situation.
In this unit the use of speed variation as a control variable in the
assessment and control of risk will be investigated. It does not seem
difficult to extend the previous work so that risk of collision along a
given course in the same situation can be checked with speed variability.
However, speed variation is not a popular manoeuvre amongst marinera due
to the time penalty incurred in speed reduction and the reluctance of
the inexperienced mariner to use a reduction of speed as a means of
avoiding action.

It has been made clear that coursecon~rol1abi1ity is highly effective in
risk reduction, but this has certain limitations which have been shown
in the previou~ work of unit (2). The inspection of the (E/H) diagram'
and-the risk function show that the solution in the range of (Va/Va ~ 1)
is always constrained~specially in case of small angles of aspect.
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Furthermore the introduction '.of the separation schemes t.ogether with
geographical constraints in ~estricted waters impose more limitations.
Hence it is essential to investigate speed controllability in the
assessment and control of risk •

• • •
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3.2 FEASIBLE REGIONS

In the selection of a method for the assessment and control of the risk
of collision, vhe controller must concern himself with the question of
the range of applicability of the method, i.e, how effective is a
variation of speed in reducing the risk of collision? Same insight

n
into the problem can be obtained by studying the behaviour of the risk
function with respect to the variation of the speed ratio in the
graphical form. Figure (3-1) illustrates the behaviour of the risk
function at the terminal stage of a binary encounter throughout the
range values of (Emax), the available maximun speed ratio. In order
to investigate the speed parameter as well, a family of curves are
plotted for (7) values of aspects in the range under consideration.

In the given example (shown in figure (3-1) ), the values of risk can
be seen to be less than (50~) in the range of (E: 1.7). In case of
aspect angles which are greater than (250)the values of risk levels
are found to be less than (50~) over the full range of the speed ratios
for these same aspect angles. It is also seen that the curves exhibit
flatness in the range of (E >1 ) with a sharp fall in the values of
risk in the ~ange of (E < 1) where they tend towards zero. This
sharp decrease of risk is an indication of the effectiveness of speed
reduction in this region.

On considering the smaller values of aspect, the levels of risk are
higher than the case of the larger aspects and increase to the (lOO~)
level of risk. The flat parts of the curves shown in the range of the
higher speed ratios indicate the ineffectiveness of speed variation in
this range. However in the caM of the sma11er aspects the 1eve1
of risk is much reduced by increasing the speed ratio.

In the foregoing it has been shown how the aspect parameter in any
situation can change the effect of the speed ratio variability on the
risk of collision. The next step is to determine the range of applicab-
Uity • In doing so it is necessary to know both the range of the
speeds and courses at which the risk of collision cannot be avoided·
by speed. variation alone.
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Figure (3-1). Graphical characteristics of collision
function with respect to speed variation.
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This infeasible range 1~ generally. found in situations that have.small
. angles of aspect. It can be.best visualised by its presentation on the
(E/H) diagram as can be seen in Figure (3";2). Such an infeasible
domain is recognised in the interior of the shaded area defining the
possible ways for collision to occur. Assuming the limiting aspects

.~

(Ql) and (Q2) are determined from the following known expression;

Qi = Qo : sin -1 (Ra / Ra) ;i = 1,2

Then the local minimum of the iso-aspect curve can be determined from
the following relation which is derived from the collision function.

E = I (sin (QI» I
I (sin (Qc + sin-1(Ra / Ra» I= 3.1

Considering the condition of (Qo = zero) then

E = Ra / Ra

or . Vo = Va. Ra/Ra 3.2

Now if the maximum available speed of'the observing ship does not
exceed the value taken by the expression (3-2),.then the risk of
collision cannot be reduced only by speed variation regardless of ship's
heading. However, if the maximum available speed exceeds the value taken
by the expression (3-2), then another region to be considered exists in
a narrow sector of couraes bisected by the sight line. This sector of
headings can be traced in the Figure (J~2) as the two rectangular areas
(abcd) and (a'b'c'd'). The determination of the boundaries of these
sectors is obtainable by solving the collision function for _ given
speed ratio and aspect. However, a good approximation is achievable
by using the collision derivative (See Appendix (A-2}).
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·. . 2'
AH = ~Q (1-2,E.CosH + E)/E.(eos H - ·E)

Setting .....

( H = 180 ) which is the case under consideration
then,

. AH = - 4Q. (l + E) / E

= - 9in-1 (Ra / Ro). (1+ E) /E 3.3

Provided that Q <; 200 then

4H =! 57.3 Ra (1 + E) / (Ro.E) 3.4

Where
Ra =
Ra =
E =

accepted CPA
present range
Va / Va = speed ratio

AH ::: the sector of co'urses bisected by the sight line.

This expression can be investigated by plotting speed rstio against
Relative Heading,. and thus obtaining a more complete picture of the
infeasible range of headings throughout the range values of (E). Fig.
(3-3) indicates this behaviour. Values of (R: .S) and (Ra: 1.5) are
taken as arbitrary input parameters similar to those which have been
used to .plot the collision function of the (E/H) diagram shown in
'figure (3-2) ..Comparing the two curves indicates that expression (3-4)
is a good approximation of the collision function. The applications
of the constraint formUlas (3-1) and (J-4) are straight forward as
long as the condition of small angles of aspect are considered. These
two formulas can be used to define the regions· of the infeasibility and
hence the area of the speed control application can be subsequently
defined ..

"
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3.3. FLOW CHART. AND PROGRAM" fOR
RISK/SPEED PRESENTATION

The computer program was written in BASIC' as shown in appendix
(B-3) listing (RISK / SPEED). A simplified flowchart~of this
program is shown in figure (3-4). The program provides a set
of risk res.tub for any course considered by the observing
ship. Each value represents the predicted maximum risk level
being recognised along a fixed track for each speed under
consideration. The main program is sequentially executed and
is controlled by a step increase with speed of ship (0) by one
knot at a time, passing through the speed range (Vo) from
zero to (Vmax). The program algorithm and the associated
subroutines are identical to that given in unit (2). Once the
total nunber of the subsets ( I Pi. vi) of the given
encounter have been generated, then a graphical risk presentation
is possible.

Next the plot of the dimensionless values of (Vr. maxi Vr) and
( Rf / Ro) are added to the diagram, which shows the relationships
between the relative speed~ distance to CPA and ship's speed.
Both plots are intended to illustrate ~ow these values are related
to the maximum risk values. The results of the generated risk
pattern will be described in the following case studies.
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INPUT :
(nB.,R.,T.),Vo,Vo ,Co,Ra

1 1 1 max

NO-- .......

74

COMPUTE : INFORMATION ON TARGET
Cr,Vr,Ca,Va,E,Qo,Po

Fijure (3-4). A simplified flowchart of a risk prediction model
based on speed variation control. .~

COMPUTE INFORMATION AT CPA .

TID, RID, Bm, Qat, Pm

COMPUTE SEQUENTIAL INFORMATION

TILL TIME OF CPA (Tat)
III~. B.,R.,Q.,T.,P.

L..J J J

SORTING OF MAXIMUM RISK VALUE
ALGORIT.HM

PLOT THE RELATIONS:

P IEmax
R IEmax
Vr/E



3.4 CASE STUDY

A number of examples are now provided which describe
the risk assessment as a function of ship's speed and

_"illustrate the effectiveness of risk control by means of speed
variation. Figure (3-5) demonstrates a ~isk pattern being
recognised by an observing ship in a binary encounter. This ship
is sailing on course (0900) with a speed of (12) knots. The
preliminary processing of the chronological observations
indicates that target ship is steering due north with speed of
(12) knots. The legend is a typical crosaing situatiun. The risk
profile shows how the maximum risk varies with speed variation
along the (0900) course of ship (0). The inspection of the risk
graph indicates that the risk of collision can be eliminated by
reducing ship's speed to below um knots. It is also seen that
the risk of collision can be reduced to almost the (50%) level
by means of an increase in the speed of the ship to (18) knots.

Figure (3-6) shows a similar pattern describing the risk behaviour
in a crossing situation but for a slower target ship which is found
steering (34sC) with speed of (5.3) knots. It is seen that the
risk of collision can be avoided by reducing ship's speed from (18)
to (12) knots. Figure (3-1) represents the risk pattern as computed
for an observing ship sailing due north with a speed of (12) knots.
The prbcessed observations indicate that the target ship is sailing
on course (3320)with a speed of (24.5) knots. The legend is· a
binary encounter involving an overtaking situation where the initial
risk is expected to increase from (9.11) to (1001). It is shown from
the presentation that the risk of collision can be avoided.by reducing
the ship's speed to below (la) knots. It is quite apparent that the
reduction of risk below the (50%) level is another possibility which
can be achieved by increasing the speed to (18) knots.

Figure (3-8) demonstrates an example of what might be called a
complex situation consisting of three binary encounters as observed
from one ship.
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The abserv~ng ship (0) is sail~ng on course (000°) with speed or
(12) knots. The figure illustrates that ship (a) is crossing
another ship (A) which is (6) miles away on th3 starboard beam
and is steering a course of (301°)with a speed of (23.3) knots.
Another two ships (B) and (C) are located nearly astern~at a
distance of 5 miles.

It is quite clear from the risk presentatipn displayed to ship (0)
that target ship (A) is the main threat where the maximum risk will
increase from an initial value of (1 ~) to the (100 ~) level.
Regarding the other two binary encounters, the risk levels are
diminishing for the given course and speed. However the risk will
increase if the speed of observing ship is reduced with respect to
target ship (B), while target ship (C) is considered nonhazardous
irrespective of any speed steamed by ship (0). In order to control
the risk of collision in such a situation the following control
actions are examined:-

.(a) On reducing ship's speed from (12) knots to (la)
knots the'risk of collision with target (A) will
be avoided while retaining some risk with target
ship (B). However, it is still maintained below
the (SO~) level.

(b) On increasing ship's speed from (12) knots to
(IB) knots the risk of collision with target ship
(A) will be reduced to nearly (SO~) •
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3,5 SUMMARY

In this unit the introduced risk speed pattern is str~ight forward
and follows directly from the work completed in unit (2). It is

-':

considered a complementary work, as it covers the demerits of
using the course alteration as the only control action. In this
unit the levels of the maximum risk are computed and plotted as
a function of the observing ship's speed. The merit of such a
structure is that it offers the possibility of checking at a glance
the effectiveness of the risk control by means of the speed variation.

The risk/speed pattern introduced has been developed to deal wi~
more than one binary encounter. The study of the introduced risk
profiles as applied to the given examples show~as expected that, the
control of the risk of collision by the speed variation is effective,
especially in crossing situations. It is also clear from an inspect-
ion of the cases studied- th~t the control is IIIJch higher with speed
reduction~ while increasing ship's speed implies the retaining of
a considerable level of risk as the observing ship is attempting to
cross ahead of target ship. However, a higher level of control is
always available to the faster ship in the feasible region. A
better understanding of independent control variables has been added
by introducing __' the second independent variable i.e. speed. This
has been done withoutresaJ:ting to nsw, techniques not already used in
unit (2). It has now been seen how us.eful it can be to work with
speed as well as course in the presentation of risk analysis. This
additional and complementary work has produced a greater' insight into
the CIA problem.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Having examined the properties of the collosion probability function
and its i.mplication for the risk model introduced in unit (2.}";"a. .

further._ study,Wi.!_l._" 1<?Ok at .. other:;"f'iIler .1nplic~~.~o generate
a more comprehAnsive risk mndel.. Indeed it fnllows directly from the
definition of the risk function that a given risk can result by several
different combinations of the parameters (Q), the aspect, (R),the range
and (E) the speed ratio. Each of these combinations may produce
risk across a wide spectrum level. Conversely, for a fixed level of
risk all the constituent elements may be classified by wide bands.

, p~~ -J~~~ti9l'l.,tO cOI}tml 'a risk efi'1eftAtly- and reach a. stated
goal, requi~ a search to be madEt of many solutions i result.:tng ':..
from varying' the three constituent elements individually. This provides
the motivation fOr asearch through many alternative deSigns, even after
a possible solwtion is found, such as that being introduced in unit(2)

This unit presents both a developed concePtual model and an analysis
method for assessment and control of collision risk as applied to ships.
It is a statement of what methods csn reasonably be applied in this
problem. Although .such 8 work is mathematically tedious,much effort has
been applied in reducing it to a relatively simple and practically
applicable procedure. In addi tion ~ considerable work has been presented
to provide 'guidance for interpretation of the results.
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4.2 ·EQU~RISK CONTOURS

On way of giving a geomet~ical interpretation of risk of collision
is by means of plane figures with equi~isk contours. Th~risk levels
are defined for each point relative to the target ship in a two -
dimensional plane with reference to the (E/H) diagram and by previous
work. .It ura s shown that the probability of risk at a given point
is own course independent and solely controlled by 'RJQ and E:. If
all the points I(Q. , R.) at which the risk has the same value (P)

1 1
are joined, the equ~isk contour U (Q, R) = P is obtained. By varying
(p) the given figure represents a I-parameter family of curves.(See
figures (4-2) and (4-3) for illustration).

It has proved possible to determine directly the values of risk being
looked at by an observing ship for any position relative to target
ship with a given speed ratio (E)..The calculations are based on the
collision probability fUnction. The problem of finding the relative
position for a given risk level with. a given speed ratio is obviously
the inverse. Unfortunately it has been found that the inverse
application of the function is not feasible~ and hence an interpolation
technique had to be applied. There are many iterative methods'-which can
be used to facilitate the computation of the required function. However
the-polynomial LAGRANIAN method is used because it is quite easy to
evaluate, particularly by the process of nested multiplications#and does
not necessitate the use of equal intervals for interpolating arguments.

When considering values of speed ratio greater than one, the risk
function is continuous. It neither exhibits a local maxima nor shows
a local minima. Regarding this case, LAGRANIAN interpolation method
can be applied on any interval of risk levels. However, when values of
speed ratio are equal to or less than one, the risk function exhibits
some peculiarities. Based on head-on or nearly head-on situations, the
risk curves shaw a flat portion in the region of (Qs = cos-I(E) (See
figure (2-1». In this case the collision is unavoidable and(lOO ~)
values of risk are given in the interval of range defined by the
expression: R = Ra/sin (Qs + sin-IE)
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INPUT:
El t RA

I QS-Z*10

QQ-90+ASN 'El

«;

1------L.--4---4---r"-f L-l. 3*L

RQ-RA/SIN(QS+ASN El)

FOR i-l TO M
RI-RQ+L*Ci-l)

ReM_1+1)-RI

GOSUS 1500

PeM-I+!) -GP

NEXT i

1---+--4 D( Z) -RA

GOSUB LAGRAN

Figure (4-1) A. simplified flOtJlChart program to canoute the ecnri.risk

contours which surround target ship.

t---t--t D(Z) -R

..

L-0.7*L

~----t Z.Z+l

D(Z)-OUT OF RANGE

---~
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Accordingly, theinterpQl~tion process has to be initiated at a range
.greater than the value specified by the above expression. There is
also a second problem in the case of· E ~ I, when the risk curve switches
abruptly from high risk to zero level, and hence the risk curve exhibits
a steep slope. This conditiono~urs in the region of Qs = 90 + sin-IE.
In this respect, all levels of risk defined in these specified regions
which are greater than zero level, are assumed to exist on~the same
circle which represetstheencounter dimension; i.e. at a range of (Ra)
from target ship. The filtering of these situations can be traced by the
algorithm shown in Figure (4-1).

Thus the program begins by classifying the solution in accordance with
above mentioned constraints. Once a valid interval of range is determined
the program continues computation by dividing the given range into
smaller distances. Afterwards the corresponding values of risk of these
distances are computed for an initial aspect with a given speed ratio.
This is performed by "C - Risk Subroutine" illustrated in Appendix (C-2).
If the value of risk to be interpolated is not found as near as possible to
the centrl['of the range (po) to (Pn), the computed values (Rh Pi) are
rejected and new values of Ri are calculated by increasing or decreasing
the range interval, depending on which end of the interval is the nearest
point.
The same procedure is repeated till the condition is satisfied, then these
values are used to interpolate inversely the non-tabular distance for
which risk value has a prescribed magnitude using the lagranian formula.
A simplied flowchart of this program is shown in figure (4-1) and for more
detailsonaisEeferradto-.appendix(8-4) listing (ISO - Risk contour) •.The
procedure is then repeated for different values of aspect with the same
speed ratio. It is found that 36 values of equally spaced aspects are
~easonably sufflcient to produce a smooth equirisk contour of a specified
risk value and a given speed ratio.
In order to provide insights into equi-risk functions and to compare the
effects of parameter values on the size and shape ~f equirisk graphs,
contours of the equirisk function, for levels of risk of 25~ and 50~ are .
computed and provided in figures (4-2) and (4-3). For each level of
risk values of speed ratio (0.5), (1.S), (2) and (4) are investigated. In
general the various equi~risk contours were found to bear a close relation-
ship to an oval shape, with slight sidewise concavity.
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4.3 SIMPLIFIED EQUHUSK MODEL

While there is no fundamental objection to the development of the
equirisk contour, the objective of this work involves not only the
analysis of CIA problem but also the practical implementation of
the risk control model, and it was accordingly a worthwhile

."simplification to consider the applicability of the solution, where
computation time is a crucial factor. Jt is obvious that the need
to derive the exact shape of equ~isk is the only concern in risk
control. This will be seen in the following application illustrated
in the next section (4-4). It is sufficient to keep the error below
reasonable values in this respect.

In view of the fact ,that the resulting Equj-risk patterns as seen in
Figures (4-2) and (4-3), are closed curves ofnea1yov.alshapes.arounduihich
an. ellipse appears to fit. To determine the parameters of the
corresponding ellipse', the following expressions for the ellipse
parameters are proposed:

b = K Re e 0

4.2

Where,
ae = the major axis of the ellipse
be = the minor axis of the ellipse

Ke = coefficient of proportionality

e = the eccentricity of the ellipse
Ro = the argument of distance at zero aspect of

equirisk contour.
. 0the argument of distance of 180 aspect of

equirisk contour.
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Having determined the parameters (ae) , (be) and (e), then the .
correspondi.ng ellipse can be defined in the target ship coordinate
system as follows.

Foracentral ellipse with V-axis oriented upward as shown in Figure
-"(4-4) the polar form will be;

2 2 2 2: 2 2 2R = a • b / (a .s~n g + b .cos 9)e

2/ ( 2 2 2 2 .= b 1- cos g +(b / a ).cos Q)

2· 2 2 2= b / 1- cos 9· (1 - b / a )

2 2 2= b / (1 - e .cos 8)

R 22% (4-3)then = b/ (l-e • cos 8)e

Transformation from polar coordinates related to ellipse centre point
to cartesian coordinates related to target NCS can be deduced from
figure (4-4)~ The associated transformation equations are:-

V = Ca - Rl80).COS (Ca) + R. COS (Ca + 9 )e e . (4-4)

The computed values of Ra and Rl8D incorporated with equations (4-2),
(4-3) and (4-4) are used for the calculation of the equivalent ellipse of
equi~riskof collision. Detailed algebraic expressions for computational
purposes are appended in the computer program. The resulting ellipses
superimposed on the corresponding eq~isk contour. with the same set
of parameter values as specified in section (4.3) and numerically
indicated on Figures (4.2), are provided in Figure (4-5).
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Figure (4-4) Relatioo between iso-risk CQ'ltours and the corresponding'
iso-risk ellipse.
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4.4' DEVELOPMENT Of EQUIPOTENTIAl'AREA OF RISK

In the preceding,sections the problem is outlined by choosing a simple
closed curve which has the property, to enclose an area of collision
risk greater thana specified level. On choosing (50~) risk level

.':

the curve is an equirisk contour of (50~). Such a ~rve is the
envelope of the equi-potential area of risk (EPAR), and ~n represent-
ing it on~ the sea .urface it defines an equi-potential area of risk
to be avoided by the observing ship. A complete solution can be found
to define the envelope of the (EPAR) by mapping the pre-aet ellipse
into the co-domain of the collision situation.

It follows from the above definition of the (EPAR), that the concept
of equirisk contour cr!terian is quite logical to define the (EPAR).
However, the particular interpretation of risk level in consideration
is of no consequence to the following results and analysis, which can
be carried out for any ntimerical value of risk. If the observing ship
is at the origin of the (NCS) and target ship is considered as an
ellipse of s specified dimension corresponding to a specific level of
riskrthen the relative positions of all points on the ellipse are given
by a set of coordinates ( ~ (X. , Y.) ), as illustrated in figure (4-4).

1. 1.

Thus Xi =
Y. =1.

Where 9i = is the vectorial angle of a point on the equirisk
ellipse measured from target heading direction in a
clockwise direction to this point.

R,B = are the range and bearing of target ship.
(Re)' (ae), (RI80) and (Ca) are defined in the
preceding sections.
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Hav~ng defi~ed the ellipse.of the equi-risk contour by a set of
coordi~ates, 'r~l~~e~ to the:observ~ng ship, 'the envelope of the
(EPAR) can be calculated by a similarexpressi~n derived in section
(1.6) of unit (1.) These equations (1.23, 1.2~ and 1.2~·)are
used to determine the interceptable future point or points for each
specific point on the ellipse in consideration. Generation of a
set or sets of the interceptable future points based on at least
(36) points on the ellipse can shape, when connneeted, a smooth curve.
This curve pictorially represents the envelope of the equi-potential
area of risk (EPAR) (See Figure (4-6) ).
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4,5 INFLUENCE OF SPEED VARIATION ON EPAR

This section outlines the general aspects of risk cont~ol by means of
changing the locations of the [PARs on the sea surface. Although risk
control via speed variation could be reached by speed t~~als and
subsequently observing the resulting motion of [PARs relative to the
observing ship track, an insight into the general behaviou~ of the
[PAR would be desirable. Present.understanding of this behaviour has
resulted from analytical studies and examining the effect of the E
parameter and associated boundary conditions. The basis is the
mathematical formulation developed in the preceding unit (1), section
(1.6), which, however, was made without any regard to the queation 0f
this specific solution.

[PARs prediction involves some peculiarities which depend on speed
ratio. In case of slower target there always exists one and only
one EPAR .:but in·cas~ of a faster target three possibilities arise:-

(a) - Existence of two EPARs
(b) - Existence'of one EPAR
(c) - Existence of no EPAR.

Regarding case (a), some of the futu~ interceptable points may not
always be genrated, as can be s~en in figures (4-6.c), (4-7.a), (4-7.c)
and (4-9.b). However the resulting curve has to be closed aa far aa the
riak control is concerned, because .. finding the observing ship's
track orientated in. tbe sector determined by the broken part of this curve
wi1linvol 'I.e ',the interception of the higher risk area~

Should an EPAR exist, it.will always be located ahead or around the
target~ present position. .It is noticed that when the target ship is
tas.ter: than the observing ship, double EPARs exist. They will be found
on either side of the normal line to the line of sight at observing

..ship centre point.
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This can be seen by'the dual EPARs in figures (4'!"6,d).Meanwhile, the
particular condition of one iPAR in caae of the equal ~peeds is
characterised by the positioning of the EPAR around the intersection
of target track and the normal line to the sight line at observing ship

.'; .

centre point (see figure (4-6,a».

When considering the condition of the head-on situation with a slower
target the EPAR is located between target initial position and the
bisector normal to the sight line (see figure 4-7b). When observing
ship decreases her speed the EPAR will move away from the target
position until it reaches a midway position when both speeds are equal,
then a slight decrease of the speed will cause a second EPAR to be.
generated at a great distance away on the other side of the sight line.
With further decrease of ~peed ratio the two EPARs will move toward
each other till they merge enclosing own ship point inside. At this
stage risk reduction below the specified risk level is not feasible in
spite of any manoeuvre by observing ship involving course alteration
and/or speed reduction (see figure 4-7,b). In considering an initial
situation, for small values of aspect a similar sequence will occur in
the range of (I > E > 0 ). The dual, EPARs will move toward each
other due to speed reduction until they merge around a point positioned
on the normal line to the sight line at observing ship centre point.
A further decrease of the speed will contract the EPAR until it dis-
appears. At this stage risk increase will be impossible in spite of
any manoeuvre by observing ship involving course alteration and/or
speed reduction (see figure 4-7,a).
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4,6 INFLUENCE OF ASPECT CHANGE ON EPAR

The motion of EPAR due to target aspect c~.Bnge is controlled by the
dynamics of the situation. Similarly the observing ship may
influence the behaviour by changes in her motion, the target ship can
also abruptly introduce greater effect by altering her heading.
Irrespective of the causes of aspect changes, the following discussion
is basic to the general behaviour of EPAR's motion due to the aspect
changes. This behaviour is best described in accordance with the class
of the problem. These classes are (E< 1), (E = l) and ( E > 1).

When ( E = 1), EPAR will move along the bisector normal to the line
of sight until it disappears at infinity when the aspect becomes
greater than (90°) (See figure 4-8,b). When (E < 1 ), the dual

EPAR will move from the symmetrical ·position of zerO aspect until it
reaches a merging position,after which the EPAR will disappear. At
this stage the stated level of such an encounter is declared non-
existent (see figure(4-8,c) for illustration). If the target is the
slower ship the EPAR will move around target's position. Although a
possible EPAR always exists for every course taken by the target, such
EPARs are always confined in a sector round the line of sight. If the
observing ship takes up headings outside this sector, risk level is
kept below the stated value inspite of any manoeuvre by target ship
involving course alteration anet! or speed reduction. (see figure
(4.7,8) for illustration).
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4,7 INFLUENCE OF SITUATION DYNAMICS

In the preceding sections the influence of each individual parameter
is considered wherein no dynamical effects were considered. Here the
consequences of the combined effects in a dynamically changing situat-
ion will be examined. The interest is confind to the prediction of
the response due to the instantaneous manoeuvres.

Regarding a dynamically changing situation, when the parameters of
ships size, speed, and stated risk level are considered unchangable,
the"variation of resulting EPAR depends on the changes in range and
aspect angle. Since these changes are functions of time, the EPAR-
time relationship can be established for a specific velocity of
observing ship. A program that performs these calculations is obtained
by inclus_ottlNt equations of relative motion derived in unit (1),into
the main program used to generate EPARs. Although the program can
be used to examine the EPAR-time relationship in a fast varying
situationp the following examples are chosen to illustrate the general
features of the associated behaviour.

If the heading of observing ship is intersecting the EPAR, then the
EPAR will be directed bRuRd the Observing ship position, and the effect
is solely due to decrease of range, (see figure (4-9,c) ). In the
case of dual EPARsp each one will foll~ a straight line path towards
-tha.obsarvi"ng~sbiptill they merge around observing shiPs centre point.

tf t.oberving shiPsheading is directed ahead of the EPAR then-the
relative motion of the EPAR will follow a curved line which is
orientafldbetween the relative motion direction and. the observing ship
true motion directionp as can be seen in figure (4-9,a). Regarding
thatdusl EPAR case, where observing ship heading is directed between
the two EPARs, t.hedual ·E-F.~R;· will follow a curved path, and
there is an apparent approach of both EPARs on either sida.fa the observ-
ing ship. By the time the target has reached a very close situation,
the two EPARs will merge , and then disappear (see ~igure (4-9,b» •
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If observing ship heading is directed outside ..the dual [PAR,
so the observing ship will clear the ta:lrgetby parlsing
astern. The two EPARs will again follow a curved patch down
one side of observing ship until they have merged and dis-
appeared.

If the two ships are steering along parallel courses and (V)o
is greater than (V) then EPAR will follow a straight linea
path parallel to observing ship course and continue to move abaft
the beam (see figure (4-9.d». However, in case of (V <' V ),o a
the dual EPAR will merge and disappear near the beam position.
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4.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This unit has been devoted to one of the more important aspects of risk
of collision by means of plane figure with equ~risk contours, where
the control variable "Co" is found independent of the solution. It is
theoretically and technically possible to obtsin an accurate assessment
of the situation and hence a c~mplete control of risk of collision is
also achievable. The equiris'( contours are used to generate equi-
potential areasof risk displayed on the horizontalplane 0f ship's motion.
The prediction of such EPARs assumes that velocities are regular. The
solution necessitates a p~knowledge of a stated level of risk ,encounter
size, relative position of target ship, elements of target motion and
observing shiPs ·speed.
The (PAR is defined as the interior of a computed envelope of inter-
ceptable points. It should be understood that the generated envelope
is a general method of traversing a set of points specified by a
collection of equivalent parametric representations of relative
positions around target centre,whieh bear equal probability of collision
However, the far side of the envelope cannot be reached while avoiding
higher: risk levels inside the envelope.
The solution, introduced by displaying. the [PAR on a graphic surface,
has the advantage of applying equally. to a multiple-ship situation
as well as the two-ship encounter. On keeping the track of the observ-
ing ship away from the EPARs,the risk of collision is maintained below
a stated level for every ship in the encounter. The study of the
influence of trial speed variation on the shapes. sizes and locations
taken by the generated envelopes not only shows the application of
risk control via speed variation, but also providesa measure of the
degree of the involvemenf·ot.t"..Observing ship in the encounter.r~ example
overlapping EPARs indicate that the two targets are involved ina riskY
situation. It is therefore to be expected that O'leor both will ir:dtiate
a risk control manoeuvre. However, the inverse, the non-over lapping or
non-existence of [PARa does not necessarily imply the existence of a
lower level of risk between targets. Ifthe overlaRling of EPARs occurs
due to a speed increase, the probable. collision will occur before the
time of the maxinun risk with -these targets, but if they overlap due to
speed decrease, the probable collision will occur after the time of the
maximum risk.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Whathas been discusaed so far includes the general principle of dealing- witit')
the collision avoidance problem by the concept of risk assessment snd
control. Special rigid ted1niques for practising these principles and
applying them have been developed in lI1its (1) t (2), (3) and (4). The
various techniques described 80 far have all been concerned with develop-
ing and improving new concepts which convert collisio"-ivaj~Dce s_i~-~~a~
ship encounter- into a definite statement. Unless the relevant data
applying to the situation can be converted ·.intO:-IFdllfinit,e pattern,
it is extremely difficult to determine rational weightings between the
outcomes of the ava1l~e options ao that an effeetive decision can be

made. The need for a more co...,rehenaive way to look at the situation
arises frOlltsome lindtations of the developed techniques. It Is, t.harefore
the aim of this unit to move to a new arrange_nt of information which
will bring together a more definite pattem of risk assessment Ii control.
In this unit it ia intended to include and enhance the effectiveness of
the previously developed concepts in this work. The new criteria is now

._ termed the 'Equipotential Risk Matrix' or (EPRH).
:.~.~.~~:~':~:-}"~.-.
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5.2 DEFINITION OF THE 3~D EPR MATRIX
-.

Tocomp.le:tlt.·the discussion ofrlsk assessment and control, it is .
intended to extend the discrete risk models which have been introduced
to the stage where all control variables are presented. There is no
basic reaaon whythe alternatives of course and speed variations cannot·
be considered simultaneously. A rigid model.will be presented that
is based on the same factors as previously used. . These factors are
target velocity (Va, Ca)t initial position ("80.Ro ,) and a specified
level of risk belowwhich risk is accepted, (p).

On investigating these factors the' observing ship elements of motion
(Ca, Va) and the relevant run (So) are taken 88 the control variables.
Meanwhi1e the other factors are taken' as constant parameters. Hencea
varsatile risk model can be f01'lllJlated.

. AnEPRMatrix can be sensibly defined as a discrete set of coordinates
representing ship's course, speed and rlKlmappedin the three dimensional
space. Each combination of the represented variables indicates a specific
level of risk of collision. Whenthe risk sets of coordinates are plotted
an isn-risk locus is determined and consequently a weighted surface area
is enveloped by all points where the rectangular coordinates satisfy the
equation of the form:

f (Co , Va , So ) = P canst.

It should be understood that the tnerated envelope is a. general method J
of· traversing a set of points· (E. Ci, Vi' Si) specified by a collection of
equivalent para-metric representations of relative positions around the
target centre, which bear a constant prescribed level of risk. On keeping
Ship (0) velocity outside the surface area, risk of collision will be
maintained below the prescribed value, provided that ship (A) maintains
.its velocity.

~~~,.
'-r~j:~,'

,,,~.........
ft~f;~-,~.

(.~·~:f,:.:
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, 5,3, FORMULATION

.In the previous unit,: (4) t 'it ls found that, the, solution. of the
equipotential area" of risk could be simpUfied .by, flotti,ng an
equivalent ellipse. Thi~ ellipse will also be used in taking
the solution one step forward. Should the positions of"the
,limiting aspect$ (Ql, Q2) of the generated ellipse which
surrounds target ship CA) be determined, then the calculation
of both the initial risk of coll.lsion and 5ecto~s of stated
level of risk are possible.

These two positions are the tangent points P (x , y) and 0 (x , y)
of the, tangents (t) and (td) drawn from the position of the
observing ship CO) (see fig. o,n ). To determine the tangent
points the central equation of the ellipse together with its
associated polar equation, these two equati~8 must be solved. The

real solutions give the coordinates ofthes~ points.

Given the central equation of the ellipse with:

Z 2 2 Z Z 2b • X + a • Y - a • b = 0
and the polar equation of the eUi pse ai' the tangent points is
given as:

S.l

2 Z 2 2b • X • X + a • Y .Y - a. b = a
00,

S.2

With suitable manipulation of the two equations one of the
v~jables X or Y can be eliminated a8 follows:-

Fromrelation (5.2)

2 2 2 . 2
Y = (a • b - b • Xo. xl / a • Yo 5.3

Subatitutin'g in relation (5 .n
222222 24 022b • X+ a (a. b - b • Xo. Xl /a • Y2- a • b = 0

( 2 Z y2) l 4 4. l .4 " "
a • b. 0 X + a • b -(l.a. b • Xo>X+a4• 'b4 _ a4.bl.y!> :0
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Let

5.5

then:
2 %x = (B +(B - 4.A.C.).12.A,p

2 2 2 ZY = (a • b - b • X • X ) a • Ypop 0

Xd = (8- (82 - 4A.C.)% Z.A,
2 2 Z 2

Yd = (a • b - b • Xo· Xd)1 a • Yo 5.6

Provided that Yo ~ a

It is clear that the parameters (a) and (b) always exist. However,
one of the ordinates (Xo) or (Yo)' and only me, may be zero, and
hence two cases are possible as follow:

Case of (Yo':: 0)

Substituting in relation (5.4)

A :: b4 x2
• 0
Z 4

~
B :: -Z.a • b • Xo

C
4 • b4= a

. 2 4 8 Z
Hence B = 4.A.C. ::4.a • n • Xo

2Then X :: Xd ::B/2.A:: -2· IXP .0
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Substituti.ng in relatj.on .. (5.1)

Y' = .. Yd' = b.e1 .. Of la)Z )%'
p' . p

Case of (X .=.0)o
-':

Substituting in relation (5.4)
2

A = (a. b. V0)

B = 0

C = a4• b2• (b2 _ V! )

Substituting in relation (5.5)

Xd = - X = a (1 - (b/V )2 )%p 0

5.8

Having defined the tangent points (Xp' Yp) and (Xd, Vd) on the
EPR-ellipse relative to ship (0) centre point, then determination
of the possible intercept.): :.~~positions with these points are
obtainable by using the equations (1-27) (developed in (art.1-7».

T:heheadings (Cl" Z) and runs (SI,Z) to the interceptable points
are found -.y applying Equations (1-7) and (1-9) and hence the unsafe
sector of courses is defined. On following the same procedure other
interceptable points mappedfrom the EPR-ellipse, if necessary, can
also be found and hence the corresponding headings and runs to bring
the observing ship to the boundary of the equi~risk ellipse will be
obvious.
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5,4 FLOWCHART AND PROGRAM: fOR EQUIPOTENTIAL
RISK MATRIX

The computer program was written in BASIC as shown in appendix (B-6)
listing (3D -(EPR-MATRIX». A simplified flowchart of this program
is shown in (Fig. (5.2». The program provides an equipotential
risk matrix which is simply a cross-tabulation of the alternatives
(Co.) and (Va.) and the dependant run (S ). The cell in the matrix

1 1 r .
which represent the value of the prescribed risk outcomes are deter-
mined and then used to construct an iso-risk contour in the
(Va , Co , So) space.

It can be seen that it requires as input, the initia~ position
(Ra, Ba), target velocity (C, V ), encounter dimension (R ),a a aand the prescribed level of risk (p). Program routines require four
subroutines given in the listing, (RISK FUNCTION), (LAGRAN INT),
(COMB-VECTOR) and (QUADRANT). The program is sequentially
executed and is controlled by a step increase in the speed of Ship
(0) by one knot at a time, passing through the speed range Cv ) froma
(1) to (18) knots. The first step after setting the speed parameter
concems the computatioo of the two distance (0(0» and (DC180» at
which risk values have prescribed magnitude. Based on these two
distances the parameters of the equivalent equipotential risk ellipse
are then computed following a similar procedure as previously described
(in art. 4-2).

A conditional branching calises a.jump if the'position of ship(O) is
found inside the [PR ellipse of Ship (A). In this case the situation
is declared hazardous for the given speed which is then stepped one knot
and the sequence is repeated again. If this condition is not met,then the
next instruction to be executed will be the determination of the tangent
points on the ellipse from Ship (0) centre point, using the expression
(5-6). From the directions of these. tangent points t,ogether with the
ship (A) heading the limiting aspects are determined.
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INPUT: (Ro,Bo)
(Va,Ca)
(V )max
(Ra)
(p)

COMPUTE:
SUBt1 R(i),P(i) •• C-RISK.

0(0) , 0(180)" LAGRANG SUB

COMPUTE:
a,b,e)
Xe,Ye)
mt1 X(i)'Y(i)" QUADRAT SUB

Rc,Re)

COMPUTE:

t~ (XCi)' Y (i) ) QUADRAT SUB
1 (C(i» COMB-VECTOR SUB

~ (S(i)'T(i)

DISPLAY:
quipotentia1 area of risk 0

the (Co/Vo)-p1ane.

Initial relative position
Target true velocity
Maximum speed of ship (0)
Encounter dimension
Accepted CPA

Cross tabulation of ranges and
corresponding risk levels for
a given aspect and speed ratio.
Determination of ranges directed
ahead and astern of target ship
which bear the same prescribed
level of risk

Parameters of EPR Ellipse.
Coordinates of EPR Ellipse.
Points on the EPR-E11ipse
Ellipse radius on given direction
Distance to Ellipse centre

.P~ojected points matrix
Associated courses matrix
associated runs and times matrix

PRINT: collision exist
on all courses for given speed

~~gure (5-2). A simplified flowchart program for ~omputing the
equipotential area of risk on the (Co/Vo)-p1ane.
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.At this point a second conditional branching is instructed to declare
that the enco~nter is not hazardous when steam~ng at the speed under
consid.~ration.

This condition is recognized in case of (Vol Va <; 1) an~ the limit-
ing aspects (QI) and (Q2) are greater than the value taken by the
expressionSiffl (V I V). If this condition is not met a set of ano a .
arbitrary (say 36) computable points defined all around the circum-
ference of the EPR ellipse are executed in accordance with the
expressions (4-3).

Using values of point coordinates previously determined the relevant
interceptable points can be computed with the aid of the relations
that have been established (in art. 1-7). Due to the quadratic
feature of these relations then the (QUADRANT) subroutine is called to
solve the roots of the equation. The retumed values are the positions
of the feasible interceptable points. Having defined the set of the
interceptable points then the corresponding courses and distances
directed from the observing ship centre point to these points are
computed. These valUes (~36C . ,Ri ) constitute the two dimensional

1 l.cells in the risk matrix. Through a repetitive process, new cells
are'determined for new values of the observing ship speed (V0). The speed
variable (V0) is increasingly stepped I.Iltilthe value of the maximum
available speed is reached. Once the total number of cells ( t3~,Vi,Ci,Si)
of the given binary encounter have been generated a graphical risk
presentation is possible.
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5,5 ~RAPHING EPR- MATRIX DISTRIBUTION
" '

Figures'CS. ..3a) ....(S..3tJ) and ,(S':'3c)illustrate three discrete binary
encounters. Each EPR-locus is projected on the (Co/Va) plane where
(Co) is the abscissa and (Va) is the ordinate. The generated graphs
of the various EPR distributions, look like the figures of UUt (:E/H)

diagram. In assessing the findings the dominating sspect (Qo) is varied
while the other parameters are maintained unchanged for the three cases.
Values of (Ra = 1),(Ro = la) ,(Va = 10),(Vo = 18) and (P= 75~)max '
are taken as the common parameters. figure (5.3.a) displays the risk
distribution for the case of an exact possible meeting-end-on situation
where (Qo = zero). The distribution ahows a bimodal with respect to
speed variability. One mode is found at(Vo!Va = 1) and the other at
(V I V = 1.8). The second important feature is the extending of riskmax' a
all around the 3600 courses for a range of speed ratiasless than 0.35;
in other words risk of collision cannot be avoided by any 'COUrsealteration
of ship (0), if the speed (Va) is maintained in a range of leas than 3.5
knots. It is also worth noticing that a relatively large range, of unsafe
coursea and speeds are found comprising of nearly one third of all the
possible ways that can be considered by the observing ship.

A look at fig. (S-3.b) input data shows that the binary encounter is
characterised as a possible cross.ing situation, featuring a small engle of.
aspect (Qo = ISo) ..The generated graph shows a similar bimodal feature
to that of fig. (5-3.a) ..However, there is a distinct difference in the
lower range of speed (Vo / Va < 0.2). In this region there is no risk
of collision and safe courses are extended all around the horizon circle.
A second additional feature is worthy of attention. The area shown
defining the corresponding courses and speeds of the risk of collision has
been substantially rectJced relative to case (a). In figure (5-3.c) the
binary encounter is also a crossing situation but featuring s wide angle
of aspect (Qo:: 90,°).. The generated risk region is clearly different
and greatly rediced. Safe courses now extend nearly aU around the horizon
circle and have been obtained in a large speed range (Va / Va __ 1) ••Compared to the range of (Vo / Va;> 1) of the other two cases, the
unsafe courses and speeds are squeezed into a smaller sector.
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Generation of equipotential risk areas on the
Co/Va-plane for three different situations.
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In order to illustrate the time factor in the assessment of the risk
n:' .the ~.O"'PlJtedruns (:E 1SCi> .).a~o.ngun~afe courses are.shown in

figs. (5..4a), ~5-4b) ~n~ (5~ .1. • The .'~raph~ a~e bas~ on the initial
data of the example shown in flg.(5~3b). The conditions are presented
corresponding to three different speed ratios, (V· / V = 1.8,0.7 ando a
0.5). Graphing of the runs (:E ~S (i) ) for a specific speed (Va) is
actually an indication of the corresponding time interVals(~~ AT(i»
from the present time (To) to the interception of the prescribed risk
domain of target ship. Each time interval means how ruch time allowance'
a mariner has on the given track. Moreover, the lSefulness of iUlStrating
or plotting these data lies in the comparative importance attached to
the assesament of risk in multiple binary encounters.

The investigation of the generated graphs shews a close resemblance
with graphs presented by the (E/H) diagram. However, there is still
an observable distinction between the two figures. Obviously fbr a given

initial situation the area of risk on the (Vo / Cs) - p~ane is
relatively larger than that of the (E/H) diagram, especially in the
region of (Va/Va < 1). The difference lies in the function used to
generate the envelope of the area. The boundary envelope of (Va/Co)
graphs is an equirisk contour based on the resulting aspects of the
tangent points of the EPR ellipse. The boundary envelope of the (E/H)
graph is an iso-aspect contour based on the limiting aspects resulting
from the tangent points of ·thecritical· circle . (Ra). It has been shown
in unit (4) that the size of the'ellipse is speed ratio dependant.
The difference between the two aspects increases as the speed
ratio decreases resulting in a wider risk area on the (Va/Co) diagram.
However, as speed ratio increases~ the ellipse will be squeezed to
nearly the size of the critical circle. The resulting effect on both
areas in this range of speed ratios is to cause them to coincide.

In general, presentation o'ftlia EPR m.rri~Qn the (Va / Co) and (To / Co)
planes at any moment enables the user to·; immediately obtain the
answers to the following important questions:
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l} Will any ptopo,sedcourse and/ot speed changes increase
risk of collision with any ship in the vicinity?

2) Will the present elements of'shill'S motion risk collision
with any ship in the vicinity ?

3) Is it impossible to avoid risk ·,:_viiith~~' course"alteration
only ?

4) Will risk be best dealt with the early coordination
of both course and speed changes?

5) Is it too time consuming to avoid risk of collision ?
6) Will the chosen action prolong the engagement perioa

with other targets ?
7) Can the individual risks be separately ranked ?
8) Will the risk 'with other ship be reduced by taking

this action?
9) Is it necessary to retain a certain,level of risk ?

10) Will the ptoposed control satisfy legal requirements?

•••
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· 5,6 RESULTS OF CASE STUDY

Here is an example of what might be·expected of a complex situation
consisting of three binary enCounters as.observe~ from one ship. The
observing ship (0) is saili.ng on course (lOOoT) with a speed of (12)
knots. Figure (5-5)·illustrates that ship (0) is overtaking a ship
CC) which is about 5 miles distant, bearing (045°), ste~;ring on a
parallel course with a speed of (9) knots. A second target ship (A)
is located at (la) miles distant and (ltD) on the starboard bow. It
is steering on a course of (2970) with a speed of (18) knots.

A third target ship (B) is crossing on a course of (0300T) from the
starboard beam and is located. (100) abaft the beam at a distance of
(8)miles. For greater safety, it is obviously to the advantage of
ship (0) to have prescribed a level of risk of·.(50~). However, to
demand a lower risk may result in a large off-course deviation, which
may not be feasible when naVigating in confined waters and / or
congested areas. It is assumed that this is the situation under
consideration and consequently 'Jlhig:nl!'r ..'irs•. : level of(75~) is
taken as the upper limit boundary.

On board the observing ship (0),.the situations,. primary information
are processed and the resulting EPR patterns on the (Co / Vol plane
and .(CoIT) plane are generated in the form shown in Fig. (5-5).
Looking at the risk areas gives1the impression that the situation is
somewhat difficult! However,. it is neither that hopeless nor that
simple. Examination of the risk patterns confirms at a glance that
there is s risk of collision with ship (A) which will start to build
up above the (7~) level after (5) minutes. In order to reduce the
risk of collision with target ship (A) the following control actions
are examined:

(a) On tuming to port, the safe sector .of courses are limited
due to the presence of target ship (C) together with the
second unsaf& sector of target ship (B). A mid course
of (SOOT) . will reduce the maximum risk below the
prescribed level.

...
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However, this cQntrol'action may not b~ favoured due to a
corresponding long time ,of,~ngagement and the requirements
to cross ahead or both t~gets CA) and (B)

(b) A reduction of speed is a second control action to...be
considered. However, on doing so the risk of collision with
other target ship (B) will be increased above the prescribed
level, unless ship (0) is nearly stopped, ,which will also
extend the time of engagement.

(c) A third option is a starboard turn to steer either (1400T)
or (2200T). On following the course (1400T) the main
threat will be cleared by passing astern of target ship (A),
yet on doing so the risk with target ship (B) will be
increased in trying to cross ahead of it at a smaller distance.
On altering the course to steer (2200T), all r1 s.ks will be
greatly reduced by passing astern of targets (A) and (B)
while increasing the distance. with target (C).

Having steered the chosen course and/or speed the situation
is monitored through the risk diagram which is continuous;tYI
updated. As the shaded risk areas are altered, due to the
changing in the relative positions between the ships, tt)en
when ,the original course and/or speed is clear of the risk
area, the course and/or speed resuming manoeuvre can be
initiated.
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5,7 .,. SUMMAR'(

In this unit a.uniq~e approachfor'handl~ng CIA problem has been
advocated. Obviously to do risk evaluation properly a resort to
the application of a suitable risk criteria is essential. Handling.....
risk of collision must feature three baaic objectives; identificat-
ion, assessment and contrul. Identification of risk is achieved by
defining a risk domain around target ship with various levels.
Each level is represented by a closed curve of equal collision
probability which embraces all the contributing factors relevant
to situation geometry. These curves are found to be nearly elliptic~,
and hence for practical purposes the equivalent ellipses aredetenmined
and used.

The assessment and control or risk are effectively made possible by
transforming the EPR ellipse into intercept able equivalent areas of
risk mapped'on (Co I Va) and (Co I To) planes, and hence the coordin-
ation of the two control variables (Co) and (Va) are presented on the
same risk pattern. The risk model presented in this unit has been
developed to deal with compound encot6iters. However, the user must be
involved throughout the risk analysis and to arrive at an action for
risk control he has to set down priorities for actinfC:>n. ~dividual
risks if he cannot reduce the risks from all other ships by one
manoeuvre. In general all alternatives should be evaluated for their
susceptibility to reciJction or avoidance of risk and appropriate
action taken, leaving only the residual risk which must be retained.

One question which has not been answered is - will the praposed
contral strictly satisfy legal requirements? The answer to the
basic requirement by.law will bethe subject Of the following drscuss ton
included in unit (6).
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·6.1 INTRODUCTION

This unit is concerned with the analysis or control of collision risk
in a two-ship encounter which is subject ~o legal constraints imposed
by the International Rules for Preventing Collision at Sea. Since the
level of risk is influenced by the control variables, R the range, Q
the aspect and E and speed ratio~ the controlled motion of both
ships in an encounter will change the levels of risk associated with
each ship separately. ThU8~ if the risk controls of both ships are so
loosely related thst there is equal probability of any control action
negating the effect of the other shipraction, it would lead to a state
of "chaos" or complete randonness, and hence, lack of "constraints".
A strong risk controllability can be achieved if it is characterised
by a relatively high degree of constraints in the form of regulations.
These regulations should acquire features that will permit them to'
discriminate,. act upon, and respond to aspects of the situation variety.
The regulations will have mapped parts of the situation variety into
their structure and/ or information. Thus, the existence of such
regulations and the compliance with them by all parties in the encounter
should increase the risk controllability; through avaidin'g conflic'ting
control actions.
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In these terms, then, exist~ng Regulation~ for Prevent~ng Collision
~t sea ~r~based on,the situatio~geom~trr and the preva1l~ng visibility
condition. ~he point of"distlnguishi,ng betwee~ the t~o parties is so
the t they may be,asaigned different but .,complell1f:lntaryroles in taking

, . ,

avoiding actions. These rulesspecif'y, for any binary encounter
, .~ ,

involving risk of collision, a single action for each ship to be
carried out in ample time.

Regarding thecondition of unrestricted visibility- the following
constraints are imposed in accordance with the geometry for the
encounter:

1 - One ship js constrained by one option to "STAN) ON" allowing
the other the choice of risk control. This is the case
of crossing and overtaking encounters.

2 - Both ships are constrained by a single control action.
This is the case of head-on situations.

3 - One ship is constrained by one option to "STAN) ON" until
a certain range, after which she is allowed to take control
action provided that the other ship is seen not to be taking
sufficient action.

If the conditio~ of visibility is restricted, then both'ships are free
to take control action but constrained by the following as far as
possible:-

1 - An alteration of course to port for a vessel forward of the
beaD is to be avoided.

2 - An alteration of course towards a vessel abeam or abaft the
beSIB is to be avoided.

The analyses of the constrained options subject to the International
Regulations for Prevention of Collision at Sea is summarized in the
logic flowchsrt as illustrated in figures (6.1a) and (6.1b).
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B: Relative bearing
B : Relative bearing semicirculars
Q: Aspect

Qs: Aspect semicircular
58: Signum (sin(B»
SQ: Signum (sin(Q»

P : MaxilllJmriskmax
P : Potential risk
R.: Initial range
1.

R. : Close quarter rangeml.n> greater than
< less than

Figure.(6-la) Analyses of risk control action subj;Ct to legal
constraints in case of ristricted visibility.
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Fil}Jre. (6-1b) Analyses of risk control action subject to legal
constraints in case of un-ristricted visibility.
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6.2 "SroIUPICArtT"COI)R'f' 'OECrsroN

The application'of the rntern~tional Regulation for Prevention of
Collision at sea over a lo~g'peri,?d'of time by the mariners has
resulted in the develCJpment and refinement of the Regulations to
their present wording. However, their application depend~ upon the
ability to assess when risk of collisicn exists and accurate definit-
ion of the geometry of the situation. In this section, two particularly
significant cases of collision will be examined in order to appreciate:

(a) That the Regulatio~s should be understood and applied equally
by all mariners.

(b) How the Regulations are interpreted by the courts.

(c) How court decisions can change when a case is taken from a lower
to a higher court.

(d) The importance of the role of the expert assessor, who hss to
rely on his long marine experience and has at present no
mathematical means of defining risk criteria which take into
account the relevant parameters contributing to the'risk of
collision.

The "Auriga" case

This compound event of a binary encQtllter~-afu~T,~. between the Spanish
ship" Manuel Compos" , ~ned by ~e plaintiffs" and the Italian ship
"AOriga" owned by the defendantst which took place in the Atlantic Ocean
off the west co~st of Spain on the evening of January 11, 1973.

The collision occu~ed_after dark in f~e weather and with good visibility.
At 1908 ,"Manuel,Compos" altered course from 2390 to 2050• Being steady
on the new course, w~th a speed of 11.5 knots the master noticed the
existence of "Auriga" bear~,ngabout 2 points aba ft the beam and J miles
distant. It was assumed that "Auriga" was overtaking.
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Figure. (6-2 )'lhe geanetry of the binary encounter of "ADRIGA" case
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'IAur.~9a"was pl;'oceed~n9at hel;'full speed of .14 knots on a course of
21~a a"d the c01Jrses,of ~he.~wo ships were div~rg~ng,at a,relative
~ea~ing of (7°J. while 'lIAurig~n was coming up with ~'Manuel Compos·'
at a relative speed'of( 2 ...2.S)knots. At about 1922 "Auriga"

_ , . 0 ,.'manoeuvred to steer an average course of 191 until 1937, when she
steadied on to a new course of 1810• The courses of the ships were
now convergirg at relative heading of (240)with a risk of collision
if the courses were maintained. Neither of the ships took any effect-
ive avoiding action nor did they keeps continual and careful
observation of each other. At about 1952 the collision occurred. Based
on the information given in the Lloyd's report (1977 Vol.-l) the
situation geometry is re-constructed as shown in figure (6-2 ).

One of the principal matters in dispute betw~n the parties is whether
the "Auriga" was overtaking the "Manuel Campos" so that the over-
taking rules applied, as the plaintiffs claimed, or whether the two
ships were on crossing courses involving risk of collision, so that
the crossing rules applied as the defendants claimed.

Held, by Q.B. (Adm.Ct) Brandon); that-
(1) The overtaking rules only applied when the relationship between

the two vessels concerned was such that risk of collision between
them existed.

(2) There never was an overtaking situation to which r. 24 applied in
that during the per~od when "Auriga" ~ bearing more than two
points abafh'thCi'.beam of "Manuel Campos", there never was at any
time a risk of collision between them since the courses of the two
vessels were diverging and the,distance between them was too great
for risk of collision to·exist.

(3) r'.19 applied to the crosslng. situat~on which 'occurtd when the
courses of the two vessels were converging at an ~ngle of 24°,with
"Menuel'Campos" as .th~ give-way ship and "Au~lga " 88 the stand-
on ship_

(4) Both vessels were at fau~t in several respect. ,"Manue1_Campos"
was at fault in respect of'keeping ·abad look out and was in

•breach of ,.19 in failing, as the glve-way ship in a ~rossing
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situation, to keep out of the way. "Auriga" was fault in

respect of l6!eping a bad Lookcut , ~ltering her course to l8l0at an
improper time ~n rel~t~on: to '''Manuel Campos" and was in breach
of r. 21 in failing, as the stand-on vessel in a crossing
situation, to take sufficient avoiding action in sufficient time.
All of these faults contributed to the collision.

(5). Although the fault of "ManuelCampos" in failing to give way
was greater than the fault of "Auriga" in failing to act
sufficiently early, the fact that a crossing situation involving
risk of collision came into being was entirely the fault of
"Auriga", and liability would be apportioned 60 percent to
"Auriga" and 40 percent to ''ManuelCampos".

The "NowySacz" case:

This collision arose out of &binary encounter of the Cypriot ship
"Olympian"and the Polish ship " NowySacz" which took place in the
Atlantic Ocean to the south of Cape. St. Vincent just few minutes
before (0400) on February 14, 1972. The event occured at nigl1:in fine
weather and with ~od visibility. Using the best reconstruction of
the event, it is concluded that the relative heading was of order of
100. giving a course for the "Olympian" of about 3310 T and for the
"NowySacz" of about 34loT • It is believed that both ships must have

, . .

been on these courses si~e at least as early as (0245). It was
further found that the headings of both ships were altered to starboard
by about the same amountbefo~, the collision, that of the "Olympian"
a8 a result of putting her wheel hard to starboard and that of the
"Nowy Sacz" either due to interaction or as a result of working her
engines astern. It was also fOll'ld~hat the "NowzySacz", as a result

\

of her engine action, took off some of her speed before the collision,
as a result of which the "Olympian'"dr~ ahead ':Jf f1ermore quickly at
the last minute than she would otherwise have done.

. - . .
information given in the Uoyda report (1976) ·Vol.2,

. .
. geometry is reconstructed as shownin Figure (6-3).

Based on the
the situation
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The plaint~ffs bl'ought an' action: for dafl!lges contendi,ng that the Cross..
tng Aules, spec! ric~ll)4' part 0, of the, ~teeri,ng and Sail~ng Rules, of
the Collision'Regullitionl!, ~?60 'applied, ~n~ that under t~em the
"NowySacz" was under duty, as ~ne of two,crossing ships having the
other on her ownstarboard side, to keep out of the way o~ the "Olympian'!
The defendants argued that the overtaking rules applied, in that it was
the duty of the "Olympian", as the overtaking ship to keep out of the
way of the "NowySacz", the ship being overtaken.

Held, by Q.B. (Adm.Ct) (Brandon, j). that -

(1) The overtaking rules were only applicable if before 0300 when the
"Olympian"was still veering more than two points abaft the beam
of the "NowySacz", two conditions were fulfilled:
first, that the two ships were in sight of each other, and second]
that the risk of collision between them had by then already arisen.

(2) It was not possible to say with certainty that the stern light of
the- "NowySacz" became visible to those on board the "Oly""ian"
at some time after 0245 and before 0300, but as her green light was
visible by about 0300, it was likely that the two ships were in
sight of each other before 0300,thus fulfilling the first condition;
but not the second condition.

(3) The situation, if the Steering and Sailing, Rules applied at all,
was a crossing situation and not an overtaking situation; and
"Nowy5acz" was fault in failing to take early and positive action
to keep out of the way of the "Oly""ian" and in failing to reduce
her speed in 8q)le time so as to allow the "Olympian" to pass ahead
of her; or failing to makean early and substantial alteration of
course to port.

(4) With regard to the "Olympian", the proper action for her to take
would have been to alter ~urs& more slowly to starboard at an
appreciably earlier stag&, thereby avoiding the danger of swing-
ing the stern of the "Olympian" into the "Nowy5acz". The '
Master of the "Olympian"was in fault in that he waited too long
before taking 'starboard wheel actiCl1, and therefore, found
himsel f obliged to take the more drastic wheel actiCl1 by going
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hard tQ.statboa~d than w.pUld othe~ise have been.de~~~able.

·(5) Both sh~ps wer~ to b~are.·fo:r'the c~llision. t.h~."Nowy Sacz"
for breach of r.19 is not:keeping out of ~he way, and· the
"Olympian" for breach of the proviso to·r.Zl in lea,ving it
too late to take avoiding action.

(6) As to apportionment of blame, the "Nowy Sacz" was more to blame
than the "Olympian", in that it was her fault which allowed a
dangerous' close-quarters situation to arise at all, whereas
the fault of the "Olympian" lay only in her failure to take the
right emergency action at the.right time in the situation so
created and the division of blame should be divided, as to
three-quarters to the "Nowy Sacz:" and as to one quarter to the
"Olympian" •

On appea1 "by the defendants the issue for determination being; ·Ooes r.Z4
operate only when the positions, courses and speeds of the ships are
such as to involve risk of collision, and if so was a risk of collision
involved when the "Olympian" was more than two points abaft the beam of
"Nowy Sacz" 1'"

Heldby C.A (STEPHENSON & SHAW and Sir DAVID CAIRNS), that -

(1) Rule 24 was applicable when vessels were proceeding so as to
involve risk of collision.

(2) The words "Coming up with another vessel" in r. 24 imported
the concept of'proximity in space and time which might be before
the time when there was risk of collision.

(3) Rule 24 was app1icab1e.before there was risk of collision.
(4) The learned Judge's conclusion that the risk of collision arose

at about 0330 waS clearly correct and by the time the vessels
were in sight of each other and le~s than 3 miles apart, the
"Olympian" was coming up with the "Nowy Sacz" as the stand-on
ship and the "Olympian" was the give-way vessel •

•
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(5) The appo1:tj.pnment ,pr blame.w~ld.be yar~ed.to.the.efrect.tbat
the' ~'Olymp!~nn sh~u~d~:be .held three~al'ters. to' blame and
the' ""Nowy'Sacz'"one quarter~

'Reassessment

In order to investigate thl!rl~k of co~lisioninvolved in these cases
the risk function·introdU~ed.inthe pre~ious work is u~ed' to construct
four risk patterns as illustrated in the figures (8-48) , (S-4b),(6-5a)
and (S-5b). These four risk transition profiles are based on the

,
information given in the LLOYDS repOrts.. Profiles' of the corresponding
range and aspect changes" are also included. Each c:U:agramsh~s the risk
transition involved by one ship as indicated by the ~igures.

On comparing the four risk pro~i1es, they show nearly a similar behaviour
in the transition distribution~.However~ th~ encounters differ in the
time interval.of the apprOaching phase. At the initial stage the
trend exhibits a regular transition of a very low level. of risk with very
low rate of increase, where the range is steadilY'decreasing with nearly
constant aspect. The effect of the aspect at the initial stage of the
narrowly converging situations shows'very low risk values due to the large
angle of aspect, while the range is the only parameter which contributes
to the increase of risk ~ especially at the final,stage of the encounter
at which the risk increases mor~ rapidly from a very low level of risk upto
100% risk.

Although the two ships in each encounter were in Such a dangerous situation,
those on board either ship were not aware of it. This was~ as'concluded,
because the lookout on board both ships was seriously defective.
However, On inspecting the risk profiles,.it is proved that such a situation
would lead to a deceptive perception of risk !nvolved due to the very low
level of ris~which lasts for a long period of time before the sudden
increase. It is clear that the current knowl~dge of risk assessment used
by both ships in each binary encounter had proven insufficient for
formulating the details of causal chains and hence effective risk control
strategies. Further, this situation may not'change in the foreseable
future for many of the encounters. unless a detailed and correct risk,
criteria has been introduced to the marinera and is fully understood by
ttt..
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The words t!j,nvolvi,n~risk of collisj,on" ",ay mean c;lj,fferent thi,ng6
to mariners. and it is qui te po~~1b~e ~hat the _purpose which the
law-maker had in mind when they passed' the 'acts is:' diff lc u It- to'o. . .' _ • -. .• • .

.,autum j,n practice.what r!!al'y matters', i~ t~e ability to int=:':rPret
these words in the same way by an other cburt, mariner or~assessor.

Section 6.3 uses the previous work to est~lish a,mathema~ically
accurate method of stating when risk of collision exists. which
will make a consistent interpretation of these words universally
available.
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6,3, 'RISK' OF 'COLLISION

The assessment of risk of collision aims to dete~nine how serious
, '

a risk is apparent and wheth~r a, ~hip can be'exposed,to,it~ The
decisions eventua~y taken by_th~ mariner on a spe~ific-~ontrol
action will reflect the analyti&weighing-ottbe:predicted risk of
alternative courses ofection. Determination of risk of collision

, ,

has been given greater cOncern in the 1972.'regulations by the
introduction of a specific rule which deals with this aspect of the
CiA problem. In order to de~ermine if risk of collision exists,
proper use of radar equipment, radar plotting or equivalent
systematic method should be made. However there is no quantifiable
evaluation as to how and when risk of collision should be considered
to exist. This important qu~stion has been left to the mariner r s
personal assessment of risk. In consequence ,and due to lack of a
complete definition of risk of collision the mariner in many collision
cases fails to exert the control 'action Bven when control was possible
and would have been effective.

Characteristically, control of risk of collision assumes that risk is,
or will soon be defined. It is increasingly clear, however, that the
current method of risk ~sessment which is based on the prediction of
CPA and TePA is insufficient for formulating an adequate risk criteria
and hence effective control rortunately~ it has been proved from the
findings introduced in the previous units, that this situation may change
and an adequate risk assessment based on a complete definition of risk
of collision is possible.

On using the conventional set of chronological observations, of bearing
, '

and range together with given parameters, any two ship encounter can
be usefully formulated as a risk matrix enclosing all the possible
outcomes, each outcome de~ignated with a ,value that is in turn
weighted by the probability ,of collision. In fOrrMJlating these risk
models it has been found that the followi:ng factors have to be among
those taken into accoUlt:-
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Ca) The ge~etrr, aj" t~e ef-1coUrite~in. te1'1llS,pf· !nitj.al
range , 'initia~ as~ec~,f final'. range t '.. final
aspect, relative heading and speed ratio.

...,

(b) The physical dimension of the ship in the encounter.

(c) The relative speed of approach and the related time
interval of the encounter.

(d) The manoeuvrability of the ship.

(e) The observational errors in the computed information.

Nowthe methods used for assessment and control· of risk of collision
which 'have been de~oped in units (2) to (5)and based on the I
theory introduced and presented in unit (1), have brought these
rational factors to the CIA problem in terms of a quantified risk
value as:

" 1!hs ratio of the diffezoent ways for' a aoZZision to occur
1;0 the ,tota'L mmibe1!of thfl POSsib'LfI fI1alJSthat (Jou'Ld be
considBref by thfl.observ£ng.vesse'L."

Thus it is nowpossible to rank the alternatives unambiguouslyand the
choice is obvious. Howeverthis choice _t be madewittt soma level of risk
ji\mf~ct.. In theory risk of collision maybe defined at any ';~ge, but for....-...._
"zem tolerance", it indicates that the risk value is to be reduced
to the vanishing point. 'This vanishing point does not imply "absolute::.'
Zero". but a level below which no risk can be measured. On considering
the two-ship encounter it is limited by a standard'maxi .....m detectable
range at which reliable information can be deduced. A maximumfigure of
(251) is taken as a limdt, which covers practical parameters of a two-
ship encounter at zero aspect. Consequently, the range at which the
level of risk is found below (251) nay, be ,wed to define the zero in which
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the ~egal c9n~trainte arer~laxed, orin other words the zone in
which the rules do not apply,

When risk control is to be undertaken, 'the strat,egy rel~ol ves around I
selecting risks having various probabilities tQ find an appropriate

-':action, which, when taken, will reduce the risk to a retainable level.
This implies that some level of risk abLve zero tolerance is to be
accepted by balancing the off-course penalty against the level of
risk introduced. A probabilistic figure of (50::)is thought to be
a fair criteria. Based on this hypothesis the following definition
of risk of collision is given :-

" If an obseI-fJing vessel has been a panneze in a
compoundevent; ofabinary encoun'teze involved in
a possible "ollision~ in ",hiah the zsve'Ls of
z-isk are recognised to be higher than (50S) aZong
the proje(Jt;ed tZ'Q.(Jkof her motion, then z-isk of
collision shall be dsemed to mst."

It is worth noting that the rate at which the risk level changes in the
interval of the encounter has no direct impact on this definition. It
is an important parameter to be included 'in the stimulus to the required
response. It is hoped that this definition would provide a fairly CQ'lcise
common language for characterizing risk of collision between. ships at
sea. In order to appreciate this definition appropriate examples are

_ given in figure (6-6). The' generated diagramsare based on the concept.of ~he
,equKisk ellipse developed in unit.(4).Each ellipse defines on·the $;.a~-~:~:,'

,":~,,,_~ll the positions related to the other ship,centre point. The dis-
gram (6-6b) and 6-6c) show (501) level of risk defined by the isorisk
contours. Each diagram comprises four ,ellipses t c:overi,ngspeed ratio
parameter of range (0.5) to, (2). ;_;.;t' Computed for the same speed ratios
but for (751) level of risk. A maximum range.of (2) to '(12,5) miles
corresponding to speed ratios of (2) to (0.3) respectively represent the

.ranges at which risk of collision shall be deemed to ex1st.Tt-eseFigures
f'all from (12.5)down to a range of between (6.5) to (1) miles depending

•upon the speed ratio.
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Figure (6-6) Definition of the isorisk contours_around target ship.
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6.4 CONSTRAINEO CONTROLACTIONS'"!N' R1SK' ZONE

TQ introduce a large pattern of situation -·corrc·e-pts'"·, from the
point of view of the observing ship, it is important to develop a higher
order explanation that links the transition distribution of risk levels
around the ship and the other relevant parameters togeth;r. A pattern
of aclion of zone referred to the observing ship coordinate systEm
might ..be: vft$'ualizedin a concentric contours diagram, wherein the
central zone represents the collision domain enveloped in an action zone
of several nsk levels.The outer boundary of the action zone is character-
ised by risk levels of less than (251). risk levels are defined
for each point relative to observing ship on the two dimensional plane.

On the basis of the collision situation all the points Bi,Rl at which the
risk has the same level (P) are joined. The equirisk contour (U (Bi,Ri)
= P) is drawn. By varying (p) the given figure represents a I-para-
meter family of curves, See figure (6-7).

Given a specified speed ratio (E:Vol Va), the strategy for calculat-
ing the points of the equirisk contour under consideration is there-
fore as follows. For values o( (Hi) ,in the range of (000) to (1800),
the collision equation (1-30), is applied directly to determine the
corresponding collision aspect (Qi). Hereby, the associated re1ative
bearing (Bt) for the given situation is determined in accordance with
the following relationship;-

( See 'appendix A-2)

It is expected that t~eresulting values of the relative bearings will
,not be equally spaced, which will affect thttsmoothness of the equirisk
contour. In order to overcome this sffect the increment of (Hi) has to
be varied in such a way as'to produce'equal intervals ~f relative
CAS-constant ). TITevariation of (Hi) which satiSfies this require-
ment is determined by the following relationships;-
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, AH :: ·AB,(Cl~.E.oCOS C~ij)' + °E2l /

° (I~.COS(HJ.+lon)

Where AH = Incremental value of the relative heading

E = Speed ratio

AB = . Anarbitrary constant increment of relative
bearing.

Derivation of the above relationship which satisfies the collision
condition is given in the appendix (A-2l.

Having determined the required increment of (,AH . ), then the
1.

corresponding values of (Hi) and (Qi)' can be calculated by the
knownrelationships:-

The next step nowis to calculate for each ,bearing the corresponding
ranges at which risk levels of (251) ,. (50s) and (751) are recognised •
The solution is based on the risk function and Lagran~interpolation )
technique used in unit ("4). A computer program written in BASIC and
showninthlAppendix (8-4) listing (ISO - risk contour) is used to
generate the isorisk contours of the diagrams (6-1ar~{6.;"7bJ.(6.-ol,c,)
(6-88),. (6-8b), and (6-80).

Based on accepted (CPA)of (0.5) mile, three diagrams are computed
and plotted as shOWl'1in figure (6-7). The iso-risk levels of (251)

(SOl) and (751) which are related to speed ratio parameter of (0.5)

(1) ,and (2) are plotted in terms of other ship's relative position
1B,R). '.' Inspection of three dia9rams shows in the case of head-on
situations three groupa of rl!'98s; (2.S : 1.1: 0.6), (5.1 : 1.9 :1)
and (10 : 3.9 : 2). These ranges define the levels- of risk just °

specified for the corresponding speed ratios (2), (1) and (0.5).
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These ranges and their action zones indicated by the isorisk profiles are
greately influenced by the speed ratio; parameter. It is shown as expected,
that the action zone becores relatively smaller for the case of a slower
observing ship. Consequently, the associated small action time
necessitates an early stage control action. Because of the high rate of
increasing risk which is a direct consequenceof smaller -!Aspectangles
and high speed of approcach,.the situation may not be resolved by one
ship action.· This fact iJJt;x>sesa great difficulty especially for the

slower ship, and hence a co-ordinate action II'LlStbe con'terq:)lated. Based
on this fact Rule 14 is forrrulated which inplies consistent co-ordinate
action. It is required that when ~ pc7tt'er-driven vessels are meeting
on reciprocal or nearly reciprocal courses so as to involve risk of
collision each shall alter her course to starboard so that each shall
pass on the port side of the other. Because of the syrrmetry of the
situation both control actioos will caltribute in decreasing the speed
of approcach and increasing aspect angles by large £IOOUl'ltsand. hence a
small level of risk is maintained and a slow rate of risk change is
achieved and the maxinun risk level is reduced, as recognised fran each
ship ..

For being overtaken,. as sOOwn in diagr&m (6-3d),. the isorisk contours
shoW indentical behaviour to that of the head an si tuatian. However,
a relatively low rate of increasing risk is usually recognised in this
case as there is unlikely to be a. h1gtl speed of approach. en the other
hand,. the other ship 'Ifh1ch. is overtaking and obviously the faster will
usually have little difficulty in keeping control of the relatively
lower risk,. by either course alterati<n ard/or speed variation. It is
also evident fran the stud;yof the risk :fUnctionthat 8rrf acticn taken

by an overtaken ship will i.Irpose a. 'tenp)r&ry increase of the value and

rate of risk recognised by the other ship.. 'lbJs an action taken by the

overtaken ship could confUse the- situation. Based on these facts it
would be wise to allocate the responsibility for tak:f..na action to the
overtaking ship, while requiring the overtaken ship to maintain her
course and speed. The constraint is ~ by Rule (13), which requires
that any vessel overtaking any other shall keep out of the way of the

vessel being overtaken.
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One of the mo~t wtdely complicatedtwo~hip encounters!n the
context ,of risk ass~t:lsmentandcon~rolisthe crossing situation.
Diagram (6~1Q. sho~ the transition·d~stribution,or levels of
risk of collision when recogniz'edby a slower observing ship.
Consequently the case will becharacteriled by the spreading of
the possible risk over the full. range of the relative bearings.
Tracing of the crossing situation range of bearings indicates that
low levels and rates of risk show over the early stages of the
situation. Afterwards a (25~) level of risk begins to be recognised
between a range of (4-2) miles and then increases up to (75") between
(2-1) miles.

This unique behaviour characterized by a long period of low levels and
rates of risk '$F--. followed by a small period of sudden increase of
risk may lead to a deceptive perception with aerious implications
for decision making. In order to avoid such complications, the control
action must be initiated at an early stage.' Considering the coordinate
action and its importance in resolving fast developing situations, it
has been found that on turning towards each other the levels and rates
of risk will be increased to higher levels due to the combination of
decreasing aspect and increasing approach speed. In seeking to
investigate the other alternative, when the two ships turn away· from
each other,#- the levels of risk and the~r r~te8 will be reduced due
to decreasing approach speed and increase of both aspects angles.
However,this action will prolong the encounter and in some cases does
not resolve the situation at all when both ships resume their original
courses. To avoid these difficulties it is believed that· if only one
of them is put into action, the situation can be controlled effectively.
Rule(14) is put to regulate such a situation which requires that when
two power driven vessels are crossing so as to involve risk of collision
the vessel which has the other one on her starboard side shall keep out

.of the way and the vessel whi~h has the other on her own port side shall
maintain her course and speed.
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Provided. ~h~~~h~ g~ve~~r· ·vee~~l is tak~n9 ea;rly centrol actio~ by. '. '. ..
followi.ng astar~Qar~,eyasive ~ou~s~, 's ~~i9ue ,cs~e,~f balanc~ng
,effects between a decreas~ng r~nge and increasing aspect is obvious.

. . .... ....

Th~ result is a condition' or~ow level ~f ~isk being, maintained,
throughout the interval of the closing range. following tlnlr stage thera,

usually will be a complete disengagement, even after resuniption of the
original course.

In both the crossing and overtaking situations, control of actions is
constrained,bfan additional parts which require that the give-way ship
should avoid crossing ahead of the other ship. The ground upon which
this rule is substantiated is the relatively high level of increasing
risk at the stage of crossing ahead.especially at.lsmall (CPA), as
clearly shown in (fig. 1.11) when small sspects show greater risk.
However, this rule need not be stated if the proposed definition of
risk is adopted and the give-way vessel is permitted to cross ahead
if, and only if, the maxilllJmrisk level being recognised along the
initial track or the evasive trajectory does not exceed the (501).':
level.

,
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The outer boundafY correspond~n9 to atafboard and port. turns are
illuswated in figure (6~ l- as·the.twO curves ·'MPC" and tlLPG".. .... ..... ... " ...... _.. '" .

respectively. Each cu~ve ~ayi~te~s~ct ~ne.of the boundary lines
of the risk zone forming. four sectors inside the risk zone •

.':

The first of these sectors, is the sector' (H' CFC) which is located
to the outsrde of the two generated curved lines and inside the zone
of risk. Inside such an area a (CPA) larger than.the radius of the
critical circle can be obtained by either starboard turn or port turn
of the observing ship. In contrast to the first zone, the area laid
inside both curves shown as (HFl) in the figure is the collision zone
in the sense that,for initial position of ship (0) to be inside such
a sector,a (CPA) greater than (Ra) cannot be achieved by either star-
board or port tums;provided that course alteration is the onl, permitted
action.

The possible Wrd zone is determined by the sector (LFC) which lies
to the outside of the curve (LFC) and inaide the curve ( HFC ).
Being inside such an area a (CPA) greater than (Ra) can only be a::hieved
by a starboard turn.

Lastly among these four risk sectors is the sector (HFG) which
determines the area inside which a (CPA) greater than (Ra) can .'
be achieved by a port turn only. It is now of interest to know how
these sectors can be generated and on what mathematical principles they
are based. Understanding of these pr~nciples is important, so that the
limitations of the proposed solution can thoroughly be perceived. These
principles will be the subject of the following section.
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6.5 DEFINITION OF EXTREME RISK' ZONE

Turning to the 'prsviou~ sections.dealing with risk assessmentf it is
noted that where it is ~ssumedthst course ~lteration or speed
variation are instanteneous, the consequences are insignificant on the
outcome. This assumption is no longer reasonable when ships are
located near to each other, and ship's manoeuvrability ha£ to be
considered in formulating risk models. It is intuitively obvious
that contours specifying these critical ranges at which the manoeuvre
characteristics are important must exist. The question--·. is how to
determine these contours in accordance with collision avoidance related
to ship's manoeuvrability.
At such close ranges, the effect of observational error on the relative
position of target ship c:anbe considered proportionally insignificant
and hence the conceptual "critical circle will only represent the physical
dimensions of the two ships. Thus , on the assumption that both ships- are
taken as circular discs of radii la and la' then the critical circle
has radius (Ra) equal to the sum of their radii. Accordingly a (CPA)
less than (Ra) would correspond to a physical collision.

Su PPlls__atha't-.', the other ship (A) is located D!' the horizon' plane
at point (A) as shown in figure (6;"9),and sneii-clad by the critical
circle 01 radius (Ra). Then if the velocity triangle defining the
encounter is obtained as the triangle (abc), tha::-!7'~-relative motion
of the critical disc can be determined on the horizonta~p(aa.with
reference to the (N:S) by constructing' a band formed by the tangents
(ll') and (MM') to the critical circle and parallel to the relative
motion direction (Cr). The inside area of the formed band, extended
infinitely from the critical disc in the.direction of ~ relativ~ qotion
is the risk zone, and the outside the no-risk zone.· If the" observing
ship is initially found inside this band, then the risk of collision can
in general be avoided by course alteration' of either ship.
If the observing ship has initiated a starboard or port tum, then the
relative motion will change during time of turning and the resulting
path will be a curved line. Hence the critical circle will slide inside
a curved band.
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6~6 .FORMULATION

Considering a possible application to multiple~ship encounters it is
. '.

mOre convenient to express the relative motion with ~ererence to the
(NCS) whose or.iginconcides with the other ship's centr.":point. On

the assumption that the path of the relative motion to be composed
of several simple addible parts, each of which is a function of the
other ship's linear motion and observing ship's circular motion, the
following relations are established. The follOWing procedure arriving
a~ the stated equations is based on equations (1.10)of unit (1), so
a small part of relative motion can be expressed as:

AX = Sa. cos (ea) - SOi cos (Coi)r

AY = sa. sin (Ca) - SOi sin (Coi) 6.1r

Where
AXr ,. AY are the components of the small part of the relativer

motion.

Sa target ship true displacement in the small interval
of time.

SOj observing ship segment of motion on the turning
circle

Ca target ship true course

Co.~ .the true direction of the circular segment
after small interval of time ( 4ti)

However,. when (So) is taken as a very small part, it will ultimately be
represented by the magnitude and the direction of the corresponding
chord of the turning circle.

Then:
Soi - 2.Rt.ain ( 4~i /2)-
COi = COi_l+ ( 4~i /2)
4~o = 57,} 4Ti• Vo /Rt.

1St.
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Where
Rt is the turn~ng radius

11t/1 amount,of course change in the interval (4 Ti)
,..,

Co;-l the true heading of observing ship just at the
beginning of the time interval.

4T. the incremental time interval.~

Va the tangential velocity of ship (0) along the
turning circle.

Nowif the coordinates of an initial position on the relative motion
path are knownas (Xri ' Yri) then the coordinates of the successive
points on the trajectory, when taken at small intervals of time can
be given as:-

Xr. 1 = Xr.+ Va.AT. 1.cos (Ca) -1+ 1 1+

Y = Yr. +Va·JT·+l·sin (Ca)-r. 1 1 11+

6.3

Where

The equations describe the curved motion of the centre of the critical
circle~ point (A) in the t:igura. The outer boundary of the motion,
curve (lfG) in the figure~ is :fermed by the moving nOrmal attached to
circle centre when it moves in 'accordance to equations (6.3). These
equations can be moelified by addition of two simple terms so as to
express the curve in consideratiom-

A:X • Ra.cos ( Cri' ~ 90 ), r

'A Y' • Ra.sin (Cri' !.. 90 ). r . 6.4
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Where

Cri t~ the d~rection' of the ~e9ment between ,two9ucessi ve
points, and can be deterrnined'by th~ follOWing relation

Cr. = tg-1 (Yr. - Yr. 1)/(Xr. - Xri 1»
1. 1. 1.- 1. -

6.5

In order to determine the different .sectors. of ttte risk zone, it
is necessary to'take the points of intersection of the outer boundary
curves with the limiting straight lines of the riak zone points (C)
and (C) as shown in the figure. Determination of these points is
possible by using the HESSIAN normal form of the equation of a line
which is the border-line of the risk zone in this respect, the
two end points of the relative motion segMnt on the curve in consider-
ation (Xr.• Yr.) and (Xr. l' Yr. 1) can be checked for the intersection

1. 1 1.- 1.-
in accordance to the following relation:-

Where U = 2700 for right-hand side relative motion.
U = 90° for left-hand side relative motion.

For points (Xi' Vi) in the negative half-pl.,e. (risk zone) distance
(D. 1) from the limiting line (LL t) is negative. and for points in the1+
positive half-plane (non-risk zone) th~ distance is positive. During the
process of extending the curve part by part the corresponding decreasing
distances (pt)ars continuously computed and checked for the following
conditiona:-

(a) If Di = 0 then the last point lies on the line

(b) If 01> 0 and'Di_1 -c 01' then the curve is moving
away from the line, and hence the turning should be
stopped at this s~age and the new course is taken
as (Coi_l). The curve is tabe extended from this
point on the basis of completely linear motion.
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(clIf 0i ..< 0, then the turn~n9should.betenninated a(this

stage, and the interiection' point· (Xr .' Vr ) can be. . "n" n
determined in "accordance to the ratio of the last two
distances, 8S:

Xn = Xn_1- Sr. Cos (Crn)

Yn = Yn-l + Sr. sin (Crn)

Where

Sr = [IOi_ll.J(xri+l -xri_l)Z+(Yri+l-Vri_l)2 1.1

( 10i_ll + 10i+ll ) 6.7

The heading 0 f the observing ship at tha intersection point represents
the new course to be followed until claar disengagement is achieved.
This new course (Can) and its 88socated time interval of terminating
turning action is simply given by the following expressions.

i = n i = n
Co = Co + -,"!:% ·4~ T = °E4T 6.8
n , n

i = 1 i = 1

In considering the effect of turning on ship's tangential velocity, the'
empirical exponential formula advised by th& (O.O.T) Specification for
A Marina Navigational Equipment Simulator (1980) has been used to define
the tangential velocity (Va) at ('Tn) times after altem·tion.

Vn = (Vmax- Vmin).e-Tn/K + Vmin

Where;

Vn = Speed at Tn minutes after alteration has b~ made

K = A constant which simulates the chosen typlt of ship and
is either a fixed value between (2) and (25) or
continuously variable over this range.
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6,7 " CASE DUTY.

The solution'described'in sectioo'(616) has been tested on the
computer. The calculated extreme risk patterns which define the
range of a last minute action are graphically presented on the
horizontal plane and can be seen in figures (6-10) (6.11) and
(6.12). To dpmonstrate the performance and effectiveness of the
solution the following examples are taken for one_ship manoeuvres.
The observing ship (0) is chosen as a VLCC of the following
characteristics:-

- Speed of approach
- Time int~rval of approach
- Tangential speed of steady turn

= 17.7 knots
= 40 sec

- Turning index
= 7.5 knots

= 3.5

- Length of observing ship.
- Turning radius of 200' rudder'
- Maximum turn rate
- steady turn rate

:;300 meters
:;600 meters
= 722.0/sec.
= 0.3680/sec.

A critical circle of radius (0.5) miles is taken as a parameter.
Th~ signi ficance of tht generated curves and the associated risk
sectors has already been explained in section (6.5)

Regarding figure (6-10a) for a typical one-ship manoeuvre with the
initial psrameters (Va / Va = 1) and (H = 180), it is a very simple
situation and optimal last-minute action fully con forma ,to intuition.
Ship CA) is on reciprocal course and ship (0) has taken three different
locations with respect to the risk sectors. The range at which a last
minute action is to be taken varies between (2.15) and (1.2) miles,
while consider~ng the two possible options of starboard turn or port
tum. If the observing ship is initially located in the sector(S) or
(p), there is only one option permitted which is either a hard-star~
bosrd tum or a hard-port tum respectively. If the turning ia
initiated at a longer distance than specified by the generated curves,
then a (CPA) greater than the specified critical circle can be attained.
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a
Tar9t course = 45
Target speed = 14.7
Obs.ship course = 225
Obs.ship speed = 14.7

su~o~. O.ship low speed= 7.5
Time increment S= 15
Turnin9 index = 3.5
Tactical radjus = 0.324
Encounter sfie = 0.5COMPUTED DATA
New course(star)= 16
New course(port)= '3

b
Tar9t course = 65
Target speed = 14.7
Obs.ship course = 220
Obs.ship speed = 14.7
O.ship low speed= 7.5
Time increment S= 15

SUl'IoOlo'. Turnin9 index = 3.5
Tactical radius = 0.324
Encounter size = 0.5
COMPUTED DATA
New cours~(star)= 18
New course(port)= S7

i..Ml nllUT£
IW«l£WR£ DIMIIM
SCI'IL£ IN N. nILES

i..MT nllUT£
IWIIIElMIE DIMIIM
SCI'IL£ IN If.!IJL£I

i.MT nlNITE
IIIINIIIIJI.WIi DlfIIIIWl
SCN.£ IN N.!I1I."

i.Ml nllUTE
IWIIIIla. DlftIWII
ICN.E IN No !!JUS

.. c
Tar9t course = 20
Target speed = 14.7
Obs.ship course = 250
Obs.ship speed = 14.7
O.ship low speed= 7.5
Time increment S= 15
Turnin9 index = 3.5
Tactical radius = 0.324Encounter size = 0.5COMPUTED DATA
New course(star)=-110
New course(port)= 112

d
Tar9t course = 30
Target speed = 24
Obs.ship Course = 300
Obs.ship speed = 14.7
O.ship low speed= 7.5
Time increment 5= 20
Turnin9 index = 3.5
Tactical radius = 0.324Encounter size = 0.5COMPUTED DATA :
New course(star)= 122
New course(port)= 163

Figure (6-10). ~xtreme Risk Zone defined relative to
target ship.
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The amauntaf course alteration required is about.(1630), followed
by a straight course.of the las~.~ea~~ng •. When a ~omplete dis~ngagep
ment is attained tnen course resl.Jm~ngis permitted. .It is obvious
from the figure that in case of'green aspect and starboa~d turn
compliance, the action should be taken at an early stage~

Figure (6-10c) shows a crossing situation with initial parameters
(Vo/Va = 1) and (H = 155°). The investigation of the numerical
data attached to the diagram reveals that the amount of the starboard
course alteration is smaller than that of the port tum. It is also
noticed that the maximum reaction range of the last minute action is
reduced from (2.15) to (1.75).

The diagram shawn in figures (6-11, a,b,c and d) are computed for a
faster observing ship (Vo/Va : 1.9). On comparing with the previous
diagrams the influence of a faster manoeuvring ship on the shape and
size of risk sectors and collision domain is evident.. However the•picture changes when moving to figure (6-12d) which shows the effect
of speed ratio smaller than 1.. The initial parameters are (Vo /
Va = 0.7) and (H = 45°).. Regarding this case the two generated
curves show similar concavities and hence two risk sectors only are
formed, the starboard turn sector (S) and the starboard or port sector.
On performing any type of tum the action will be terminated by passing
astern of the other ship. The reaction range of starboard tum
manoeuvre is nearly half that of port tum manoeuvre. If the
observing ship is initially found at a range of two miles or less, then
the only successful action is turning away from other ship 80 as to
avoid collision, but if port turn is to be considered the action should
be taken at early stage.

Figure (6-l2a) decribes a situation in which the observing ship is
overtaking other ship with initial parameters (Vo/V. : 2.9) and
( H: 050). This situation is characterized by relatively smaller
sectors of risk and a collision domain which approximates the turning
circle. It is also shown that the maximum reaction range of last
minute manoeuvre is reduced to (0.7) miles with a,r&latively smaller



N
C2

>JIST "IllITE Tar9t 80~DIIIORM 1.8 course =
SCI'II..£ IN N. "I~ES 1.6 Target speed = 7.5

1.4 Ob s.sh ip course = 270
1.2 Obs. ship speed = 14./O.ship low speed= 7.5Time increment. S= 15Turnin9 index = 3.5Tact.ical J4-.a.dius = 0.324Encounter size = 0.5COMPUTED DATANew course(star)= 47New course(port)= 132

i..MT "IllITE TargtIWIIEU.W£ OIIl8llM l.a course = 65
SCM.£ IN N. "llES 1•• Target speed = 7.5

1.4 Obs. ship course = 220
1.2 Obs. ship speed = 14.7(}-;shiplow speed= 7.5Time increment. S= 15Turning index = 3.5SU"'oar" Tactical radius = 0.324Encounter size = 0.5COMPUTED DATANew course(star)=-10New course(port)= 82

!If
i.MT "IIIIT£ Tarst. c.ourse = 0~DIMIIIII Target speed. 7.5SCM.£ lH N.It1lD =Obs. ship course = 270Obs. ship speed : 14.7O.ship low speed: 7.5Time increment S: 15Turning index : 3.5Tactical radius : 0.324Encount.er size : 0.5COMPUTED DATA

"."'olor' New course(star): 9New course(port): 154

i.MT "11IIfE
,......OIIlllWt
aa..r IN M."ILD .

Targt course : 65
Target speed : 7.5
Obs.ship course: 295
Obs.ship speed = 14.'
O.ship low speed: 7.5
Time increment S: 15
Turning index = 3.5
-Tactica.l radius: 0.324
Encounter size : 0.5
COMPUTED DATA
New caurse(star): 65
New course(port): 172

Figure. (6-11) .Extreme Risk. Zone defined relative to
target ship.
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I.J

.._- ......,,.

I
f <.IIS1nllun:
rw«IlWIIf DlftCIIIM
SCM.£ 1M M.nILES

1.1

I.'
1.4

1.2

LMT "11AlT£'
,...,.,. OIMMlt

SCfU tM "'"11.Q

LMT "l~
IIIMIl\MC DIMIWt
8C1'1L.E1M "'"1\.18

Targt course = 270
Target speed = 5
Obs.ship course: 265
Obs.ship speed : 14.7
O.ship low speed: 7.5
Time increment S: 10
Turning inde~ : 3.5
Tactical radius; 0.324
Encounter size ; 0.5
COMPUTED DATA
New course(star)=-3
New course(port)= 172

Targt course = 0
Target speed = 7.5
Obs.ship course = 54
Obs.ship speed : 14.7
O.ship 19W speed= 7.5
Time increment S= 15
Turning index = 3.5
Tactical radius = 0.324
Encounter size = 0.5
COMPUTED DATA
New course(star)=-199
New course(port)= '330

60
28
60
14.7
7.5
15
3.5
0.324
0.5
118
t

Targt course : 90
Target speed = 20
Obs.ship course = 45
Obs.shlp speed = 14.7
O.ship low speed= 7.5
Time increment S= 8
Turning index = 3.5
Tactical radius = 0.324
Encounter size = 0.5
COMPUTED DATA
New course(star)=-185
New course(port)= 263

Figure (6-12). Extreme Risk Zone defined relative to
target ship.

Targt course =
Target speed =
Obs.ship course:

..,)'-'Obs.ship speed :
~_,~ O.ship low speed:

.....Tlme increment S=
~~~~~~ __--~~ turning index =_Tactical radius =

Encounter size :
- COMPUTED DATA ~

New course(star)=
Hew course(port):
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angle of course alteration. The situation does not change much
whenmovingto figure (6-12b) with the parameters (V / V = 1.9)"

o 0 a
and (H = 45 ) except that the reaction range of starboard turning
is relatively larger than of port turn, which w.~ll be reversed in
case of stsrboard aspect.

-':

The last minute actions of a typical overtaken situation are illust-

rated in figure (6-l2c) t Both observing ship and other ship are
on parallel tracks. TIie"situation is characterized by longer
risk sector and collision domain. It is noticed that the amount
of course al terstion is minimalt yet the straight course part

is longer.
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The definitionof'short~range col~is1~~'domat~ and the aaaociated risk
sectors together with ~e previous case study reflect the following
special features of the soluti6n:- .":

(a) It is a solution based on-one-ship manoeuvres. However the
solution can essily be modified to perform coordinated action.
on the ssme basis.

(b) The basic input data consists of elements of ships'motions
and the manoeuvrability characteristics.

(c) The solution is independent of ships' relative positions
(range and bearing).

(d) The solution provides a presentation of risk pattern in a
real dimensional profile and hence a direct assessment and
quick perception of the situation is possible. Consequently
a correct decision is obvious.

(e) Relating the risk sectors to target's centre point provides
the possibility of multiple-ship application in a relative
motion mode presentation.

(f) The solution is optimised in the sense that minimum turning
angle and minimum relative path are considered.

(g) The measures taken by the manoeuvring ship generally turn
out to be first a specific approa:h path, second a circular
path with a decreasing angular turn rate. third a continued'
circular path with steady turn ratep finally followed by an
occasional straight course which may be initia~ed at earlier
stages in accordance with situation parameters.

(h) In case of (Vo/Va<l) and ( H :: cos-l (Ye/Va», then both a
starboard or port turn will cause the relative motion to

.rotate .1n the same direction.
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6,8 "SUMMARY

The Intent of this unit was to intJ:ochJ~eIi conCeptual frame work fa.:,
risk criteria which was set up as a reasonable starting point to
define risk of collision, to assess the transition distri~ution of
risk in a two ship encounter and to compare the outcome of the
alternatives of risk control. The investigation shows that the
assessment of risk has to include not only consideration of sight line
behaviour but also pays attention to many other factors influencing
risk of collision. Preliminary analyses based o~ the introduced
iso-risk hypothesis suggest that the existing rules which regulate
the control actions may not be far from being effective if and only
if a complete definition of risk is reached which should acquire
features that permit it to describe, act upon and respond to _peets
of situation variety. formulation of these features in terms of
quantitative risk criteria has been achieved. It is now possible to
describe accurately from a risk point of view the geometry of a binary.
encounter action Zone, related ample time and appropriate action,which
are all important for practical decision making. The effort to
clarify these points is rewarded by achievement.

In addition to the above fulfilment, there is one more problem the
stand on ship must encounter when the give-way ship fails to take the
appropriatt;1'control action and a solution is required. To resolve
this problem an extreme risk pattern is introduced which defines the
last-minute control action. The representation of such an area on the
sea surface provides a numerical index of the relationship between
the critical range and encounter parameters together with ship's
manoeuvrability.

The basic finding in this unit, as expected, is that~in spite of the
feasibility of defining any stage of th~.encounter, there is no one
simple rule to be followed at any stsge. The practical determination
of the necessary quantitative information: of all stages of the
encounter provided in an uninterrupted flow of relevant data cannot
be attained by raw radar data or even by pre-computed diagrams. The
fUlly automated computer based radar eystem with t~e exact software ie

.the only effective solution possible.
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file t'o.. of the Conision FLDlCtfOlt

In the first ~nit. the collision situation in a binary encounter has
been defined in terms of three quanti ties , Q. H. and E in accordance
with the folT.owing expression :- .

tan(Q} la (E.SIN(H»/(l-E.COS(H» ':" A.1.1

squartng I

tan2(Q) -(E ..SIN{H»Z/{1-E.COS(H»2

(l+tanZ(Q» = (1-Z.E.COS(H)+E2.COS~(H)+E2 .SIN2(H» I
(-;Z.E.COS(H)-E.2COS2(H»

·SEC2(Q) - (1-2. E.COS(H)+E2) I (1-Z.E ..COS(H)-E2• COS2(H»

COS2(Q) • (1-E.COS(~»2 I (1-2.E.COS(H)+EZ)

COS (Q) • (1-E.COS(H» 1·(1-Z.E.COS(H)+E2)i •••••••• A.l.2

multiplying by tan(Q). then

SIN (.Q) - «E.SIN(H» I (l-E.COS(H»). (l-E.COS(H» I
(1-2.·E.COS(H) )+E2)1)

2 I- (E.SIN(H» I (l-Z.E.COS(H)+E.) •••••••••• A.l.3
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Derivatives of the Collision Function

On differentiating the collision function with respect to (H);

. tan(Q) • E.SIN(H)/(T-E.COS(H»

SECZ(Q). CdH/dH)=Ccl~E.COSCH),)•E.COS(H)~E2.s IN~CH))1(1-E •.COSCH))

1+tanZ(Q).(dQ/dH)=(E.COS(H)-EZ)/(T-E.COS(H})2

dQ/dH=(1/(1+tanZeQ». {E.COS(H)-EZ)/P-E.COS(H»2 .

Substituting from the general formula;

dQ/dH=(1-E.COS(H»2. (E.COSCK)-EZ)I« (1-E.COS(H) )Z...

. E2.SIN2(H».(1-E.COSCH)}Z)

dQ/dH=(E.COS(H)-E2}/(1-Z.E.COSCH):t-EZ.COSZ(H)+EZ.SIN2(H»
2· Z . . ..

dQ/dH-(E.COS(H)-E )/(l-Z'.E.COS(H)+E ) .: A.Z.T

On differentiating the general formula with· respect to. (E) i

SECZ(Q). (dQ/dE).(SIN(H) .(T :-E.COS·(H))+E.SIN(H} .COSCH})I

{l-E.COS(H»2

(1+~n2(Q». (dQ/dH).(SIN(H})/(1-E.COS·(H»2 .
. . ..~
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dQ/dE=(SIN(H) )/«(1+tan2{Q»). (l-E.COS(H) )2)
=«1-E.COS(H»2.SIN(H»/«1-E.COS(H»2+
E2.SIN2(H».(1-E.COS(H»2)

= SIN (H}/(1-2.E.COS(H )+E2.COS2 (H)+E2• SIN2(H»
= SIN(H)I(1-2.E.COS(H)+E2) ••••••••••••••••••.~ ••••• A.2.2

The incremental relation between heading and bearing changes in
a collision situation can be established as follows;

From relation (A.lo2) then
~H~Q)~H=(E.COS(H)-E2+l-2.E.COS(H)+E2)/(T-2.E.COS(H)+E2)

. Z=(1-E.COS{H»/(l-2.E.COS(H)+E ) •••••••••••••• A.2.3

From the triangle OCA in the above figure
B=l80-{H+Q)

By differentiation
A B=- ~ H-tA,Q} e· ., • • • .. • • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. A ..2 ..4

Fronr (A.l.4) and (A.l.5) then
. 2AH.~B.(l-2.E.COS(H}+E )3(1-E.COS(H» •••••••••••••••••• A.2.S

..
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given as ~
H ~ COS~l(SIN{Q» •••••••••• e· •••

Sufficient COndition for a Minimum o~ COllision Function

The graphical inspection of the Collision Function when it 1s mapped
on the CH/E)-pTane shows the possible existence of ·aminima. The
corresponding point of extremum can be determnned by manipulating
the partial derivative of the Collision· Function ':
Solving the equation f'(H) =0
then E.(COS(H)-E)/(1-2.E.COS{H)+EZ) • 0

H =COS~T (E) and (1~ E~O)

Hence the coordinates of the point of extremum on the (E/H)-plane are

when

then. at the point (COS(H)=E) ; the Collision function is reduced to;

SIN(Q) = E.SIN(H)/(t-2.E.COS(H)+E2)i.
= E.(1-COS(H)2)i/(T-2.E.COS(H)+E2)
=- E.(1-E2)1/(1-rZ)i

SIN(Q) III E

E • SIN(Q) ,

• Provided that (Q~in ) and (1~E2:0)
16&
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Detenrination of the area bounded by the iso-aspect contour and the
(It) axis in. range of headings defined by speed ratio.

The figure shows the area (H1C1C2HZ) sought. a representative strip
(R-S-T-U) and its approximating rectangular (R-V-W-U). For this
rectanqular-, the base is (H) ~ and the altitude is tEp) •

Ep - tan(Q)/(SIN(Kp)+tan(Q).COS(Hp»
and the area as (Ep• H)~ then

HZ
=. S (tan.(Q).dH)1 (SIN(Hp)+tan(Q) .COS(Hp»

Hl .
H· .

-tan(Q)f 2 dH/(SIN(H)+tan(Q).COS(H»
Hl

Referring to the special integral fonn :

fdX/(P.SIN(a.X)+q.COS(a.X)- .
(11 (a,(p2+q2)i .Ln(tani. (a.X+tan -1 (q/p»)
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then
N= ((tan(Q}/(1+tan2(Q}}i).(Ln(tan(l.(H+tan-1(tan(Q»»»H2

H,
= SIN(Q). (Ln(tani(H2+Q) }/(tanHH1+Q)}»
= SIN(Q}.Ln(tanl(H2+Q)}/(tanl(Hl+Q») ••••••••••• A.4.1

But in case of (E> 1) t we have (H1=O), then

N = SIN(Q).Ln«tani(H+Q»/(taniQ»

_"

and in case of (E=l) we have (H1=O) and (H2- 180-2.Q). then

N = SIN(Q).Ln(tanl(180-2.Q+Q}/tan(IQ»
= SIN(Q) Ln(cotan(IQ)/tan{iQ»
= SIN(Q).Ln(cotan2(iQ»
ill 2.SIN(Q}.Ln(Cotan2(iQ»

E

~ ~~ __ ~~~~ ~Ho H1 Hz r P It n
4N

•
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LAGRANGE interpolation _thad

The process of interpolation may be regarded as a special case of the
general process of curve fitting. A function, y=f(x), is known to us
only to the extent that we have some set of values (Xl,V,), (XZ'VZ)'

"(X3,V 3)' ••• and it is required to "infer reasonable values of (V) for
values of eX) intermediate between the given ones. The major differ-
ence between ~his problem and the general one of curve-fitting is that
there is no interest in having the functional expression f(X) to have
any' particular form, or even having the same fo~ for the entire range
of values for (X). For interpolation, then, the polynomials for "f(X)
are.nearly alway~ used, since these are so easy ~ calculate. Different

"polynomials may be used for different values of (X). For example the
ffrst-degree polynomial ·straight line- passing through (Xl,Vl) and
(XZ,VZ) may be used to interpolate between the first two points, the

.first- degree polynomial passing through (XZ'VZ) and (X3'Y3) to inter-
polate between the second and thircl points.,.and so forth. This is the
ordinary method of linear interpolation Commonly used in ob~aining the
vaTues between those tabulated in trigonometriC or ~ther tables. If
more accurate interpolation were desired, it would be necessary to fit
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second-, or third-, or higher-, degree polynomials through the
nearby paints in order to obtain values intermediate between two
points.

The Lag.angels interpolation formula is the equation for an nth-
degree polynomial through (n+l) points (Xo•Yo). (Xl.Y 1-) ."••••••••

(Xn.Yn) which are not necessaril~ equally spaced. It is :-

Y • (X-Xl) (X-X2)·······(X-X~)
(Xo-Xl)(Xo-X2)·····(Xo~Xn)

+ (X-Xo)(X-X2)······(X-Xnl Yl
(Xl-Xo) (Xl-X2)···· (Xl-Xn)

+ ••••••••••••••

It can be seen that this formula involves large numbers of multi-
plications and hence becomes quite slow if (n) is large. Since the
other classical interpolation formulas do not work for unequal
intervals. this one is used.
Yo

~
- ---

-
'. .

•..
<,~-----~ -- ~ t....._I ---i I I 1-

IYlY2'
Y3

.Yn,
1 Xo Xl Xl Xl Xn
i

0 1 2 3 4 S 6 n-l .n

:XO Xl X2 Xl X4 ..xn
,Yo YI Y2 Yl Y4 Yn
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UARIATION OF MAXIMUM
~ISK WITH COURSE.
• ~ ~ ~ , ~ K ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ; ! !ft ~ R • ~ a i ~
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IS te II

J

10 PRINT "U_ria.tion of ma.x.risk with
c.ourse. "

11 CLEAR ;LPRINT "S":0
12 LPRINT CHR$(28);CHR$(3i')~LPRINT "F

'1;5
14 LPRINT "!15,0";LPRINT "0";5:",":0
15 LPRINT """:-1:",":1;","':51:",";';"10'

9
16 LPRINT "A";0;",";0;",":50:",";-108
1i' FOR 1;1 TO 23
18 Y=-1*4.5:~=50
24 LPR I NT "D"; 0; " , " ; '(; 0, , " ; X; ",";Y
25 NEXT I
26 FOR 1=1 TO 10
28 X=I*5
30 LPR INT "!)"; X; ",";0; ",II ; X: II , " ; -108
32 NEXT I
33 LPR1NT "S":0
34 FOR 1=0 TO 24
36 Y=-1*4.5:~=52
38 LPRINT "!1":x: ", "; y
40 LPR1NT "P"; 15*I
42 NEXT I .'
44 LPR1NT "Ql"
46 FOR I=0 TO 10
48 X=I*5:Y=-110
50 LPRINT "M";X;",":Y
52 LPRINT "P"; 1*10
54 NEXT I
56 LPRINT "M-5, -5"; LPRINT "S":0
58 LPR INT .'P" ;II COURSE SCALE IN DEGREE

5----)"

INPUT:
.,Rl= 9

R2= 7
Bl= 45
B2= 43
Tl= 0'
T2= 6
Tei= 0
Ra.= 0.5
Uo= 16
Co= 2a
OUTPUT;
Ca.= 283
Ua.= 10
=lP 1



60 LPRINT "m:"4":LPRINT "Q0":LPRINT "
S0"

62 LPRINT "P";"----RISK LEUEL--SCALE------------------X-)"
64 LPRINT "M0,8"
66 LPRINT "P"; "-----(Ur/Ur. ma.x)--SCAL

E----------------y-)"
68 LPRINT "M0,12" ...
l0 LPRINT "P"; "-----(RURi )--SCALE--------------------2-)"
l2 LPRINT "M63,0": LPRINT "S";l:LPRINT

"Q1"
74 LPRINT "P";"ljARIATION OF MAXIMUM"
l6 LPRINT "M59,0"
l8 LPRINT :OP";"RISK WITH COURSE."
98 LPRINT "M0,0":CLEAR

100 DIM R(40),B(3),T(3),Q(3),P(40),X(4
0),Y(41i3)

11123INPUT "R( 1 )=";R( 1)
112 INPUT "R(2)=";R<2)
114 INPUT "B<l )= II ; B < 1)
116 INPUT "B <2)=" ;B <2 )
118 INPUT "re 1) =" ; T <1)
120 INPUT "H2)="; T(2)
122 INPUT "Uo=";VO
124 INPUT "Co=";CO
126 INPUT ,.R.i.=";~A
128 INPUT "Td.='·;T(0)
130 KO=CO: T(3)=T(2)+T(8}
132 X(l)=R<l)tCOSB<l)
134 Y(1)=R<1)tSIN8(1)
136 X<Z)=R<Z)*COSB<2)
138 Y<Z)=R<2i*SIN8<2)
140 DX=>«2)-X( 1)
142 DY='i(2)-'-(1)
144 DT=T(2)-T(I)
146 X=DX:i=DY
148 GOSUB PROG 9
150 UR=60tZ/DT=CR=U
152 X=VO*COSCOTVR*COSCR

.154 Y=UO*SINCOTURtSINCR
156 GOSUB PROG 9
158 UA::::Z:CA=U
160 J=8(2): C=CA
162 GOSUB PROG 7
164 Q=J:R=R<Z):E=UO/UA
166 GOSUB PROG 8
168 PP=100*P
170 X(3)=(UR*T<9·)1'60)*COSCR
172 Y(3)=(UR*T(Q)/60)*SINCR
174 X(3)=X(3)TX(2)
176 Y(3)=Y(3)+Y(2)
1.77PRINT ")0(3=";>«3), "Y3="';Y(3)

In



178
180
182
184
186
188
'2013
202
204

:-1138
206
2138

EEP 1
210

0
212
214

RR
216
218
220
222
224
226
228
2313
232

X=X(3) :i=Y(3)
GOSU8 PROG 9
R(3)=Z:8<3)=U
J=8(3):C=CA
GC1SUBPROG 7
O(3)=J:R=R<3):Q=Q<3)
GOSUB PROG 8
IP=101C3*P:8EEP1:8EEP 1 .':

LPRINT "D"; IP/2; ",";0:",";IP/2: ","

FOR I=4 TO 413
CO=(I-4)*11C3~8EEP l:BEEP 0:BEEP0:9

XR=UA~COSCA-UO:iCOSCO: PRINT "CO=";C

YR=UA~SINCA-UO*SINCO
RR=X(3)jXR+YC3)*YR: PRINT "RR=";SGN

X=XR:Y=YR
GOSUB PROG 9
UR=Z:CR=U
X<I)=(UR/(UO+UA»*100
IF RR<0 THEN 232
IF RR)0 THEN 2313
RM=R(3);PM=IP:GOTO 274
RM=R(3);PM=e:GOTO 274
J=B(3):C=CR:GOSUB PROG 7

234 QR=J~RM=A9S(R<3)*SINQR)
236 SM=ABS<R(3)*COSQR)
238 X(0)=X(3):Y<13)=Y<3)
240 FOR 0=1 TO Ie
242 y<e)=Y(0)+(SM/10)*SINCR:X(e)=X<0)+

~SM/113)*COSCR
244 X=X(0):i=y(e)
246.GOSUB PROG 9
248 J=U;~=Z;C=CA
250 GOSUB PROG 7
252 Q=J
254 GOSUB PROG 8
256 P<O)=p
258 NEXT D
26130=1
262 IF P(D~l)<P(O) THEN 272
264 D=0-t-1
266 IF 0>10 THEN 270
268 GOTO 262
270 0=10
272 PM=INT(100*P(0»
274 R(I)=INT(100*<RM/R(3»):CO=-(I-4)~

3
276 IF PM<2 THEN 282



278 LPR INT l' A" ;0; It,";CO; It,";PM/2; II , ,I ; C
0-3

280 LPRINT "G";2;It,";PM/2;",";-3:",";1
282 NEXT 1
284 FOR 1=4 TO 40
286 IF 1)39 THEN 294
288 Y(1)=-(I-4)*3
290 Y(IT1)=-(I-3)*3
292 LPR I NT "D": R (I ) /2; II , " ; Y( I); 0, , " ; R ( I

-+- 1 ) /2; " , " ; Y( IT1 )
294 NEXT I
296 FOR 1=4 TO 40
298 IF 1)39 THEN 302
320 LPR INT "D to : X (I ) /2; ",";Y ( I);",":X ( I

+ 1 ) /2; " , " ; Y( 1+1)
302 NEXT I

_'i.

304 LPRINT "M55,- 116 ,>
306 LPRINT "Q1"
308 LPRINT "P"; "INPUT: 1I

310 LPRINT "M50, -116"
312 LPRINT "P"; "Rl=";R(l)
314 LPRINT "M46, -116"
316 LPRINT "P"; "R2="; R.c2)
318 LPRINT "M42, -116"
320 LPRINT "P";"81=.";B(1)
322 LPRINT "M38,-116"
324 LPRINT "P"; "82="; 8(2)
326 LPRINT "M34,-11(?"
328 LPRINT "P"; o'T1==";T( 1) .
330 LPRINT "M30,-116"
332 LPRINT "P";"T2=";T(2)
334 LPRINT ;'M26,-116"
336 LPRINT "P"; "Td.=";T(3)
338 LPRINT "M22,-116"
340 LPRINT "P"; "Ra.=";RA
342 LPR1NT It M 18,-1 16"
344 [PRINT "P"; "Vc="; vD
346 LPRINT "M14,-116"
348 LPRINT "ptl: IICo=,r; 1(0
350 LPR1NT "M 10,- 116 "
352 LPRINT "P";"OUTPUT;"
354 LPRINT "M6,-116"
356 LPRINT "P"; "Ca.=";INTCR
358 LPRINT "M2,-116"
360 LPRINT "P"; "Va.=";INTIJA
362 LPRINT "M-2,-116"
364 LPRINT "P"; "IP="; INTIP
366 END
.
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10 REM RISK/TIME
11 CLEAR :LP~INT "5"; 0
12 LPRINTC~R$(28);CHR$<37)
14 LPR INT II115, 0" :I.,PRItiT "0": 5; ", II : 0
15 LPRINT "A";-1:",";1;",";81:",";.-10

1
16 LPRINT "~":0:1I,1I;0;",":80;",":-100
17 FOR 1=1 TO 9
18 Y=-I*10
19 IF ABS<Y~?10 TMEN IF ~BS<Y)<50 THE

N 21
20 X=80:GOTO 23
21 X=60
23 LPRINT "L"; 3
24 LPR INT ,.D II ; 0; ",..:Y: " , " : X: ",II : Y
25 NEXT I
26 FOR 1=1 TO 3
28 X=I*20
30 LPRINT "P": X; ", "; 0: ",II ;oX; ", "; -100
32 NEXT I
33 LPRINT JI~":0
34 LPR INT "0 II : 5: ",II : 0
36 INPUT "No.of Ponts";M
40 LPRINT JI~1,4,20"
42 LPRINT "X2' 5,20"
44 LPRINT "q~":LP~INT "115,10"
45 LPRINT "5";0
46 FOR I=0 TO 4
48 X=I*2050 LPRINT "r,";X:II,":10
52 LPRINT "P";I*25
54 NEXT I
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55 LPRINT "S"; 1
56 LPRINT "M-S,-S"
58 LPRINT "P"; "TII'1ESCALE IN MINUTES-____ )"

6O LPRItIT ",!0":LP~INT "115,5"
62 LPRINT "P"; "RISK SCALE"
64 LPRINT "110,0":LPR1tiT "0"'0'" "'0» • , •

66 LPR1NT "115,15":LPRI~T "Ql" _"':

67 LPRINT "5";0
68 FOR 1=0 TO 4
70 X=1:tc20+S
72 LPR1NT tlMII;,X;",u;20
74 LPR1NT, "P"; 1*2.5
76 NEXT I
77 LPRINT "S" ;1
78 LPR1NT "MS, is'': LPRINT "Q0"
80 LPRINT liP"; " RANGE SCALE"
82 LPRINT "M5,30":LPRINT "Ql"
83 LPR1NT "S" ;0
84 FOR 1=0 TO 4
86 X=1*20+5
88 lPRINT "11";X;",":30
90 LPR1NT "P";I*45
92 NEXT 1
93 LPRINT "S"; 1
94 LPRINT ",,5,25":LPRINT "Q0"
96 LPRINT 111=)11 .. " ASPECT SCALE". .
97 LPRINT "S";0
98 DIM X<M},Y~M)'Q<M),R(I1),PCM)7T(M)

100 INPUT "I.Bs =";B1
102 INPUT "I.Rs ="; RI
104 INPUT "T.SP =";VA
106 INPUT "T.CO. = ,. ; CA
108 INPUT "A.CPA=";RA
110 INPUT "O.SP.=";VO
115 SC=5
120 INPUT "O.CO.=":CO
122 INPUT "M.T. S="; MT
130 Xl=RI*COS(B1)
132 Y1=RI*SI~~BI)
150 YR=UA*SINCCA)-UO:tcSINCCO)
152 XR=UA*COSCCA)-UO*COSCCO)
160 X=XR:Y=YR
162 GOSUB PROG 9
170 UR=Z:CR=U
180 RR=CX1*XR+Y1*Y~)/SQRCX1*Xl+Yl*Y1)
200 J=BI:C=CR
202 GOSUB PROG 7
204 QR=J
210 J=BI:C=CA
212 GOSUB PROG 7
?2P Q=J:E=UO/UA
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222 R=RI:Q(0)=Q;R(0)=RI:T~=13:Y<13)=e
224 GOSUB PROG 8
230 P(0)=P*100
232 IF Q(e»180 TH~N 236
234 GOTO 240
236 Q(e)=Q-360
2413 IF RR(e TH~N 2513
242 IF RR=0 TH~N 246
244 TM=SC:SM=UR*TM/613:GOTO 3013
246 SM=13:TM=e:GOTO 300
2513 RM=ABS(RI*SIN(QR»
260 SM=ABS(RI*COS(QR»
262 TM=6121*SM/IJR
2713 IF TM(=SC THEN 31313
2813 SC=SCi"5
2913 IF SC(MT THEN 2713
31313LPRINT "Q"; t: LPRINT "5"; 0:LPRINT II

.Til; 0
3132 FOR 1=0 TO le
3133 Y=(-10*I)
3134 LPRINT IIMII;87;",II;y
3135 X=SC*I/10
3136 LPRINT "P";X
31218NEXT I
31219LPR1NT "M5,e"
3113 FOR 1=1 TO M
3213 Xl=Xl+(SM/M)*COS(CR)
330 Vl=Y1+(SM/M)*SIN(CR)
3413 TR=TR+TM/M
342 T(I)=TR
3513 X=Xl:Y=Yl:GOSUB PROG 9
360 8G=U: R( 1)=2
362 J=BG:C=CA:GOSUB PROG 7
3713 Q(I)=J:Q=Q(I):R=RCI)
372 GOSUB PROG 8
374 P( I)=P*H313
376 Y(I)=TR*l13e/sc
378 IF Q(I»180 TH~N 382
3813 GOTO 384
382 Q(I)=Q(I)-36e
384 PRINT 111=";I
385 PRINT "R=";R( 1)
386 PRINT "Q="; Q( I)
390 NEXT I
395 LPRINT IIM5,ell
41313 FOR 1=1 TO M
4132 X(I-l)=5+P~I-1)*e.8:X(I)=5+P<I)*0.

8
4113 LPR INT •.D,.; X(1-1);",";-Y( 1-1 ) : II, " ;

X(I);",";-Y(I)
420 NEXT I
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421 LPRINT "P";" RISK.":LPRINT "M5,0"
424 FOR 1=1 TO M
425 X(I-l)=5+R<I-1)~8:X(I)=5+R(I)*8
426 LPRINT "D";X<I-1);",";-Y(I-1);",";

X(I);",";-Y(I)
428 NEXT I
429 LPRINT "P";" RANGE":LPRINT "MS,0"
431 FOR 1=1 TO M
432 XC1-l)=5+ABS(QCI-l)~4/9):X<I)=5+AB

S(Q(I)~4/9)
434 LPRINT "D";X(I-1);",";-Y(I-l);",";

XCI);",";-YCI)
436 NEXT I
438 LPR1NT "P";"ASPECT"
440 FOR 1=0 TO M
442 IF PCI+l)<=P(I) THEN 446
444 NEXT I
446 N=1
450 LPRINT "Q1":LPR1NT "M80,-110"
452 LPRINT "P";" INPUT DATA:"
454 LPRINT "M75,-110"
456 LPRINT "P";" 1.Bearin'3 =";BI
458 LPRINT "M72,-110"

.':

460 LPRINT "P";" 1.Ran'3e
462 LPRINT "M69, -110"
464 LPRINT "P";"Own Course=";CO
466 LPRINT "M66,-11ra"
468 LPRINT "P";"Own Speed. =";UO
470 LPRINT "M63,-110"
472 LPRINT "P";OIT'3.coul"se=";CA
474 LPRINT OIM60,-110"
476 LPRINT "P";"T'3. speed. =";UA
478 LPRINT "M5?,-l10"
480 LPRINT "P".IOSa.re CPA =";RA
482 LPRINT "M44,-110"
484 LPRINT "P";"COMPUTED DATA:"
486 LPR!NT "M40,-110"
488 LPRINT "P"; "Rel. speed. =";uR
51212LPRINT "M36,-110"
51214LPRINT "P":" In.dsk =";pera)
51216LPRINT "M33,-110"
51218LPRINT "P";"In.Aspect=";Qera)
510 LPRINT "M~0~-110"
512 LPRINT "P";"Fin.risk =";peM)

"M2?,-110"

="; RI

514 LPRINT
516 LPRINT
518 LPRINT
520 LPRINT
522 LPRINT
524 LPRINT
526 LPRINT
528 LPRINT

liP"::'Fin.I"a.n'3e=";ReM)
"M24,-110"
"P":"Fin.a.spect=";QeM)
"M21,-110"
"P" • "F in. t 1me =" ; TM
"MlS,-ll0"
"P"; "Max. r 1sk =": peN)

J T7EJ



530 LPRINT "Mt5, -110"
532 LPRINT "P"; "M.R. aspec t="; Q(N)
534 LPRINT .'M 11,- 110 II

536 LPRINT "P"; "M.R. time ="; T(N)
538 LPRINT "M78, -15"
540 LPRINT "P": "VARIAT~ON OF RISK WITH

"
542 LPRINT "Mi'5,-15" .'';

544 LPRINT "P";"TIME IN A BINARY ENCO-
"

546 LPRINT "M72,-15"
548 LPRINT "P" ;."UNTER ~S PREDICTED BY"
550 LPRINT "M69,-15"
552 LPRINT "P" ; II THE OBSERV ING VESSEL. "
560
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UAR1ATION OF MAX1MUM
RISK WITH SPEED.

INPUT:
1_ Rl= 6.-;

R2= 5.......
- 'B1= 135

..82= 135
,. Tl= 0
.. T2= 6
lie Tei= 0

Ra= 0.5
48 Lle= 12
3 Ce= 90
2a OUTPUT:
II Ca= 359.9

Va= 12
:J lP: 4

II
"-

<,
r-, I-'I-r-I-

r-,
<,r-,

"...
fiG SCIII.£ IN1CNIIla--)

1 PRINT ~Uari~tien of m~x.risk with
Speed.."

2 CLEAR -:LPRINT "5";0: INPUT "Uo ,max=
" ;UM

4
6
8

10
12

!I:5
14
15
16
17
18
24
25

FOR 1=1 TO 3
IF UM)I*12 THE~ 10
SC=I/2:GOTO 12
NEXT I
LPRINT CH~$(28); CHR$~37): LPRINT "F

LPR INT "MS,0" :L.PRINT 1
10": 5: ", II ; 0

LPRINT "~1I;-1:..,1I;1:"''';51:''''';-97
LPRINT "A":0:",":0;",":S0;",";-96
FOR I=l TO 23
Y=-I*4:X=50
LPR INT "D,.;0; ",";Y;",";X; ",";Y
NEXT I

26 FOR 1=1 TO 10
28 X=1*5
30 LPRINT "D";X:",";0:",":X:",":-96
32 NEXT I
33 LPRINT "5";0
34 FOR I=0 TO 24
36 Y=-I*4:X=52
38 LPRINT "M":X:",";Y
40 LPRINT "P":I*SC
42 NEXT I
44 LPRINT "Q~ II

46 FOR I=0 TO 10
48 X=I*5:Y=-98
50 LPRINT "M";X;",";Y
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52 LPRINT
54 NEXT I
56 LPRINT
58 LPRINT

----)"
6O LPRINT

SO"

"P";I*10

"M-5, -5": LPRINT "5"; °
"P";"SPE;ED SCflLE IN KNOTS--

"r10, 4": L,PR~'iT "Q0": LPR INT "

62 LPRINT "p";,.----RISK LEUEL--SCALE------------------X-)" ."
64 LPRINT "1'10,8"
66 LPRINT ,oP";oO-----~Ur/Ur. max)--SCAL

E----------------Y-)"
68 LPRINT "M0,12"
70 LPRINT "P";"-----CRf/Ri)--SCALE--------------------Z-)"
72 LPRINT ,of163,0": LPRUiT "S"; 1:LPRINT

"bll"
74 LPRINT "P";"UA~IATION OF MAXIMUM"
76 LPRINT "M59,0"
:l8 LPRINT "P"; "RISK WITH SPEED."
98 LPRINT "MrchO"

100 DIM R(52),SC3),T(3),Q(3),P(52),X(5
Z),Y(52)

110 INPUT "RC1)="; ~(1)
112 INPUT "R(2)=";~(2)
114 INPUT "8Ct)=":8(1)
116 INPUT "8~4)=": 8(2)
118 INPUT "T(1)=";TC1)
120 INPUT "T(2)="; T(2)
122 INPUT "Uo=": UO: INPUT "UOrnax=";UM
124 INPUT "Co=":CO
126 INPUT "Ra="; RA
128 INPUT "Td.=":T(0)
130 KO=UO :T(3)=T{2)+ T{~)
132 X(1)=R<1)*COSBC1)
134 Y(l)=R(l~*SrNB(l)
136 X(Z)=R<~)*~OSB(2)
138 Y(Z)=R(2)*SINB(2)
140 DX=X(Z)-X<1)
142 DY=Y(2)-Y<1)
144 DT=T(Z)-T<l)
146 X=DX:Y=DY
148 GOSUB PROG 9
150 UR=60*Z/DT:CR=U
152 X=UO*COSCO+UR*COSCR
154 Y=UO*SI~CO+UR*SINCR
156 GOSUB PROG 9
158 UA=Z:CA=U
160 1=B(Z): C=CA
16Z GOSUB PROG 7
164 Q=1:R=R<~):E=UO/UA

lin



166 GOSUS PROG 8
168 PP=laa*p
170 X(3)=CUR*T<0)/60)*COSCR
172 Y(3)=CUR*T<0)/60)*SINCR
174 X(3)=XC3)TX<2)
176 Y(3):YC3)TYC2)
177 PR INT IIX3= II ; XC3), "Y3= I' ; y C3)
178 X=X(3):Y=YC3)
180 GOSUB PROG 9
182 R(3)=Z:B<3)=U
184 J=SC3':C=CA
186 GOSUS PROG ~
188 Q(3)=J:R=R<3)~Q=QC3)
2130GOSUS PROG 8
202 1P=laa*p:8EEP l:B~EP 1
204 LPR1NT "D"; IP/4; ",";a;",";IP/2:", "

; -96
206 FOR 1=4 TO 52
208 VO=( 1-4)/2:E=VO/UA: PRINT "VO=";VO;

BEEP l:BEEP 0:8EEP 1:BEEP 1
210 IF VO>UM THEN 482
212 XR=UA*COSCA-UO*COSCO:YR=VA*SINCA-U

O*SINCO
214 RR=X(3)*XRTYC3)*YR:PRI"!T "RR=";SGN

-"

RR
216 X=XR~Y=YR
218 GOSUB PROG 9
220 UR=Z ~CR=U
222 XCI)=CUR/~UMTUA»*100
224 IF RR(0 THEN 232
226 IF RR)0 THEN 230
228 RM=RC3);PM=IP:GOTO 274
230 RM=R(3):PM=0:GOTO 274
232 J=B(3):C=CR:GOSUB PROG 7
234 QR=J:RM=ABSCR(3)*SINQR)
236 SM=ASSCR(3)*COSQR)
238 X(0)=XC3):YC0)=YC3)
240 FOR D=l TO 10
242 Y(0)=YC0)TCSM/10)*S1~CR:XC0)=X<0)T

(SM/10)*COSCR
244 X=XC0):Y=YC0)
246 GOSUB PROG 9
248 J=W R=Z:'c.=CA
250 GOSUB PROG 7
252 Q=!
254 GOSUB PROG 8
256 PCD)=P
258 NEXT 0
260 D=1
262 IF PCDT1)(PCD) THEN 272
264 D=DTl
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266 IF D>10 THEN 270
268 GOTO 262
270 D=10
272 PM=INT(100*P(D»;PRINT "Pma.x=";PM
274 R(I)=INT<~00*<RM/R(3»)
276 IF PM<2 THEN 282
278 LPRINT "A";0:",";-(I-4)*2:",";PM/2

:",":-(1-;3)*2
280 LPRINT "G";2: ",";PM/2; « , "; -2; ",";1
282 NEXT I
284 FOR 1=4 TO 52
286 IF (I-4)/2>=UM THEN 292
288 Y(I)=-(I-4)*2;Y(I-t-l)=-(I-3)*2
290 LPRINT "D";RCI)/2;",";YCI);",";R(I

+1)/2; ",";Y(I-t-1)
292 NEXT I
294 LPRINT "P";"Z"
296 FOR 1=4 TO 52
298 IF (I-4)/2>=UM THEN 302
300 LPR INT "D" :X<I)/2; ",":Y < I);",";X (I

+1 ) /2; " , "; Y< I -to 1 )
302 NEXT I
304 LPRINT "P"; "Y"

.';

306 LPRINT "Ql":LPRINT "M55,-104"
308 LPRINT liP";"INPUT; "
310 LPRINT ""150,-104"
312 LPRINT "P" ;"R1==" ; R < 1)
314 LPRINT "M46, -104"
316 LPRINT "P"; "R2=":R.(2)
318 LPRINT "1142,-104"
320 LPRrNT "P" :"81=" :8 < 1)
322 LPRINT "M38,-104"
324 LPRINT "P"; "82=": 8(2)
326 LPRINT "M34,':"104"
328 LPRINT "P,.;"T1=":T c 1)
330 LPRINT "M30,-104"
332 LPRINT "P"; "T2="; T(2)
334 LPRINT "M26,-104"
336 LPRINT "P";"Td.=";T(3)
338 LPRINT "M22, -104"
340 LPRINT liP";"Ra.=";RA
342 LPRINT "1118,-104"
344 LPRINT "P";"Uo=";KO
346 LPRINT "M14,-104"
348 LPRINT "P": "Co=": CO
350 LPRINT "M10,-104"
352 LPRINT "P": "OUTPUT:"
354 LPRINT "M6,-104"
356 LPRINT "P";"Ca.=";(~NT<CA*10»/10
358 LPRINT "MZ,-104"
360 LPRINT "p": "Ua.=".;(INT(UA*10) )/10
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36.2 LPRINT "M-2, -104"
364 LPRINT "P":" IP=": (INT< ~P*10) )/10
366 END
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EQUI-R13K CONTOUR
& EQU1-R1SK ELL1PSE

WIG( SCH.£ 1M"11.£5.

lll'U't .--~;

~'r"lo • 8.3
Ero_wr ~12. • 1.5

Rls_ I_I .111

110.ot ..olnu • n

ca

IN) N'l D1UC1tON..

i0 PRINT "EQUI-RISK CONTOUR"
12 CLEAR :LPRINT ~HR$(28);CHR$(3'):LP

RINT 1'50"
14 INPUT "RISK LEVEL=": PO
16 LPRINT "M5,0"
18 LPR INT "A" ;5; II , " ; 0; 1\ , 1\ ; 55: 1\ , " ; -100
20 LPR INT ,.D" ; 30; II , II ; 0; " , " ; 30; ",":-10

a
22 PRINT "Input no. of point=2,if EQ

c:.onoureis no~ re~l.lired."
24 LPRINT "M31, -50": LPRINT "Ql"
26 LPRINT "P"; "FOR AND AFT DIRECTION"
28 LPRINT "M50,-60"
30 LPRINT "P";"RANGE SCALE IN MILES."
32 LPRINT "M65,0":LPRINT "S1 ,.
34 LPRINT "P";"EQUI-RISK CONTOUR"
36 LPRINT "M60,0"
38 LPRINT "P": "& E:QUI-RISK ELLIPSE"
90 LPRINT "A·':4;flr";1:u,I1;56;",";-lrat.

100 INPUT ,.Speed. r. tio="; E
102 INPUT "De~reQ-.of polynom!.iIol=";NN
104 INPUT "Interpol.tion No.=":M
106 INPUT "No.of ,.oints=";WW
108 INPUT ,.Enc.ountli' r 5 ize= ,.; RA
112 DIM X<2*36+1),Y(2*36+1),SCM+N)
114 DIM R(M+~),P(M+N),D<2*WW+l)
116 LL=l: R=O
120 FOR ZZ=0 TO WW/2
130 Q=ZZ*360/WW
320 IF £)1 THE~ 3'O
330 IF Q(=ACSE THEI'f-380
340 QQ=90+ASNE
350 IF Q(QQ THEN 3'0
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360 D(ZZ)=RA:GOTO 590
370 RQ=RA:GOTO 390
380 RQ=RA/SIN~Q+ASNE)
390 FOR 1=1 TO M
391 BEEP l:BErp 0
400 R=RQ+LL*<I-l)
401 PRINT "R=";R,"LL=";LL
410 R(M-I+1)=R
420 GOSUB PROG 8
430 P(M-I+1)=P*10C
440 NEXT I
450 IF PO<P<M-Z) THEN 500
460 IF PO>P<M-2) THEN 480
470 D(ZZ)=R(M-2):GOTO 590
480 IF LL).05 THEN 570
490 D(ZZ)=RA:GOTO 590
500 IF PO<P(M-4) THEN 550
510 IF PO)P(M-4) THEN 530
520 D(ZZ)=R(M-4):GOTO 590
530 GOSUB PROG 6
540 DCZZ)=R:GOTO 590
550 IF LL>=25 THEN 580
570 LL=.7*LL:GOTO 390
580 DCZZ)=DCZZ~l)
590 NEXT ZZ
592 FOR 1=0 TO WW/2
594 DCWW-I)=DCI)
596 NEXT I
600 I=0
602 I=I+4
604 IF (D(0)+D<WW/2»)I THEN 602
606 MM=96/ I:PRINT "MM= ";MM
610 FOR 1=0 TO WW
612 Q=I*360/WW
614 X<I)=MM*<D(I)*COS<90+Q»+30
616 V(I)=MM*(D(WW/2)+D<I)*SIN(90+Q»
618 X<I)=INT(10*X<I»/10
620 Y<I)=INT<10*VCI»/10
622 NEXT I
624 FOR 1=1 TO WW
626 LPRINT "O";XCI-l);",":-V(I-1);",";

X < 1); ", "; -YC1)
628 NEXT I
646 REM"OETERMINATION OF ISORISK ELLIP

SE.
648 PRINT "EL.LIPSE"
650 IF PO)S0 THEN 654
652 KE=1.6:GOTO 656
654 KE=1.2
656 AE=(OC0)+DCWW/Z»/2
658 BE=KE*OCWW/2)
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660 IF BE<=AE THEN 664
662 BE=D(WW/2)
664 CC=AE-D(WW/2)
666 EE=(SQR(AE*AE-BE*BE»/AE
668 FOR 1=0 Te 72
670 Q=r*360/72: PR1liT "Q=":Q:PRINT "i="

;I
672 RE=BE/SQR<I-(EE*COS<Q»~2) "~
674 X(I)=MM*RE*COS(Q+90)+30
676 Y(I)=MM*<RE*5LNCQ+90)+AE)
678 XCI)=INT<10*XCI»/10:YCI)=INT<10*Y

(1»/10
682 NEXT I
684 FOR 1=1 TO 72
686 LPRINT "D"; X( I-I):", ";-YC I-I);", ";

'l«I);",";-Y(I):PRINT "i=":I
688 NEXT I
690 LPRINT "50": LPRINT "bl2"
692 FOR 1=0 TO 20
694 X=30: "r'= I*MM
696 LPRINT "M";X;",";-Y
698 LPR1Ni "P"; "-"; I
700 IF Y>=2*M"*AE THEN 704
702 NEXT I
704 LPRINT "03B,0"
708 LPRtNT "M"; 0:", "; -MM*DCWW/2)
710 LPRINT "51":LPRINT "Q1"
712 LPR INT II N" ; 6: LPR INT I'M":1: " 7 I';-MM*

DCWi.J/2)
714 LPRINT "50":LPRINT I'P":"TARGET 5HI

P"
716 LPRINT " M" ; 24; ",";-105
718 LPRINT "P"; "INPUT . ".-
72O LPRINT "'M"; 20;","; -105
722 LPRINT "P";"Speed. ra.tio =" ;E
724 LPRINT "M" ;16;",";-105
726 LPRINT "P"; "Enc.ounter size =" ;RA
728 LPRINT "M II ; 12: ",II : - U35
730 LPRINT "P"; "RLsi< level ,=" :PO
732 LPRINT "M,.;8: ", II : -105
734 LPRINT "PI';"No, of' points =" ;WW
736 END
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10 PRINT IIEPAR"
12 CLEAR :LPRt~T GHRS\28);CHR$<37)
14 LPRINT IIF5"
18 LPRINT 1150": LP~INT IIQ11I

20 LPRINT "MS, 0": L,PRI"IT 110"; 5: ", ": 0
32 LPRINT "~" ;0:", II:0:", II; 50: ", II; -100
34 LPRINT "P"; 40: II r " ; -5;" , ": 40:" , 11;-1

5
36 LPRINT IIP";II E"
38 LPR I NT ..D" ; 35: .. , " ; - 1':1; " , " ; 45; .. , " ; -

10
40 LPRINT "P"; "Nt'
42 LPRINT "1'133, -10": LPRI"IT "P"; "S"
44 LPRINT "1'140, -3": LP~l~T "P"; "W"
46 LPRINT "A";-1;",":1;",":51:",":-10

1
48 LPRINT "110, ~0": LPRHF "Q0"
50 LPRINT "P";"I------(5)--MILES SCALE------------------)".
52 LPRINT "Ql": L.P~INT "51": LPRINT "MG

0,0"
54 LPRINT "P";"EQUI-POTEI'iTIAL"
56 LPRINT "M55,0"
68 LPRINT "P"; "AR~A OF ~ISK"
70 LPRINT "S0"
72 FOR 1=0 TO 10
74 X.=I*5:Y=G
76 LPRINT "1'1":X:u,u:Y
78 LPRINT "P";X/10
80 NEXT I
82 LPR INT " '10 , 0"
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84 LPRINT "~l, 1,5~"
86 LPRINT "~2, 1,101a":LPRl;NT
88 FOR I=1aTO 20 .
90 X=-6:Y=-I*5:Z=-Y/10
92 LPRINT "M":X;",";Y:LPRl;NT
94 NEXT I
96 INPUT "Int.pol ...No 8=II;M
97 INPUT "EPAR points =1I;l.JW
g8 PRINT "Input coord.inates of ship(o

"Cta"

UP":Z

_",

) "
100 DIM X(2*WWT1),Y(2*WWT1),H<2*WW+1)
102 DIM R(M+~),P(M+N),B(M+N),D(4),C(2)

~K(2)
104 INPUT "North ordinat=II;D(3):D(3)=1

0*0(3)+5
106 INPUT "East ord,inate=II;0(4):D(4)=-

10*0(4)
108 LPRINT "0": D(3): ",";D<4)
110 LPRINT "M0,0":i..,PRINT"51"
112 LPRINT "~";6:LPRINT 11M";-3: 11,":0:L

PRINT "50"
i 14 LPRINT IOQ1II:LP~INT IIplO;"OWN .SHIpII
210 INPUT "Shi"<o)sP~~d.=";VO
212 INPUT "B~arin9 of A =" ;BG
214 INPUT "Range of A =";0
216 INPUT "Cours~ 0f A =";CA·
219 INPUT "Ta.rget'sp~ed..=II;UA
220 INPUT "D~9.of polynomi'al 2=11;NN
226 INPUT "Risk lev~l =" ;PO
228 INPUT "Enc.ount~...siz~ =";RA
235 IM=1000
236 IF PO>=50 THEN 240
238 KE=1.6:GOTO 245
240 KE=l
245 XA=O*COSBG
250 YA=O*SINBG
252 LPRINT "!1I1;<XA*10);",";-(YA*10)
254 LPRINT "51":LP~INT "~";3:LPRINT "5

011

256 LPRINT IIMII;(XA*10-2);", II ~-<YA*10):
LPRINT "plI;"TARGET SHIP"

258 LL=l:R=O
26ta E=UO/UA
288 REM DETERMiNATION OF Ro AND R180 0

F SPECIFIC RISK."
290 FOR ZZ=0 TO 1
300 Q=ZZ*180
320 IF E>l THEM 370
330 IF Q(=ACSE THE"i 380
340 CQ=9'hASNE
350 IF Q(QQ TH~N 370
360 D(ZZ)=RA:GOTO 590
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370 RQ=RA:GOTO 390
380 RQ=RA/SIN~Q+AS~E)
390 FOR 1=1 TO M
391 BEEP l:BEEP 0
400 R=RQ-tll*(I-1)
401 PRINT "R=";R,"L.l=";L.l
410 R(M- IT1)=R
420 GOSUB PROG 8 _,>

430 P(M-I+l )=P*HJ0
440 NEXT I
a.50 IF PO<P<M-2) THEN 5'110
460 IF PO>P(M-2) THEN 480
470 D(ZZ)=R<M-Z):GOTO 590
480 IF lL>.05 THEN 570
490 D<ZZ)=RA:GOTO 590
500 IF PO<P(M-4) TIiEN 550
510 IF PO)P(M-4) THEN 530
520 D<ZZ)=R<M-4):GOTO 590
530 GOSUB PROG 6
540 D<ZZ)=R:GOTO 590
550 IF LL>=25 THEN 580
570 lL=.:7::1:LL:GOTO390
580 D<ZZ)=D(ZZ-l)
590 NEXT ZZ
594 Q=0:GOSUB PROG 8
596 PRINT "RISK="; 100::1:P
646 REM"DETERMINATION OF ISORISK ElLIP

SE.
647 PRINT "ELLIPSE"
648 AE=<D<ra)+D<1»/2
65121BE=KE*D<l)
652 CE=AE:-D<l)
654 XE=XA+CE*COSCA
656 YE=YA+CE*SINCA .
658 EE=<SQRCAE*AE-BE::I:BE»/AE
660 XO=-YE*SINCA-XE*COSCA
662 YO=-YE*COSCA+XE*SINCA
664 X=XO:Y=YO:GOSUB PROG 9
666 RO=Z~Q(0)=U
668 RE=BE/SQR<1-CEE*COSQ(0»"2)
858 REM" DETERMINATION OF POINTS ON TH

E EP ELLIPSE.
860 FOR 1=0 TO WW
862 Q=I::I:360/WW
864 RE=BE/SQR C1-C.EE*COSQ~"2)
866 XCI)=XE+~E*COSCCA+Q)
868 YCI)=YE+RE*SINCCA+Q)
870 NEXT I
872 FOR 1=1 TO WW
874 LPRINT "D";10~~<I-l):"''':-10*Y<I-l

):",";10*XCI);",":-10*Y<I)
876 NEXT I
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880 REM" DETERMINfrrON OF THE INTERCEPT
ABLE FUTURE POINTS. II

890 FOR 1=0 TO WW
g00 Q=I*360/WW:PRINT "POINT=":I
940 X=XCI):Y=YCI)
950 XO=-Y*SINCA-X*~OSCA;YO;-Y*COSCA+X*

SINCR
960 A=1-E""2.
970 8=-2*XO
g80 C=XO*XO+YO*YO
990 GOSU8 PROG 5
998 IF E)1 THEN 1014

1000 IF E<l THEN 1006
1002 IF 8)=0 THEN 1024
1004 IF 8<0 THEN 1014
1006 IF B*8<4*A*C THEN 1020
1008 IF B*B=4*A*C THEN 1014
1010 XCI+WW+l)=10*CX+X2*COSCA)
1012 YCI+WW+l)=-10*CY+X2*SINCA)
1014 X(I)=10*(X+Xl*~OSCA)
1016 Y(I)=-10*~Y+Xl*SINCA)
1018 GOTO 1024
1020 X(I+WW+l)=0;YCI+WW+1)=0
1022 Y(I)=0:YCI)=0
1024 NEXT I
1028 REM" PLOTTING OF EPAR."
1030 LPRINT "M";X(0);",";Y<0)
1032 FOR 1=1 TO WW
1034 IF X(I-l)=0 THEN 1038
1036 LPR INT "D ,. ; X < 1-:-1) ; " ) " ; y<1-1 ) ; " , " ; X

(r>;",";Y(l)
1038 NEXT I
1040 LPRINT "D"; 10*XA; :0, "; -10*YA; ",";XC

WW/2);",";YCWW/2)
1042 IF E)=1 THEN 1056
1044 FOR I=WW+2 TO 4*WW
1046 IF X<I-l)=0 THEN 1050
1048 LPRINT "D":X(I-1);",";YCI-l);",";X

(I);",";YCI)
1050 NEXT I
1052 IF XCWW+l)=0 THEN 1058
1054 LPR INT "D " ; X(0);",";yon; ", 11 ; X(WW+

1 ) ; " , " : Y < WW+ 1>
1058 LPRINT "11";C55-0(3»:","; (-105-.0(4

»
1060 LPRINT "p"; II INPUT :-"
1062 LPRINT "1'1"; (50-0(3»; ",";(-105-0(4

»
1064 LPRINT "P";"Spe9d. r~'t10 ="; E
1066 LPRINT "M";<46-0(3»; ",":<-105-0(4
»
1068 LPRINT "P";"T..r99t course :;";CA
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1070 LPRINT "M"; (42-0(3»; ", "; (-105-0(4
) )

1072 LPRINT "P"; "Ta rae t be.rin'3 ="; BG
1074 LPRINT ,. 1'1" ; < 38-0 < 3) ) ; " , " ; (-105-0 ( 4

))

1076 LPRINT "P"; "Ta rae t ran'3e =11: a
1078 LPRINT ".!1"; (34-0(3»); ", "; (-H3S-DC4

»
-":

1080 LPRINT "P"; "Encounter size =";RA
1082 LPRINT "M"; (30-0(3»): ", "; (-UaS-D(4

) )

1084 LPRINT "P"; "Risk level =";PO
1086 LPRINT ,.M,. : < 26-0 < 3) ) : II , ,. ; (-105-0 (4 .

) )

1088 LPRINT "P";"No. of points =";WW
1090 ENO
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COURSE--i>:: : J I It :: , !t ~ ~ :: ,!t INPUT OF EPR M~TRIX
, I I - - - - - iii ........ " .... Il " TQ....get Speed = Ie

,,-r-;-....~ JI TQr-get Cour-se, = 255
~ Jot TQr-get BeQ....irl9 = seW J2 TQ....get RQnge = 6
..J JI Encount e,· Size = 1
'5 • Risk Leve I = '5
U) • PoI ynom iQI De9 = 2
c .. Pol~nomiQI Coe = 8
~ 2 No. or points = 36& •

10 PRINT "RISK MATRIX BASED ON UOma.x=
16 KtS"

11 CLEAR ~l.P~tNT "Sl!~0
12 LPRINT CIiR$(28);CHfU~37)
14 LPRINT u!'1S,ra".:I.,PRII'IT "0";5; ", u;0
15 LPRINT ::~";-~p",:1;1;·:~".81:':,";-12

1
16 LPRINT "A" ~0~ ':, ",0: ':,"; 80: ':, "'; -120
17 FOR 1=1 TO 23
18 Y::.:-I*5;.\(=80
24 LPR(NT "D";0;",";'(;",",)(;':,";'(
25 NEXT I
26 FOR 1=1 TO 15
28 X=I*5
30 LPRINT ICD";)(;':, ':,0; ':, ':; \(; "." ~"120
32 NEXT r
33 LPRINT "S", 1
34 FOR I~0 TO 12
36'1'::'- r*10~ \(=82
38 LPRINT "'1", )(~.':, ,:~'(
40 LPRlNT "P"i30*I
42 NEXT I
44.LPRINT "'11"
46 FOR 1=0 ro 1&
48 ,,= I *5: '1'::'-122
50 LPRINT "'1" ,X; ", "i¥
52 LPRINT "P";!
54 NEXT I
56 LPRINT "M-5, -5":L.P~II'IT "S"; 1
5.8 LPRINT '·P"., ':COURSE SGALE IN DEGREE

S----)"
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b0 LPRINT "Q0";LP~INT "MS,S"
62 LPRINT liP";"SPEED SCALE IN KNOTS -

------)"
64 LPRINT "M0,01!

212 INPUT "Be~rin~ 01 A =";8G
214 INPUT "R~nge of A =";0
216 INPUT "Course of A =";CA
219 INPUT "T~rget speed. =";UA -":
220 INPUT "De9.0f' polynomia.l 2=";NN
222 INPUT "Int.pola..Nc.8=";M
226 INPUT "Risk level =";PO
228 INPUT "Enc.ounter size =":RA
230 INPUT "E;PI9Rpoints =";WW
232 DIM X(2*WW+l),Y(2*WW+l),H(2*WW+l)
233 DIM R(M+N),P(M+N),8(M+N),D(2),Q(2)

,K(2)
23S IM=1000
236 IF PO>=S0 THEN 240
238 KE=1.6:GOTO 24S
240 KE=1
24S XA=O*COSBG
250 YA=O*SINBG
255 LL=1:R=O
260 FOR U=16 TO 1 STEP -1
261 E=U/UA
262 REM DETERMINATION OF Ro AND R180 0

F SPECIFIC RISK."
290 22=0
300 Q=ZZ*180
320 IF E)1 THEN 370
330 IF Q(=ACSE THE~ 380
340 QQ=90+ASr-.lE
350 IF Q(QQ THE;N 370
360 D(ZZ)=RA:GOTO 590
370 RQ=RA:GOTO 390
380 RQ=RA/SI~<Q+AS~E)
390 FOR I=l TO M
391 BEEP 1:8EEP 0
400 R=RQ+LL*<I-l)
401 PRINT "R=";R,"L,L=";LL
410 R<M-li-1)=R
420 GOSUB PROG 8
430 P<M-I+l)=P*100
44~ NEXT I
450 IF PO(P(M-2? THEN 500
460 IF PO)P(M-2) T~EN 480
470 D(ZZ)=R(M-2):GOTO 590
480 IF LL>.05 THEN 570
490 D(Z2)=RA:GOTO 590
500 IF PO<P(M-4) THEN 550
510 IF PO)P(M-4) T~EN 530

·520 D(Z2)=R(M-4);GOTO 590
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530 GOSUB P~OG 6
540 D(ZZ)=R:GOTO 590
550 IF LL>=~5 THEN 580
560 LL=1.5*LL:GOTO 390
570 LL=.7*LL:GOTO 390
580 D(ZZ)=LL*M
590 ZZ=ZZ1-1
592 IF ZZ<2 THEN 300
646 REM ,.DETERM INAT ION OF ISOR ISK ELL IP

SE.
647 PRINT "ELLIPSE"
648 AE=(D(0)1-D(1»/2
650 BE=KE*D(l)
652 CE=AE-D(l)
654 XE=XA+CE*COSCA
656 YE=YA+CE*SlNCA
658 EE=(SQR(AE*AE-BE*B~»/AE
660 XO=-YE*SINCA-XE*COSCA
662 YO=-YE*COSCA+XE*SINCA
664 X=XO:Y=YO:GOSUB PROG 9
666 RO=Z:Q(0)=U
668 RE=BE/SQR(1-<EE*COSQ<0»~2)
669 REM"DETERI'1INATIONOF TANGENT POINT

SOON THE ISORISKELLIPSE.
670 IF RO<=RE THEN 1046
768 IF XO=0 THEN 790
770 IF YO=0 THEN 800
772 A=BE~2*«~E*YO)~2TCBE*XO)~2)
774 B=-2*<AE*BE)~2*BE~2*XO
776 C=AE~4*BE~2*(BE~2-YO~2)
778 GOSUB PROG 5
780 XC1>=X1
782 X(2)=X2
784 Y(1)=«AE*BE)A4-BE~2*XO*X(l»/(AE~

2*YO)
786 Y(2)=«AE*BE)~4-BE~2*XO*XC2»/CAE~

2*YO)
788 GOTO 804
790 X(1)=AE*SQR(1-<BE/YO)~2)
792 X(2)=-X<1)
794 Y(1)=BEA2/YO
796 Y(2)=YC1)
798 GOTO 804
800 X(1)=-AEA2/XO:~(~)=X<1)
802 Y(1)=BE*SQR<1-(X<1)/AE~~2):YC2)=-Y

(1)

804 X(1)=XO-X~1):Y(1)=YO-Y(1):XC2)=XO-
X(2):Y<2)=YO-Y<~)

805 REM"DETE~f"!INATIONOF ASPECTS AT TA
NGENT POINTS.

808 FOR 1=0 TO 2
810 IF 1=0 THEN 813
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811 X=X(I);Y=Y(I):GOSUB PROG 9
812 Q(I)=U
813 K(I)=SGN<SINQ(I»
814 IF Q(I)<=\80 THEN 816
815 Q(I)=360-Q(I)
816 NEXT I
817 PRINT "Q(0)=";~(0)
818 PRINT "Q(D="; ~(1)

819 PRINT "QeD:"; Q(2)
820 IF E)1 THEN 860
821 IF BE<RO*SINQ(0) THEN 860
822 IF Q(1)<ASNE THEN 860
824 IF Q(2)<AS~E THEN 860
826 IF Q(0)<90 THE~ 1046 ELSE 1070
858 REM" DETERMINATION OF POINTS ON TH

E EP ELLIPSE.
860 FOR 1=0 TO WW
862 Q=I*360/WW
864 RE=6E/SQR(1-(EE*COSQ)~2)
866 X(I)=XETRE*COS(CATQ)
868 Y(I)=YETR~*SIN(CATQ)
870 NEXT I
880 REM" DETERMINATON OF THE INTERCEPT

'ISLEFUTURE POINTS."
890 FOR 1=0 TO WW
891 PRINT "POINT=";!
900 Q=I*360/WW
940 XO=-Y(I)*SINCA-X(I)*COSCA
950 YO=-Y<I)*COSCATX(I)*SINCA
960 A=1-E"2
970 B=-2*XO
980 C=XO*XOTYO*YO
990 GOSUB PROG 5
995 IF Xl<0 THEN 1011

1000 IF E>=l THEN 1005
1001 IF B*S>4*A*C THEN 1016
1003 IF 6*S<4*A*C THEN 1011
1005 .X<I)=X<~)TX1*COSCA
1006 Y(I)=Y(I)TX1*SINCA
1007 X=X(I);Y=Y(I)
1008 GOSUB PROG 9
1009 H(I)=U
1010 H(rTWWTl)=~M;GOTO 10Z9
1011 H(I)=IM
1012 H(!TWWTl)=~M:GOTO 1029
1016 X<!)=X(I)TX1*COSCA
1017 Y<!)=Y(I)TX1*SINCA
1018 X(!TWWT1)=X(!)TX2*COSCA
1019 Y<!TWW+l)=YCI)+X2*SINCA
1020 X=X (1) :y=y <1)
1021 GOSUB PROG 9
1022 H< l)=U

.':
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1023 X=X(I~WW~1):Y=YCI~WW~1)
1024 GOSUB PROG 9
1025 H(I~WW~l)=U
1029 NEXT I
1030 LPRINT "5"; 5
1031 REM" PLOTTING OF RISK MATRIX POINT

5. "
1032 FOR 1=0 TO 2*WW
1034 IF HCI)=IM THEN 1042
1036 UO=5*V:HCI)=HCI)/3
1038 LPRINT "M"; VO; « , "; -H< I):LPRINT

;3
1040 IF E>=1 THEN IF I)=WW THEN 1060
1042 NEXT I
1044 GOTO 1'360
1046 FOR 1=0 TO 23
1048 UO=5*U:H(I)=C7.5/3)~<5*I):LPRINT "

5";5
1050 LPR INT ."M" ; va; " , " : -H Cl):LPR INT "N"

:3
1052 NEXT I
1053 U=V-l
1054 IF U=0 THEN 1070 ELSE 1046
1059 BEEP l:BEEP 0:BEEP l:BEEP 1:BEEP 1

:BEEP 1
1060 NEXT V
1070 LPRINT
1072 LPRINT
1080 LPRINT
1210 LPRINT
1212 LPRINT
1214 LPRINT
1216 LPRINT
1218 LPRINT
1220 LPRINT

.1222 LPRINT
1224 LPRINT
1226 LPRINT

"MII ; 0; II , ,I ; 0
"5";0
"Ql"
"M";65:",I;-13S
"P";"INPUT DATA:-"
"M"; 60; ",";-135
"P";"TARGET SPEED =";UA
"M";55:",";-135
"P"; "TARGET COURSE =";CA
" M" : 50: ",";-135
"P";"TARGET BEARING=":BG
"M" ;45; ",,.;-135

1228 LPRINT "P";"TARGET RANGE =":0
1230 LPRINT "M";40;",";-135 .
1232 LPRINT "P"; "ENCOUNTE;R SIZE="; RA
1234 LPRINT
1236 LPRINT
1238 LPRINl:
1240 LPRINT
1242 LPRINT
1246 LPRINT
1248 LPRINT
1250 LPRINT
1252 LPRINT
1254 LPRINT
1256 LPRINT
1260 END

"M"; 35; ",,0
; -135

"P":"RISK LI;UEL
"M" ;30: ",":-135
"P"; "PO~YNOMIAL =":NN
" M" ; 25. ",";-135
"P":"INTER.POINTS =":M

=":PO

"M":20:",":-135
"P":"No. OF POINTS =";WW
"S": 1
"M";80: "J." ; -135
"P";"RISK MATRIX:"
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5 LPR INT 'IF3"
10 PRINT "ACTION ZONE"
12 CLEAR :LPRINT CHR$(28): CHR$(37)';LP

RINT 1150"
16 LPRINT "n5,011

18 LPRINT "AII;5;1,";0;1,";66;.JI,";-90
20 LPR INT "A";.4; ",..;1; .., ..; 66;. " , ..;.-91
22 FOR 1=1 TO 11
23 y= 1:40.5
24 LPRINT IID":5:1I,";-Y:",":65;",II;-Y
25 NEXT I
26 LPRINT "n70,0":LPRINT JlQl"

27 LPRINT "P";"----------------------
----- RELATIUE 8EARI~G SCALE ---------)"

28 LPRINT IIM6'h-28"
30 LPRINT "P";IIISO-RISK CONTOUR BASED

ON"
32·LPRINT "M56,-28"
34 LPRINT. "P"; "EXACT COLLISION SITUAT

ION"
36 LPRINT "M5,5":~PR~~T "Qell
38 LPRINT liP";.,,---- RANGE SCALE IN MI

LES------------------->"
90 LPRINT "M5, 0": ~PR ~I'iT "05,0"
92 FOR 1=0 TO 6
94 X=I:Ue
96 LPRINT IID":X;",";0;1I,II:X;",":-90
98 NEXT I

100 INPUT "S~q~~ r~~lo=":E
102 INPUT "De~re9 of polYnom1~1(2)=":N

N
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Hl4 INPUT "Int.erpola.t.io'lNo.(8)=":M
106 INPUT "No.of points=";WW
108 INPUT "Enc.ounter si2;e=";RA
112 DIM X<2~WW+l),Y<2*WW+1),B<M+N)
114 DIM R<M+N),P<M+N),D<2*WW+l),T<2~WW

+1)
116 LL=l .
220 FOR W1=1 TO 3
230 PO=25~W1

.~',

240 HH=0:ZZ=0:0H=0
250 IF £>1 THEN 280
255 IF E<l THEN 270
260 DB=90/WW:GOTO 290
270 DB=180/WW:GOTO 300
280 DB=2~<ASN(1/E»/WW:GOTO 300
290 Q=<180-HH)/2:GOTO 315
300 Q=ACSCC1-E*COSHH)/SQRCl-2*E*COSHH+

E*E) )
315 IF HH<=180 THEN 330 .
320 HH=180:GOTO 250
330 BG=180-(HH+Q)
332 IF E)l THEN 370
335 IF Q(=ACSE THEN 380
340 QQ=90+ASNE
350 IF Q(QQ THEN 370
360 DCZZ)=RA~GOTO 585
370 RQ=RA:GOTO 390
380 RQ=RA/SI~CQ+ASNE)
390 FOR 1=1 TO M
391 BEEP l:BEEP 0
400 R=RQ+LL~CI-l)
401 PRINT "R=":R,tlLL=":LL
410 RCM-I+1)=R
420 GOSUB PROG 8
430 PCM-I+l)=P*100
440 NEXT I
450 IF PO<PCM-2) THEN 500
460 IF PO>PCM-2) THEN 480
470 OCZZ)=RCM-2):GOTO 585
480 IF LL>.05 THEN 570
490 DCZZ)=RA:GOTO 585
500 IF PO<PCM-4) THEN 550
510 IF PO)PCM-4) THEN 530
520 OCZZ)=RCM-4):GOTO 585
530 GOSUB PROG 6
540 GOTO 585
550 IF LL>=25 THEN 580
560 LL=1.3~LL:GOTO 390
570 LL=.7*LL:GOTO 390
580 D(ZZ)=D(ZZ-l)
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585 IF W1)1 THEN 780 .
590 IF HH<>180 THE~ 780
591 1=3
592 IF D(ZZ»=42 THEN 596

-593 IF D(ZZ»1 THE~ 595
594 SC=I:GOTO 604
595 I=IT3:GOTO 592
596 SC=42
604 KK=60/SC:T<ZZ)=BG
612 LPRINT "Ql"
614 FOR 1=0 TO 12
616 Y=I*7.5
618 LPRINT "M";-3;",";-Y
620 LPRINT "P":1*15
622 NEXT 1
624 FOR 1=O TO 6
626 X=Ix10
628 Y=X/KK
630 LPRINT "M": X;",";-92
632 LPRINT "P";Y
634 NEXT I
780 T<ZZ)=BG
819 IF HH>=180 THEN 925
840 IF <l/E)=COSHH THEN 870
860 DH=ABS<DS*<1-2*E*COSHHTE*E)/<1-E*C

OSHH»
865 IF DH(=DB¥(l+ExE) THEN 880
870 DH=DB*(l+E*E)
880 IF HH>=180 THEN 925
890 ZZ=ZZTl
895 PRINT "ZZ=";ZZ
900 HH=HH+OH:GOTO 250
925 LPRINT "M";-KK*O(ttD;",";-T(0)/2
926 FOR Z=l TO ZZ
927 LPRINT "0";KKxO(Z-l); ",";-T(Z-l)/2

;",";KK*0(Z);",";-T(Z)/2
928 NEXT Z
929 LPRINT "S0":LPRINT "~1"
930 LPRINT "P";"<---Risk=";PO
931 LPRINT
932 NEXT W1
950 LPRINT
960 LPRINT
965 LPRINT
970 LPRINT

1000 END

"M0,0"

"M40,-100"
"P";"Encounter s[ze=";RA
"M36,-100"
"P";"S~eoeod.r.tio ::n:E'

..
"
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1.4"

1.21

LAn "11fJ'It:
WCII£WII( OIMltM
SaL, IN N. nILES

lar., _.. • 12tI

Tar.. , _4 • II

111 1.. _.. • 121

110 1.. _4 ._~
0 ' .. 1__ •• II

11.. ~'S.II
T,,",:n. INn .:1. S

ta~"~al r"I"•• I. :124

"'-wor .,_ • '.5
tar .. , ~."In.• :lla

Tar.. , r", ... 1 • l.S

Cor.vTlO .. la :

10 REM I'EXTRI;ME;RISK Z;O!'iE;"
11 LPRINT CMR$~28):C~R'~37):CLEAR
12 LPRINT "F";~0
13 LPRINT 1'1.."; 0
14 LPRINT "050,50":L.,PRlNT "Q1";LPRINT

"51 "
15 LPRINT "11"; 42;", "; .5:LPRINT liP"; "N

II

16 LPRINT "'1":;39:",";.5:L.,PRINTlip";" .....
11-

18 LPRINT "D";0:",":40;",":0;",":-40
19 LPRINT I'D";40:",";0;",":-40:",";0
20 LPRINT "5011

22 LPR INT "~" ;40: .., I' ; 30; ",";30: ",..;5
24 LPRINT "A":41:",";31:",";29:",";4
26 LPRINT "'1":;38:",":45
28 LPRINT "P"; "LAST MHiUTE"
30 LPRINT "'1";;35;"''';~8
32 LPRINT "P";"MAt'iOEUUR~ DIAGRAM"
34 LPRINT "'1":;32:",":48
36 LPRINT "P";"5CALE ~~ ti.I1ILES"
94 INPUT "Sc.mm/m=";SC
95 INPUT "T1m~ inc. s~c.u;DT:DT=DT/60
96 INPUT "TYrnins Ra.cUys in meters=":

~T:RT=.00054*RT
97 INPUT I'R~a.c;t'l.T. sec;":TR: TR=TR/60

100 INPUT I'R9.~="; Rl
102 INPUT "SP.~=":UA
103 INPUT "~.SP.O=":UH
104 INPUT IIL.Sp.O=";UL
105 INPUT IISp.Coe=":K
106 INPUT I'CO.ofA=": CA
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107 INPUT "Co. "fO="; co
112 INPUT "En.~ize=";RA
113 LPRINT "C;";0:",";0;",";SC*RA
114 INPUT ,.No , F'Pints=";N
115 DIM BC~+2),XCN+2)'Y(N+~),Z(N+2),WC

N+2),D(N+2),S\~+~)
116 E=UH/UA:S~=UA*DT*C~aSC~)/60
117 SY=UA*DT~~S~NCA)/60
118 H=CA-CO·
119 IF H>=0 THGN 141
120 H=360+H
121 IF H<=180 THEN 123
122 H=360-H
123 Q=ACS(CI-E*C;OSH)/SqR(1-2*E*COSH+E*

E»
124 Bl=180-(Q+H):GOTO 140
140 IF 61)90 TH~N 146
145 G=270:US=90:L=0:M=1:GOTO 147
146 G=90:US=270:L=0:M=I:BEEP I:BEEP 0;

BEEP I:BEEP I:BEEP 1
147 FOR 1=0 TO N
148 X(])=0:,<I)=0:Z(I)=0:W(J)=0:B(])=0

:DC ])=0
149 NEXT J
150 x=uA*CaSCA-UH*COSCa
155 Y=UA*SINCA-UH*S1NCa
160 GOSUB PROG 9
162 UR=Z:CR=U
164 Xl=SC*RA*COS(CR+90):Yl=SC*RA*SIN(C

R+90)
166 X2=SC*RA*COS(CR+270):Y2=SC*RA*S1N(

CR+270)
168 LPR INT "D" ; X2; ",II ; -,2;",";Xl;",";-

''('1

170 X(0)=RA*COS(CR+G)
175 Y(0)=RA*Sl~\CR+G)
180 Z(1)=(UR*TR*COSCR)/60
185 W(1)=(UR*TR*S1NCR)/60
190 X(1)=Z<1)+~<0)
195 Y(1)=W(t)+Y~0)
196 BC 1)=0
206 I=2
207 T=DT*Cl-1)
208 U=<UH-UL)*EXP(-T/K)+UL
209 PRINT "I=";I,"U=";U
210 BCI)=B(I-l)+DT*U*57.3/(RT*60)
211 Z(I)=<I-l)*SX-2*RT*SIN~B(I)/2)*COS

(CO+<L+M*(B<I)/2»)
212 W<I)=<I-l)*SY-4*RT*SlNCB<I)/2)*SIN

(CO+<L+M*(B(I)/2»)
213 GOTO 233
214 X=S*CXCI-t)-X<I-2)?:Y=S*<Y(I-1)-Y<

1-2))



215 BC D=BC 1-1)
216 XCI)=XCI-l)TX:BB=B(I)
217 YCI'=YC1-1?TY
218 DCI)=XCI)*COSCCRTUS)TYCI)*SINCCRTU

S)-RA
219 IF DC1) >0 THEN 2~3
220 IF D(1)=0 THEN 279
221 I=IT1:BEE;P l:PRINT "1=";1
222 IF I(N THE~ 215 ELSE 279
223 X=XCI)-~<I-\)
224 Y=Y<I)-Y<I-1)
225 GOSUB PROG 9
226 S=<ABSD<I-1>*Z)/(ABSD(I-1)+ABSO<I)

)

227 X<I)=X<I-l)TS*COSU
228 YCI)=Y<I-l)TS*SINU
230 GOTO 279
233 X=Z<I)-2(I-l):Y=W(I)-W(I-1):GOSUB

PROG 9:Ul=U
234 XCI)=Z<I)+RA*COSCUITG)
235 YCI)=WCI?+RA*SINCU1TG)

X=X<I):Y=Y<I):GOSUB PROG 9
SC I>=Z
D(I)=X(I)*COSCCRTUS)+Y<I)*SINCCR+U

236
237
238

S)-RA
239
242
243
244
245
250
255
256
257
260
265
270
275

)

276

IF 1<6 THEN 256
PRINT "D4=";D(4):PRINT "D5=";D(5)
IF ABS(D(5»<~BS<D(4» THEN 245
IF Bl<=90 THEN 146 ELSE 145
IF D(I»0 THEN 260
IF D(I)=0 THEN 279
IF S(I)(S(I-1) THEN ~14
IF 1>=8 THEN 214
I=I+1:GOTO 207
X=X< I )-~( 1-1)
Y=Y( I)-yU-U
GOSUB PROG 9
S=(ABSO(I-l)*Z)/(ABSDCI-l)+ABSO<I)

INU
279 IF G=270 TME;N 281
280 X<I+l)=X~/SC:Y(I+1)=Y2/SC:GOTO 282
281 X<I+1)=X1/SC:YCI+1)=Yl/SC
282 8B=13(I)
283 FOR 1=0 TO 1+1
284 Y<J)=INT(SC*Y(J)*10)/10:XCJ)=INT(S

C*X< ])*10)/10
285 NEXT J
286 FOR 1=4 TO 1+1
287 LPRINT "D";X<J-1).",";-Y<J-l):",";

'>«J);",";-Y(J)
288 NEXT J 203



29121IF M(l THEN 294
291 C5=CO·tBB
292 IF C5(=36121THEN 297
293 C5=C5-36121:GOTO 297
294 CP=CO-BB
295 IF CP)=e TH~N 297
296 CP=CP+36e
297 LPR INT "D"; ~C1) : " , " ; - y ~1);",":XC 4)

;",":-Y(4)
298 LPRINT l'I'1";~(!):",";-Y~!)
3121121IF M(l THEN 31214
3132 LPRINT "P";" Sta.rbo~rd.":GOTO 31216
3-04 LPRINT "P";" Port"

LPRINT "se"
IF M(ra TMEN 386
IF B1)ge THEN 362
G=9ra:US=27e:L=36121:M=-1:BB=BCI)
GOTO 147
G=27e:uS=ge:L=3613:M=-1:8B=BCI)
GOTO 147
X=SC*Rl*COS~Q+CA):Y=SC*R1*SIN(Q+CA

3136
355
356
36121
361
362
363
386

)

388
PRINT

4121121
41212
4134
4136
41218
4113
412
414

LPRINT "M";X:",";-Y:LPRINT "N";6:L
I'P";!IObs. ship"
FOR 1=121TO 3
LPRINT "X"; I:",4, le"
NEXT I
LPRINT "SI2I":LPRINT "'11"
FOR 1=121TO le
LPRINT "M": 1*4; ", ::;121
LPR1NT "P";I*4/SC
NEXT I

416 Xl=X+SC*VH*COSCCO)/3ra:Y1=Y+SC*VH*S
IN(CO)/3ra

418 LPRINT "D";X:",";-Y:",";Xl;",";-Y1
:LPRINT "P";"Vo":LPRINT "Sl"

419 LPRINT I'M";36: ", ":-5121:LPRINT "P";"
Ta.r9t course =";CA

42121LPRINT "M";32;",":-5121
422 LPRINT "P";"Ta.rget Sp~~d. =";VA
424 LPRINT "M";~8;",";-513
426 LPRINT I'P";"Obs. ship course =":CO
428 LPRINT I'M";44; ", ":-513
43121LPRINT "P"; "Obs. ship speed. =":UH
432 LPRINT "11";213:",";-5121
434 LPRINT "P";"O.ship low speed.=";UL
436 LPRINT "MI';16: ", ":-5121
438 LPR1NT "P";"Time increment S=";DT*

613
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44121LPRINT "M" ; 12; 'I , " ; -50
442 LPRINT "P";"Turnin9 index =";K
444 LPRINT IIMJI:8:1I,1I;-50
446 LPRINT "P" ;"Tac tical radius =";RT
448 LPRINT 11M II ; 4: II, 11; -50
45121LPRINT "P";"Encount~r ?iz~ =";RA
452 LPRINT "MIl; 121;",";-5121 _',

454 LPRINT "P";"COI1PUTED PAT A . ".
456 LPRINT "1111;-4; ",..;-5121
458 LPRINT "P";tlN~w cours~(star)=";INT

CS
46121LPRINT "1111;-8;",";-5121
462 LPRINT "P";"N~w cours~(port)="; INT

CP
464 LPRINT 115121"
48121X=SC*UA*~OS<CA)/3121:Y=5C*UA*5IN(CA)

/30
482 LPRINT " D" • 121'"".121'"11. X' 1\ ". - y. LP""""" .RINT liP"; lIU_11
484 LPRINT "f"!11;-54:", ";-45
50121END
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1288 REM"QUADRA'T"
13010 IF A=0 THEN 1304
"~302 GOTO 1314
13.04IF 8(>0 THEN 1310
L3e6 X1=10"6
13eS GOTO 1344
l31121Xl.::-C/8
1312 Gaia 1344
1314 IF B*B>~4*A*C iHEN 1324
1316 X1=e: ><2=13
:i.320 SaiD 1344
1324 S=SQR(8*B-4*A*C)
1326 IF 8>=13 THEN 1332
1328 Xl=(-B-S'/(2*A)
13313GOTO 1336
1332 X2=(-BTS)/(2~A)
1334 IF X2=e THEN 1338
~335 GOTO 1343
1336 IF X1="eiHEN 1338
1337 GOTO 1342
1338 X1=e:><2=e
13410GOTO 1344
1342 X2=C/(A~Xt):GOTO 1344
1343 Xl=C/(A*X2)
1344 RETURN
1346 END
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1400 REM SUB.ASPECT
1404 IF J>180 THEN 1408
1406 J= Jot 180-C:GOTO 1410
1408 J=J-180-C
1410 IF J)==0THEN 1414
1412 J=J+360
1414 R!::iURN
1416 END _,.;

1700 REM"LAGRANGE"
1702 I=0:BEEP 0:B~EP l:BEEP 0:BEEP 1
1704 1=1+1
1706 IF PO)P<t) THEN 1704
1708 I=I-1
1710 FOR J=0 TO NN
1712 8(.>=1
1714 NEXT J
1716 D(Z2)=0
1718 FOR K=0 TO NN
1720 FOR J=0 TO NN
1722 IF J=K iHEN 1726
1724 B(K)=8<K)*(PO-P<.J+t»/(P(I+K)-P(J+
0)
1726 NE)<T J
1728 D(ZZ)=D(ZZ>+B(K)~ReI+K)
1730 NEXT K
1734 RETURN
1736 £ND

..._.- ._----- -.- . _ .•.-... --_ ...-... - .•....._.-. ..

!6t1:I0REM IISUB COMP-V€CTOR"
1602 IF X>0 THEN 1608
1604 IF X=0 THEN 1610
16e6 U~ATN(Y/X):GOTO 1618
1608 U=ATN(Y/X);GQTO 1628
1610 IF Y>0 THEN 1626 .
1612 IF V<0 THEN 1624
1614 U=0:GOTO 1632
1618 IF '(:=0THEN 1622
1620 U=U+18~:GOTO 1632
1622 U=180:GOTO 1632
1624 U=270:GOTO 1632
1626 U=90:GOTO 1632
1628 IF Y>=0 THEN l632
1630 U::U+360
1632 Z=SQReX1X+V*V,
1634 RETURN
1636 END

, ; "':--



1500 REM RISK SUB.
1504 IF R(RA THEN 1590
1506 rI=I:UQASNCRA/R):C=(l-E)/Cl~E)
1508 G=Q~U;GOTO 1512
1510 G=360~G
1512 IF G<360 SHEN 1516
1514 Gc:G-360
1516 M2cSIN~G)
1518 IF G>180 THEN 1524
1520 IF G(180 THEN 1526
1522 K=0:H=0:L=0:GOTO 1564
1524 G:::360-G
1526 IF G)90 THEN 1538
1528 lF G=90 THEN IF E(=1 THEN 1535
1529 IF G=90 THEN IF E>l THEN 1536
1530 tF G>0 THEN 1538
1532 IF G(0 THEN 1510
1534 K=E*PI:GOTO 1564
1535 K=0:GOTO 1564
1536 8=0:GOTO 1540
1538 B=2*E/(CTAN(G»*(I~E)~
1540 S=B*B-4*C
1542 IF S<0 THEN 1550
1544 Y=SQRCS)
1545 IF 6>0 THEN 1548
1546 Z=CB~Y)/2:W=2*C~(B-Y):GOTO 1552
1548 Z=2*C~(B~Y):W=C8+Y)/2:GOTO 1552
1550 2=0:W=0
1552 IF E(l THEH 1556
1554 2=0
1556 H='*ATNCZ):L=2*ATNCW)
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1558 N=TAN«l+G)/2)/TAN(CH+G)/2)
15613 N=CSINCG))*<LOG(N))
1562 K=(PI/180)~(L-H)*~-N
1564 IF II>1 THEN 1571
1566 J=K:M1=M2:II=II+1:U=-U
1568 GO TO 15138
1571 IF M2<13 THEN 1576
1572 IF Ml(13 THEN 15813
15'4 GOTO 1578
1576 IF M1>13 THEN 1582
1578 A=ABS(1-K):GOTO 1584
15813 A=J+K:GOTO 1584
1582 A=2*E*PI-(J+K)
1584 !F A)e THEN IF E=13 TH~N 15913
1586 IF A=e THEN IF E=~ TH~N 1592
1588 P=A/(2~E~P!;:GOTO 1594
15913 P=l:GOiO 1594
1592 P=!t3
1594 RETURN
1596 END
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The following list shows special abbreviations, symbols and notations
which appear most frequently in this work ;-

IItbreviations
C.P.A
C.A
f.P.A.R
E.P.R.M

. N.C.S

T.C.P.A

Closest point of approach.
Collision avoidance.
Equi-Potential Area of Risk.
Equi-Potential Risk Matrix. .
Navigational Coordinate Systa..
Time to Closest Point of Approach.

S,YIIIbols
A The designation of the target ship.

The major axis of the equirisk ellipse.
The designation of the second target ship.
The bearing of the ship.
The present bearing.
The bearing at CPA.
The rate of the bearing change.
The minior axis of the equ~risk ellipse.
The increment of the bearing change.
The course of ship (A).
The course of ship (0).

212

Ba
Bm
Ba

be
68

Ca
CQ



Cr
0 , d

E

~E
Emax
e
F
f(Q)
H
6H

i , j

K
Ke
Ln
M

N

0

The relative course of the target ship.
A displacement, a distance.
Speed ratio of a binary encounter as observed by
the refrence ship.
An increment of the speed ratio.
The maximum speed ratio available.

,

The Eccentricity of the equirisk ellipse.
An index of range rate.
Collision function.
The relative heading.
An increment of the relative heading.
An integer from 1 to n used to subscript the
variables.
The turning Index of speed deceleration.
A coefflcient of proportionality.
The natural logarithm.
An area representing a set of th~ different ways
for a collision to occur.
An area representing the total number of the possible
ways that can be considered by the observing ship.
The designation of the refrence ship centre point
(obsrving ship), the point of origin of the coordi-
nate system.
A point in the co-ordinate system.
The geometrical probability of collision.
The risk function.
The present.risk level.
The risk level at the CPA.
The maximum value of the risk function.
The aspect angle.
The collision aspect.
The present aspect.
The aspect angle at CPA.
A range.
The present range between ships 1n the encounter.

~l



Ra An accepted CPA.
~ The distance at CPA.
Rt The turning radius of a ship.
Re The radius of an equi-r-isk ellipse.
Rooo A distance of a point ahead of target ship which

bears a prescribed level of risk.
R180 A distance of the point astern of target ship which

bears a prescribed level of risk.
The run of target ship "displacement"
The run of the observing ship."displacement"
The relative run "displacement"
The distance run by a point 'Cl.
Time.

~T
Y

The time interval after the alteration of course
has been made.
Time interval.

Va
Va
Vr
VXa
VYa

VXo
YYo·

YXr
Vy r

Speed.
The speed of target ship.
The speed of observing ship.
The relative speed of'target ship.
The N-S speed component of target ship.
The E-W speed component of target ship.
The N-E speed component of observing ship.
The E-W speed component of observing ship.

The N-S relative speed component.
The E-W relative speed component.

.The abscissa of centre point of taget ship "A".
The ordinate of centre point of target ship.
The increment of displacement in the direction of
the X-axis.
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AY

AC

Notation

E = 1

E < 1
E> 1
(xl

df/dH,df/dE

fH2. H1 f

The increment of displacement in the direction of
the V-axis.
Thre amount of course alteration.

_ ...,
E equal 1
Eis 1ess than 1
E is greater than 1
Absolute value of 'X'.
The partial derivatives of the collision function.

The definite integra10f f in H1,H2.

A set t matrix.

,
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